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Helps Rockland
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Furniture Company astounded the writer. This firm has the
largest and most beautiful store in Eastern Maine.
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He who would be a great soul in future, must be a great soul now.—Emer••• son.
•••

•••

TO INCREASE PENSIONS
That Is, If Congress Passes Amended
Bill Which Senate Committee Will
Report Favorably.
A total increase in pensions of ap
proximately $60,000,000 is provided in
the Bursam general pension bill in the
amended form in which the Senate
committee on pensions has voted unan
imously to report the measure. It
was estimated that the death rate
would greatly lessen the increase in
subsequent yeans.
The increases provided vary some
what from those in the hill as passed
hy the Senate at the las: session, in
which the House made amendments
that cause its veto by President
Harding. The measure would increase
monthly pensions to Civil War veter
ans to $72; Civil War widows of 64
years to $50: Indian War veterans to
S30, those 72 years of age to $40 and
those 75 years to $50; and Spanish
War veterans to a range of from $20
to $50, according to age of disability.
In the latter group veterans of 62
years would receive the minimum, of
68 years $30, of 72 years $40, and of
75 years $50.

Articles consist of Dining Tables, White Enam
eled Bedsteads and Springs, Chairs, Rockers, Stands,
Tables, Pictures, Stoves, a large assortment of Books,
Qlassware, Crockeryware, Tinware, Carden Tools,
etc., etc.
Entrance to House cn South Side—Side Door
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We have some good Cinerarias coming on and we want to get
them across to you before they are fully in bloom that you may
enjoy them the longest possible time.

F. W. FARREL CO.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

643 Main Street
ROCKLAND, - - - MAINE

“ S I L S B Y ' S ’’

Telephone 661
129-S-‘f

399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
(Next door to the Western Union)

1 “A.” and

TTTe SS

“B”

Willard Radio Batteries
Ask us for booklet
“BETTER RESULTS FROM

RADIO”

ARE YOU GETTING THE BEST
RESULTS FROM YOUR SET?
IF NOT, DROP ME A LINE RE
GARDING YOUR DIFFICULTIES

PHONE 647-6

—BY THE—

WILLARD

ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR
WORK

METHOD

—AT THE—

»

Over the Express Office

SERVICE

WILLARD

STATION

R. W. TYLER

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632-834 MAIN ST.

J

RADIO

WINTER STORAGE FOR YOUR BATTERY

TELEPHONE 466-W.

ROCKLAND, - • MAINE

ROCKLAND, ME.

(Radio Editor of This Paper)

THE

ACID

TEST
WHAT

COMPARISON

OF

I WANT

THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY TO UNDERSTAND IS THAT THE GREAT STOCK OF OUR
BIG STORE IS ALWAYS SOLD AT THE

LOWEST

PRICE CONSISTENT WITH SOUND BUSINESS
I INVITE YOU TO

Compare

the

STUDLEY

Regular

Price

with

SALE

PRICES

Elsewhere

This is how we do it: We buy Highest Grade Stock and maintain its reputation.
We turn over our merchandise rapidly by Pricing it Honestly.
We can do businesa Economically because we own our plant.
Wa have a loyal and efficient Sales Force who keep overhead at a minimum.
Wa pay the freight as a part of our complete service.
We are content with email profits and welcome.
COMPARISON OF PRICE OR QUALITY THE ACID TEST

283 MAIN ST.

V. F. STUDLEY

ROCKLAND

The second issue of War Savings
Stamps (1919 blue) matured Jan. 1st,
and a large sum of money will be,paid
to investors in this vicinity. Interest
has ceased and holders of the stamps
should present them immediately, for
redemption. That the public is notor
iously careless about such matters may
be judged from the following newspa
per statement, published under the
caption “Cost of Negligence.”
“Victory notes of the value of $40,000,000, war saving certificates worth
$22,000,000, and temporary four-cou
pon Liberty bonds amounting to $43,000,000 have not yet been presented for
redemption, although the interest on
these government securities has been
stopped. What can the owners and
holders be thinking about, or, rather,
why do they not think? They are prac
tically defrauding themselves of a
rightful award.
"The government is, of course, the
gainer through the acts of these
thoughtless ones, but the government
does not wish to gain through the stu
pidity or negligence of loyal contri
butors to its war chest. TLfcse are all
gilt-edge securities, as good as any ob
ligation to pay can possibly be. Bonds
destroyed or lost mny account in part
for the missing $100,000,000. but hoard
ing is probably the chief reason for
the delay, as it is where money is
held in stockings because of mistrust
of savings banks.
‘ Something ought to be done to in
form the people of tlieir personal losses
through such neglect. They should be
shown that t/iey can purchase just as
good government securities as those
they present for redemption if they
wish."

DOWN AMONG THE WHARVES
Down among tlie wharves—tliai’a the place I
like to wander!
Smell of tar and salted flsh and barrels
soaked in brine!
Here and there a lobster-irate, and brown
seines over .vondir.
And in among them, mending nets, an “oldsalt” friend of mine.
That o’.d-salt friend nt mine—how we love to
talk together!
Breathless is the wonder of hls tales about
the sea!
His fa c is tanned and wrinkled hy the roughest
kind of weather.
And ite is like a Itero in a story-book to ntc I

Genuine

Add much to the charm of your home.
During thia month a
Cyclamen, Primrose, Bright Colored Cineraria or even a Fern or
Foliage Plant will give you much pleasure and will fill in moat
gracefully those dark days between the Christmas greens and the
first daffodils.

"COST OF NEGLIGENCE”

Volume 79................. Number 6.

TWO TIMELY TOPICS

Have You a War Savings Mellon’s Proposed Tax Reduc
tion and the Status of the
Stamp In Your Home?—If
Bonus Question.
So, Have It Redeemed.

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Subscription $3.00 per year payable in ad
vance: single copies three cents.
•’>______________________________________________———
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
reasonable.
The selling of over thirty carloads of furniture, ranges very
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.
and furnaces provides steady employment at good salaries for Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 46V Main Street, Rock
16 to 25 Rockland men and women. Figures showing the1 land, Maine.
Entered at the postofflee In Rockland for cir
thousands of dollars expended in Rockland by the Burpee' culation at second-lass postal rates.

of the late Julia L. Hills, will be disposed of at
Private Sale, at her late residence, No. 18 North
Main Street, Rockland, on WEDNESDAY, JAN.
16, 1924, at 9:00 o'clock A. M., and continue until
sold.

SATURDAY.

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, January 12, fl924.

Single Copies Three Cents.

THE HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

THURSDAY AND

Down among the wharves whet a SUIT north
wind is thing.
Schooners r ib and bi'tio against the dorks
they lie beside :
Half-way op the masts, the billowed sails are
pulled Tor drying ; ■
Hawsers ail are straining at the turning of
the tide.
The turning of the tide! Time of wonder and
of dreaming I
Fishing-sloops are slipping from their docks
across the way ;
IIow our wharf reechoes when tlieir saury-tugs
arc screaming!
How the green piles whiten with the tossing
of their spray!
Down along the wharves among a wonderland
of shipping—
Rows of shining, slender masts that sway
against tlie sky !
Every day at flood of tide we watch some
schooner slipping
Out among tlie circling gulls, my old-salt
friend and I.
My old-salt friend and I—he will drop the
he's he’s mending.
Watch me witli eaelt flapping jib, each
straining yard and spar;
How we thrill together when the sails are full
and bending—
We who like to wander where the waiting
vessels are!
—Eleanore .Myers Jewett in St. Nicholas.

\RADI0\
WE

CAN

SAVE

YOU

MONEY ON YOUR

RADIO PARTS
Magnet Wire, spool .................. 10c
Magnet Wire, spool ..............._.... 25c
Phono Connectors ....................... 10c
Phone Plugs ................................ 50c
Phone Plugs ................................. 60c
Insulators ..................... ,. 10c and 15c
Porcelain Knobs, 2 fo? ............... 05c
Phone Condensers .......................... 10c
Grid Condensers ....................... 05c
Galena Crystals ..........................' 10c
Jacks .............................................. 35c
Brass Rods .................................... 15c
Sliders for Rods ......................... 10c
Switches ............................................ 25c
Switches ............................................ 15c
Sockets............................................. 35c
Spaghetti Tubing ......................... 10c
Variable Grid Leak ................... 20c
Variocoupler ............................... $2.00
Verniers ........................................ 60c
Phonographic Attachment ........ 60c
Terminal Lugs, 12 for................... 05c
Tuning Coil, complete ............. $1.75
Battery Connectors 3 for ........ 05c
Radio Books ................................ 25c
3 Plats Condensers..................... 50c
13 Plate Condensers................... $1.00
23 Plate Condensers .....
$1.25
Ground Wire, per foot .............. 01c
2 inch Dials .................................. 25c
3 inch Dials ................................. 35c
3 inch Dials ................................. 15e
6 ohm Rheostat............................. 25c
30 ohm Rheostat ......................... 25c
6 ohm Rheostat, tested .......... 35c
Switch Levers
........................ 15c
Switch Levers ............................ 25c
Switch Points, 3 for .................. 05c
B Battery, 22'4 volt ............ $2.00
B Battery. 221'i volt ................ $1.00
Binding Posts ............................. 05c
7 Strand Aerial Wire, 100 ft..... 80c
Coil Spring Arial ...................... 25c
Ground Clamps ........................... 05c
Cat Whiskers, 3 for...................... 05c'
Porcelain Tubes, 2 for ................ 05ci
Porcelain Tubes, 5 for .......... . 05c*

play personal politics at public ex
pense.
Facts On The Bonus

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Postmaster

Winchenpaw of

The bonus question and tax reduc
Friendship Officially Con
tion are the two live Issues before Con
gress. Politicians seeking re-election
gratulated
For Certificate
hate to commit themselves on either
measure at the present time. Real
Sales.
The following articles which concern statesmen have been trying to work
issues of vital and timely importance out these national problems and give
Postmaster Winchenpaw of Friend
are from the Industrial News Bureau the people the facts. If the people ship received congratulations from F. C.
know the farts, public opinion may be
of The Manufacturer.
relied upon to bring about a satisfac- Ayres, Director, U. S. Savings Organi
• • ♦ •
zation, First Federal Reserve District
tory conclusion.
Voice of the People
The three different measures placed on the success achieved by his offlee in
Seldom has the country witnessed before Congress for a soldiers’ bonus December in connection with the issue
such universal approval of a tax re are the Fordney, McCumber and Mott
duction program as accorded Secretary bills. All three bills give ex-service of Treasury Savings Certificates. Dur
ing that month there were sold for cash
Mellon’s proposal.
men the option of choosing any one.
and issued In exchange for the 1919
This is probably due to the fact that but only one. of the following plans:
Wur Savings Stumps which matured
the usual talk about tax reduction is
1 Adjusted service pay, cash award.
confined to glittering gtneralities 2. Adjusted service certificates, insur on January 1st $2,500, worth ol Treas
which will not embarrass a political, ance. 3. Vocational training aid. 4. ury Savings Certificates. Mr. Ayres
candidate or public official with hard Farm or home aid. 5. Land settle states that this is a record to be proud
cold facts which must be substanti ment aid. Cost involved in these bills of and gives to our community a per
capita average which compares favor
ated.
varies as does time in which govern ably with any in New England.
Secretary Mellon has given the peo ment must o>ay.
Postmaster Winchenpaw declares
ple the figures from which they can
The McCumber bill has made most
draw their own conclusions. Instead progress, as it has been reported on that the new issue ot Treasury Savings
of sidestepping the issue. President favorably by Senate Finance Commit Certificates which went on stile Decem
ber 1st, last, is proving very popular
Coolidge is outspoken in favor of the tee. But from taxpayers’ standpoint
an an investment. He learns from Di
Mellon plan.
and for good of country, the Fordney rector Ayres, that incomplete returns
This has been a severe blow to po bill is considered best as the govern for December indicate an Investment
litical leaders who would have dodged ment has longer time in which to pay. of nearly $1,000,000 for New England
the issue and delayed action until
In considering McCumber bill, the and upwards of $25,000,000 for the en
after coming election.
Finance Committee believes minimum tire country. He wishes to remind his
With a definite program for tax re possible cost would be $1,560,000,000 if patrons to look up their 1918 and 1919
duction before them and with wide every veteran took llte cash payment issues of Wur Saving Stamps and
spread approval of the plan being ex plan. The maximum would be $5,273,- bring them to him for cash redemption
pressed from every section of the 000,000 if every veteran took adjusted or exchange to Treasury Savings Cer
country, it is going to be hard for our service certificates (Insurance). Under tificates without delay. The further
representatives in Congress to justify what Finance Committee believes accumulation of Interest ceased when
delayed action which will cost the tax would lie real operation of legislation, these Issues matured on Jan. 1, 1923
payers of this nation hundreds of mil total cost would lie about $4,396,000 and Jan. 1, 1924, respectively, but there
lions of dollars.
000 scattered over a period of 20 years. are still many stamps of both issues
If tax reduction is actually pushed to
Comparing governmental expendi still outstanding.
final consideration and passage, lt will tures for 11 months of fiscal year 1921
Any money involved in these securi
be through the triumph of enlightened with whole year 1914, lt Is found that ties is now idle und should be rein
public opinion over the preference t>f federal expenditures were $2,700,000,- vested in Treasury Savings Certifi
individual members of Congress to 000 more than expmditures for 1914. cates at once so that it will continue
Proposed bonus would be in addition to produce an income for the owner
and be safe from every possibility ot
to these expenditures.
For the year ending June 30, 1921, loss.
Also through the efforts of Post
expenditures of federal government
alone were about $50 per capita, or master Winchenpaw $3,250 worth of
$250 per annum per family, as against Treasury Savings Certificates were
purchased from the I’ostofflce at Rock
$7.07 per capita in 1914.
Taking the 17-months period during land.
which we were at war it is found that
DR. BURGESS ELECTED
tlie various enlisted men received in
pay during that time the following
sums: United States, $570.00; France, Rockland Optomatriat la Naw Preai$27.55; Italy, $33.06; Russia, $7.41;
dent of Maine Association—Dr. Con
Great Britain. $138.70; New Zealand,
ley Admitted.
$138.70; South Africa, $138.70. It is
understood Belgium paid a slightly
higher rate than France; Canada paid
The Maine Association of Optome
the same as the United States; while trists. in annual session in Falmouth
Australia paid approximately $42 a
month, the highest amount of any Hotel Wednesday elected as president,
J F. Burgess of Rockland. Walter P.
country.
Every state in the nation except six Conley of Rockland was elected to
has made provision for bonuses or as membership. Wallace E. Easton, E.
sistance to ex-soldiers. These bene
S. Pendexter and Lynn Buckley of
fits are estimated to total over $184,- Portland were appointed a committee
000,000. In addition, the national gov to draw up resolutions of regret at
ernment gave cash bonuses at time of the death of Manager Carleton GUddischarge.
den of the Falmouth Hotel, always a
Roughly, the foregoing is a sum friend and willing helper of the asso
FEDERAL U0
mary of facts involved in the bonus ciation.
The FEDERAL Type 110 Receiver question. It will be for the people of the
President Frank A. Webb of Bridg
United States to decide whether in face ton spoke relative to the members get
combines with a remarkable sim
of such expenditures as have already ting closer together and working for
plicity of operation, a range of re
been made and as are being made to the betterment of the organization as
ception and beauty of music re
maintain our government at present
production heretofore impossible of time, it is wise or necessary to enact a whole and the new president, J. F.
Burgess asked the members for their
attainment in so small and modest
proposed bonus legislation for benefit hearty co-operation during the year.
a radio receiver.
of uninjured veterans, at a cost esti
Howard L. Bryant of Portland and
mated at from $1,500,000,000 to $5,000,- George McL. Cresson of Furmington
The extremely low price set upon
a device in which are incorporated 000,000.
were the principal speakers of the ses
all of the latest developments makes
sion, each praising in high terms the
it the greatest value of any radio
optometrists of the State. Mr. Bryant,
DECIDED ON CELLS
receiver appearing on the market.
who has been interested in optome
Price with one pair Phones—
Dormitory Plan Discarded In Connec trists not only in Maine but in the
tion With State Prison Reconstruc South and West, while Insisting that
$105.00
the optorpetrlsts of Maine were equal
tion.
to any, stated that they showed a re
(Tubes and Batteries not included)
markable lack of interest in the organ
The State Prison Commissioners have
ization and its workings. Mr. Presson
INTERNATIONAL
decided to continue the cell system in spoke relative to co-operation between
the new block at tho State Prison at State organizations and relative to
•
SPECIAL
Thomaston, instead of adopting the work which is being done to better
A compact little receiving set,
conditions for all.
dormitory system, which hud been un
capable of receiving distant stations
Dinner was served nt 6.30 and music
with wonderful clearness and power.
der discussion.
for the occasion was furnished by the
A meeting was held Wednesday for Shubert Orchestra.
$19.50
the purpose of going over with Archi
tect Bunker of Augusta tho complete
The Davis Garment shop, corner of
1000 MILESFOR $15.00
plans for the new construction at the
Main and Elm streets, is now having a
State
Prison
which
is
now
progressing
Complete set of Genuine Haynes
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats,
rapidly and to make any changes that
Parts wilh Panel all drilled, ready
<i'esses and a few fur coats.—adv.
were
deemed
necessary.
to assemble the
Commissioners Hastings, Boynton
HAYNES DX RECEIVER and Hargraves were present with YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Warden Lester D. Eaton of the State
$15.00
Prison.
If I had to live my life again I would have
Two of the three stories of the new
made a rule to read some poetry and listen to
BATTERIES
PHONES
carriage and broom shop, a 200-foot some music at least once a week. The loss of
SUPPLIES
fireproof brick building, are already these tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
up, the harness shop, which is three Darwin.
Send for further information
stories in height, also a fireproof build
10 VICTIS
ing 260 feet long, is now being roofed
in and the prison administration build I sing the hymn of the conquered, who fell In
the Battle of Life,—
ing is up two stories. It was reported. The hymn of the wounded, the beaten, who
I
died overwhelmed In the strife;
Later in the day, the Prison Comjubilant song of the victors, for whom
j tnlssioners conferred with F. W. Cun- Not the the
resounding acclaim
| ningham & Sons, Portland contractors, Of nations was lifted In chorus, whose brows
wore the chaplet of fame.
i who have charge of the work at the
ROCKLAND, MAINE
But the hymn of the lowly, the humble, the
prison.
weary, the broken In heart.

CLEANING AND PRESSING
—AT—

BOTTOM

ROCK

Women’s Suits
$1.00, $1.50

I.

PRICES
Men s Suits
$1.00, $1.50

LESLIE

CROSS

“AT THE BROOK”

442 MAIN STREET.

TELEPHONE 494-R.

OREL E. DAVIES
JEWELER OPTOMETRIST

E. B. CROCKETT
5c & Ilk STORE

MADE FINE RECORD

All the Latest in Glasses
SSI MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
TOtf

Who strove and who failed, acting bravely a
silent and desperate part:
Whose youth bore no flower on Its branches,
whose hopes burned In ashes away.
From whose hands slipped the prize they had
grasped at, who stood at the dying of
day
With the wreck of their life all around them,
unfitted, unheeded, alone.
With deatii swooping down o'er their failures,
and all but their faith overthrown.
While the voice of the world shouts Its chorus.
Its paean for those who have won.
While the trumpet is sounding triumphant, and
high to the breeze and the sun
Glad banners are waving, hands clapping, and
hurrying feet
Thronging after the laurel-crowned victors—I
stand on the field of defeat,
In the shadow of those who have failed who
are wounded and dying, and there
Chant a requiem low. place my hand on their
pain-knotted brows, breathe a prayer.
Hold the hand that Is helpless, snd whisper:
■'They only the victory win
Who have fought the good flgbt ?nd have van
quished the demon that tempts us
within :
Who have held to their faith, unseduced by
the prize which the world holds on
high.
Who have dared for a high catise to suffer, re
sist. fight,—If need be, to die.”
Speak, History I Who are life’s victors! Unroll
they long annals and ray :
Are they those whom the world calls the vic
tors. who won the success of a day!
The martyrs, or Xero? The Spartans who fell
at Thermoplyae’s tryst!
Or the Persians and Xerxes! Hls judges, or
Socrates? Pilate, or Christ!

—£y William Wetmort Story.

E1* ery-Other-Da*
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The fact that other countries show a FARRINGTON IN FAVOR
BASKETBALL AHOY!
decrease in shipbuilding for the last
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
quarter of 1923 affords but small con Latest Candidate For Gov Big
Crowd Sees Thrilling
solation for American yards which
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Opening
Contests — The
ernor
Takes
Emphatic
Stand
Kocklani. kin. 12, 1924.
have 7000 tons lessen orders than they
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
Boys
Look
Like Winners. I
on Kennebec Bridge Propo
Oath declares that he Is pressman in the office did three months ago. And it certainly
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of does not make us feel any better to
the Issue of The Courier-ilazotte of Jan. 10.
sition.
The big crowd which filled the Ar- J
1024, there was printed a total of 6.208 copies. know that Great Britain’s orders in
cade last night was immensely pleased
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
creased
123,000
tons
while
we
were
Augusta, Jan. 11.
Notary Public.
with the showing made by the High
slumping.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:-----School boys against the Jolly Rogers,
I have had many personal inquiries an Alumni outfit, in the season's first
game. The boys were going strong
Prank B. Nichols of the Bath Times
I from people in Knox and Lincoln
BIBLE THOUGHT
and showed a decisive superiority over(
was elected president of the Maine
! Counties as to my attitude in regard the veterans in their 16 to 7 win. The
—FOR TODAY—
Newspaper
Publishers’
Association
i to a bridge across the Kennebec River. R. H. S. girls played a rather crippled
Bible Thought. meirorhed. win prove a
Wednesday.
The former Rockland
priceleM heritage in after yean.
I have already written to them that 1 Stonington High sextette and nosed (
out a 4 to 0 victory, using many sub-|
newspaper man is one of the most
was in favor of such a bridge. In or
stitutes. The St. George High School
energetic and successful leaders of his
der that there may be no question as
THE KINGDOM -OP GOD cometh
as emphatically spanked by the R.
to my position in the matter, I am tak
not with observation: Neither shall profession in Maine today.
. S. Sophomores 26 to 5.
ing
advantage
of
your
paper
to
pub

they say, Lo here- or, lo there! for, be
High School 16, Jolly Rogers 7
licly
make
the
same
statement
that
I
hold, the kingdom of God is within
Interest centered in this game and
ALL SHERIFFS NOT SLACK
have
made
to
others
in
private.
The
•
you.—Luke 17:20, 21.
was well worth the price of admis
Prohibition Director Seth May Com need of tile coast counties is apparent sion. Both teams played clean, hard
ments On Statements As To Other and it is simply a question of ways and ball and showed good basketball. The
THE BRIDGE QUESTION
means for working out the problem. It advantage was with the youngsters,
Counties.
is of Statewide interest and can not particularly in the last half when the
The three Republican candidates,
Seth May, Federal Probitltlon Di be confined to the counties most close old .timers were badly winded. To
among whom the nomination for gov
ly concerned geographically.
heap insult on’ injury several second
ernor is conceded to lie, have now de rector of Maine, was shhown a copy
string men went in^the last period, but
Frank G. Farrington.
clarcd themselves in favor of the Ken of Gov. Baxter’s statement intimating
till Cap’n Lin’s men couldn’t cage the
pill. The school boys looked well in
nebcc Bridge proposition. The latest Federal action in other counties in
THE NEW YORK LAUNCHED
their snappy new jerseys. The work
announcement comes from Prank G.Far Maine following the Grant-Lewin rum
of Referee Victor P. Hall was veryEastern
Steamship
Adds Another
rington of Augusta, who was the last of eases in Aroostook County.
satisfactory. The summary:
Splendid
Steamer
To
Its
Metropoli

This
is
the
part
of
the
statement
the four candidates to enter the field.
R. H. S.
Goals Fouls Pts.
tan Service.
made by Gov. Baxter that is most
0
R. Snow, rf .................. 4
8
Mr. Farrington has been hearing from
important: "In view of the fact that
0
Rising, if ...................... 1
the voters in this section, and he the District Attorney's office may find
The Eastern Steamship Lines. Inc. of
6
0
S. Snow, c ................... 3
makes haste to assure them that he is it advisable to undertake similar con Boston again enters the limelight by Ludwig, rg.................... 0
0
0
in favor of the bridge. His letter in spiracy eases in that county (refer launching another beautiful ship to go Nosworthy, lg ........... 0
0
0
0
0
today’s
Courier-Gazette serves to ring to Aroostook) and in other eoun- on the All-Water route between Boston Green, If ...................... 0
ies of the State."
broadcast the important and welcome
and
New
York
early
next
summer.
"This department has undertaken
16
0
Totals ..................... 8
information.
And
Mr.
Farrington no campaign of prying upon other offi
Today the fine new passenger Steam ALUMNI
Goals Fouls Pts.
takes the broader ground that while cials.” said Mr. May in the course of ship New York was launched from the L. Rogers, rf ................ 2
4
0
0
0
“the need of the coast counties is ap his answer to the question.
Shipbuilding Corporation Plant at Freeman, if .................. 0
"The recent Aroostook disclosures
3
1
parent,” it is of "statewide in teres
Sparrows Point, Maryland. The New A. Rogers, c .................. 1
hould not be mistaken for an indiea
0
0
Damon, rg .....
0
and cannot be confined to the counties tion that sheriffs or other enforcement York is a sister ship to the Boston
0
0
French, lg .......
0
most closely concerned geographically. officials in Maine are generally cor whose successful launching oecured it Kelsey, rg ...».......
0
0
0
the same yard Oct. 27. Mrs. Huntingrupt.
I
believe
mi
st
of
these
officials
0
0
Perry, rg ...................... 0
The psychological moment for a bii
ton
R.
Hardwick,
daughter
of
Galen
L.
to be disposed to do all they <an. Some
drive on the Kennebec Bridge propo
Stone,
chairman
of
the
board
had
the
of them are without superiors in effiTotals ..................... 3
1
7
honor to ehriste” the new Steamship.
sition is at hand.
ient service.
Score: High School 16; Alumni 7.
The
New
York
is
402
feet
long
over
"This department has undertaken
R. H. S. 4, Stonington High 0
William Gibbs McAdoo, who is sup no campaign of prying upon other offi all. beam over guards 72 feet. It is con
Rockland High girls made their de
structed
of
steel
throughout,
with
twin
posed to have the Democratic Presi cials. Whenever we become satisfied screws. It is a burning turbine driven but in a ratiher unsatisfactory game
dential nomination sewed up, told a tiiat persons are conspiring to violate craft with a speed of over 19 knots an with Stonington High. It was the
the National Prohibition Act, or to
girls’ first game and the team was
Los Angeles audience this week that thwart our efforts to enforce it, they hour. The displacement is 5,100 tons,
handicapped by Breen’s illness. There
and
freight
capacity
of
90,300
cubic
the leadership of another Andrew will he prosecuted with ail the power
is no question but Coach Sullivan will
feet.
Jackson is needed to inspire the na at our command, whether officials or
The New York will be luxuriously be able to round them into champion
private
citizens,
whether
high
or
low.
”
tion. We share in the general respect
fitted to meet the need of every trav ship form as usual, but he has some
eler. It is electrically lighted through busy evenings ahead. Tihe squad refor the late lamented President Jackeived a tremendous ovation when it
out, has a main deck dining saloon
THE INSURGENTS WON
son, but cannot help wondering how he
music room, dancing and smoking came on the floor and it looked like a
would size up as a leader under the
room, spacious decks, barber shop, young, red-clad army. Practically the
Senator Smith, Democrat, South newsstand, etc. The new steamer will entire second team was used during
present day conditions, when the cares
and responsibilities of the Presidency Carolina, was elected as chairman cf have 345 staterooms, with running the game and showed a deal of real
basketball. They will be steppers be
are vastly greater than they were in the Senate Interstate Commerce Com water in each room. Of this number fore Billie O’Connell brings down his
there are 14 de luxe rooms, with ad
mittee.
Four
Republican
insurgents
Mr. Jackson’s day. What would An
joining baths, 64 special rooms, with Portland crew (if he does). The
drew Jackson have done with the and the two Farmer-Labor Senators adjoining toilets, and 267 regular two- Perry sisters, Evelyn and Carolyn,
from Minnesota, Johnson and Shipproblems that confronted Theodore stead, from Couens to the Democrat berth rooms, while the berth travel ac made a great hit at forward, and Grif
commodates 160 men and 50 women, fin’s work at guard was a series of
Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Warren and made possible his election. The
The total capacity will be 900 passen hits of various kinds. The game was
G. Harding or Calvin Coolidge? Here, insurgents were Brookhart, Iowa; gers.
full of high comedy and kept the audi
Frazier
and
Ladd.
North
Dakota,
and
The launching of the New York ence in gales of laughter.
we consider, is a fair question.
LaFollette, Wisconsin. Senator Bruce, closely following that of the Boston R. IL S.
Goals Fouls Pts.
Democrat. Maryland, voted for Cum
1
0
The average housewife is careful to mins to the last. The deciding l^tllot another large and splendidly equipped C. Perry, rf ......
passenger steamer to the Metropolitan Hanscom, if .................. 0
00
order fresh eggs and insist that the was the 32d since the deadlock de Line Service between Boston and New- Cole, c . ......
0
veloped
early
in
the
session.
price be in accordance with the- lowest
York. Officials of the company are Trafton, sc .............
0
planning to afford travelers between Griffin, rg ...................... 0
market quotation. But think of pay
Schooner Annie & Reuben dis
0
0
ing upward of $5000 for a single egg charged a cargo of coke for Fred R. these two cities what may be termed Coltart, lg............ ......... 0
“De Luxe Hotel Service." Both steam Breen, rc ............ .......
10
2
which may be ten million years old Spear this week.
ers^ilM^ready^r^the^pring|Ofl9 2 4
for aught anybody knows. The Amer
Totals ........................ 2
0
4
ican Museum of Natural History,
Stonington High
Goals Fouls Pts.
Gross, rf .......... ........ .... 0
0
0
(Which seems to have a corner on the
McDonald, if .................. 0
0
0
dinosaur egg market has decided to
Bartlett, c ..................
0
0
0
sell at auction one of the 25 fossilized
Cleveland, sc ...............
0
0
0
eggs of the protoceratops, unearthed in
Snowden, rg .................. 0
0
0
Scarci, lg ........................ 0
0
0
Mongolia last July. The sale price
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Buy Your Own Home Paper For Home News
BANGOR DAILY NEWS

must not be less than $50,000, and the
proceeds will be used in promoting an
expedition which will be sent into the
Gobi desert in quest of the remains of
primitive man.

A North Dakota farmer, who sold
turkeys for the New Year market in
New York, had a pardonable curiosity
to know how much difference there
would be in his selling price and what
the consumer paid. So he carefully in
serted in the bird a note stating that
he had been paid 22 cents a pound and
asking for information as to how much
the consumer paid. The turkey fell in
to the hands of Otto Shultz of Little
Ferry, N. J., who has just written to
the Dakotan that he paid 46 cents a
pound. A little incident tending to
show why the farmer and the conasumer both get a little restive now and
then.

“MAINE’S FAVORITE DAILY”
Just fill in the attached counon and send it to us with $1.00.
To the Banger Dally News, Bangor, Me.
Please ser.d the Bangor Daily News to

Name ........................................................................................
Postoffice Address ...................................... _...................
Continue the paper to me at the end of three
months at the regular rate. 50c a month, unless
I order the paper discontinued.

Paper will be stopped promptly when ordered.
The only safe way to remit is by check, pcstcffice order or express
order.
6-S-12

THE SAVING HABIT

,

REMAINS
The rumor that Gov. Baxter might
seek a nomination in spite of his an
nouncement to the contrary, is classed
as a "dream" by the governor's private
secretary G. R. Chadbourne, who pre
sumably is closely in touch with his
chief’s plans. “I do not believe he will
change his point of view," says Mr.
Chadbourne, "unless there is over
whelming demand from the whole
State for his candidacy, which is alto
gether unlikely." Why not accept Gov.
Baxter at his own word, with due ad
miration for his good judgment in not
seeking to break the third term rule.
Connie Mack, manager of the Phil
adelphia Athletics, says that Babe
Ruth is worth $100,000 as a ball player.
He- must have looked like a million dol
lars to Manager Huggins when he was
winning the American League pen
nant last summer, but in that World
Series game when he struck out with
the bases full his value shrank to the
traditional 30 cents.

The high surtax rate proposed by
the Garner plan does not merit Presi
dent Coolldgt’s approval, who warns
that the tendency would bg for the
capitalist to invest in tax f.ce securi
ties rather than devote it to the en
couragement of business enterprisis
The custom of “soaking the other fel
ler"—sometimes has a boomerang ef
fect.
Portland is mystified over the ap
pearance of Lincoln pennies which
have two heads. The answer is be
yond us, unless It is explained by the
fact that Portland’s bread always was
buttered on both sides.

Many wealthy men who no longer need to
save, still retain this good habit, which
helped to strengthen their character and
make them a success. Why not open an ac
count new with the Rockland National Bank.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
i!li,i MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE

»

SYSTEM :"ji

^‘At The Sign
jrth National

AHEAD OF THE GAME
Here is our text for today: If you are
careful to spend LESS than you EARN you
will always be ahead of the game.

Think it over. It has its disadvantages at
times when you want something you can’t
really afford, but in the long run you will
find it is the SAFE way. It is the easiest
thing in the world for a luxury to become a
necessity. Go forward slowly, steadily, keep
ing your savings in a reliable bank like ours. In time all
the necessities and many cf the luxuries of life will be at
your command.

North National Bank

0
0
0
The score: Rockland 4; Stonington
0.
Substitutes for Rockland, Perry,
Egan, Smith, Koster, Boardman, Hodg
kins and Stinson.
Referee, Hall.
Scorer, Flanagan.
.....
Sophomore 26, S. G. H. S. 5
St. George High travelled over the
rough roads to the Arcade and trav
elled a rougher one after they got
there. The Sopohomores were never
In danger and gave a fine exhibition
of youngster's basketball.Coaeh Jones
has a good field to pick from. For the
St. Georgers it must be said that they
were game to the core and fought
ejfery minute. They also played under
the handicap of six weeks layoff from
actual practice owing to bad travelling.
The Courier-Gazette reporter thought
some thing was wrong anil didnt real
ize what it was until the final half of
the closing game when John Flanagan
a lipeared on the floor, and there was a
Flanagan on the score sheet. Another
Flanagan, Eileen, scored the girls
game. The summary:
Sophomores
Goals Fouls Pts.
Wincapaw, rf............. l
2
Merchant, If ............... 2
«
Demmons, c ............... 2
16
Frohock, rg-................. 0
Fein, lg .
o
•
Eenson, If..................... l
1
Polise, rg ..................... 1
2

Maine Earned Money
—that has been spent in Maine
IVIDEND checks, sent out in the past

D

Company, at first twice a year and then

four times a year, have now reached the sum
of $2,026,318.90.

If Central Maine Power Company had been
financed in the old way

by a few moneyed

men, these earnings would have been spent,
not with local merchants, not deposited in local
banks, not re-invested in Maine industries, but

would have followed this outside management
into other states.

From the first, Central Maine Power Com
pany has been financed largely by the people
it serves and almost wholly within its home
state.
The Company is managed by Maine
men and women—people who have given much
of their life to its success—perhaps acquaint

ances of yours.
These people believe in Central Maine Power
Company, in its future and its ability to always
pay dividends.

Isn’t this the kind of a company in which YOU
would prefer to have your earnings?
The Preferred Stock of Central Maine
Power Company has paid dividends uninter
ruptedly for 18 years.

The price is $107.50 a share.

The yield is

0/2, c net.

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta, Maine
A Maine Company Owned and Managed by Maine People fcr Development
of Maine Resources

was the placing of basketball on a safe
and sane basis for 1924.
Among the many points discussed
was the very important one of officials.
This has been an exceedingly sore
spot in the sport the pas: few years
and the association decided to use only
Central Board men, tfflcials of tested
judgment and fairness.
The result
n ay be an additional financial burden
but will surely bring more satisfactory

games. Eligibility of players was dis
cussed at length and the very equit
able decision adopted to us? only those
who were passing in three studies. No
post graduate students will be allowed
to represent any school in the league.
Each team contributed toward the pur
chase of the 1924 trophy and the cup
will soon be placed on exhibition here
and in neighboring towns.
Such a get-together of school men

appehson
What About This
Mechanical Gear*
Shift
People everywhere are talk
ing about the mechanical gear
shift on the Apperson. Those
who have actually driven the
car know it is the greatest inno
vation since the electric starter.
Nothing like it—shifting gears
mechanically without taking
hand from wheel or eyes from
*he road, -with all possibility of
“clashing” gears eliminated.
Operate this gear-shift your
self if for nothing more than
to be able to talk intelligently
about the most advanced engi
neering achievement today.

13
26
St George High
Goals Fouls Pts.
Simmons, rf
.... 1
0
2
Archer, if ...
...... 1
0
2
Andrews, c ..
___ 0
0
6
Clifford, rg .
... 0
1
1
Dunn, lg ....................... o
0
0

1
2«,

eighteen years by Central Maine Power

The score—Sophomores
George High 5.
• tee
Rockland High meets Thomaston
High In Watts hall Wednesday night
in the first league game of the season.
♦ • » •
An important meeting of the Knox
and Lincoln Basketball Association
was called Thursday by Principal
Cluney at Lincoln Academy. Repre
sentatives from Rockland, Rockport,
Camden and Thomaston responded to
President Cluney’g call and the result

• too

Rockland High School has received
two very flattering football invitations
fcr the 1924 season, one from Bangor
High and the other'from University of
Maine 2nd.
0 0 0 0
Rockland High meets the crack Dex
ter five in the Arcade Wednesday
night.
Last year T)exter grave the
Rockland boys a terrible walloping in
Dexter but Coach Jones promises
sweet revenge for this year’s clash.
oooo
The schedu.^ of Rockland as an
nounced to date follow’s:
Jan. 16—Thomaston at Thomaston.
Jan. 18—Dexter at Rockland.
Jan. 23—Open.
Jan. 25—Lincoln Academy at Rockland.
Jan. 30—Thomaston at Rockland.
Feb. 1—Lincoln Academy at Newcastle.
Feb. 6—Rockport at Rockport.
Feb. 8—Camden at Camden.
Feb. 13—Open.
Feb. 15—Camden at Rockland.
Feb. 29- Dexter at Dexter.
March 5—Rockport at Rockland.
March 7—Boothbay at Rockland.
March 14—Boothbay at Boothbay.

REMINGTON WINNERS
Mrs. Lena K, Sargent, bead of the
commercial department in Rockland
High School, last night received the
following telegram from Harry C. Still
man of the Remington Typewriter Co.,
New York:
“Miss Rita Calderwood and Elmer
Rising win portable typewriters. Con
gratulations to them and to you."
The Remington contest was held last
monjh.
Miss Calderwood wttbte 63
words a minute, with no errors, and
Mr. Rising wrote 60 words, with no
errors.
The success of these contestants
speaks highly for the success of the
system as taught by Mrs. Sargent.

RADIO

PRICES—Five Passenger Touring, $1685;

MAKE YOUR OWN

Sedan, $2400.

If you are having trouble
with your radio outfit. If you
have bumped up against a
problem of construction which
needs expert advice, write in to
the Radio Department of the
Boston Globe. Hundreds of New i
England radio fans have been
given straight, reliable, scien
tific solutions of their problems
by writing to the Boston Globe
Radio Editor.

Completely equipped, delivered in Rockland.

6
St.

and town officials cannot result except
in closer co-operation ani a far bet
tor morale to schoolboy a port in the
two counties.

If interested, ask for demonstration.

A. C. JONES
Rockland.
Tel. 576-R.
-—and—
FIREPROOF GARAGE

5 Talbot Avenue.

THE

THE BdSTON GLOBE
READ IT TODAY

Do you approve the winning plan

in substance!

ihamXte rfe pnp„ pa)

Yes □
No □

Name ........................................................................................
(Please print)

Address ................. .......................................... *........... ...........

.

City...................................... State............... .........................
Are you a voter?......................................................................
Mali Promptly te

THE AMERICAN PEACE AWARD
M MADISON AVSNUS. NEW YORK CITY

Rockland, Maine
W

am cordially urged Is

Natoi TMaa bKanaatad In •xpr+sslne fuller opinion*
tend them on a oepara to shoot.

SHEET MUSIC
All the latest song hits

20c and 25c
Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Stndley
-MUSIC DEPARTMENT
MMktf

[

It is reported that the steamship
Camden w'll come onl > tins route next
eek, giving the Belfast an opportu
nity to doll up fo- the spring and sum
mer service.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

OOMINtt NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 14—Debate—“Should the Volstead Act
as it now stands be enforced?** High School
building.
Jan. 14—Knox County Ministerial Associa
tion meets at Baptist Church in Thomaston.
Jan. 15—Camden—Benefit recital for Dis
trict Nursing Association in Methodist church.
Jan. 16—Installation of offlcers of Aurora
Lodge.
Jan. 16—Annual Chapman Concert.
Jan. 17—Installation of officers King Solo
mon Temple Chapter.
Jan. 18—(7.15) Methodist vestry, address for
Woman’s Educational Club, Hon. Harold M
Bewail, Bath, subject. “The World Court.”
dun. 19—Limerock Valley Pomona meets
with Pleasant Valldy Grange, Rockland.
Jan. 21—Annual meeting of Rockland Gun
Club at the Thorndike Hotel.
Jan. 23—Baptist Men’s League [note change
from regular date.]
Feb. 18-23—Annual Community Fair. •
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb. 22—Camden—Annual Ball of Atlantic
Engine Co.
Mar. 7—(7.|5) Address by Hon. Frank G.
Farrington of Augusta before Woman’s Edu
cational Club at the Methodist t entry.

Weather Forecast, Week of Feb. 18
Fair all week at the Arcade. Bangup programs and State's Best Orches
tra for dance. Every Night.—Keep
the Dates Open.—adv.

The Elks have their January meet
ing Monday night with a swell supper
served at 6.30, before the meeting.
The Masonic assemblies discontinued
last week cn account of the Cowmandery Installation will be resumed Mon
day night.
John Watts has become so accus
tomed to the tit'e that he always looks
up nowadays when anybody mentions
the name of Harold I.loyd.
The days are now 17 minutes longer.
The sun rose today at 7.13 and will set
at 4.21. By the end of the month the
days will have increased 55 minutes.

Yesterday’s thaw was a serious set
back to the ice harvesting operations.
“By tty way how many thaws did you
see last JanuaryT' inquires Charles
M. Kalloch.

Manager Benson of Park Theatre re
ceived notice yesterday that his book
ing of "If Winter Comes’’ has been
confirmed. The picture will be shown
here in about two weeks.
Here It is well nigh the middle of
January and no winter weather to
speak of. Nature will have to pull oft
some tough old stunts in the next 10
weeks If we are to have any repetition
of last winter's strenuoslty.

Frank H. Whitney who is wintering
in Fruitland Park, Fla., remembered
one of his Rockland associates with
Christmas greetings in the form of a
box of high grade grape fruit,
sprinkled with kumquats and poinsetta blossoms.
Polo was reviewed In Gardiner
Thursday night when a capacity crowd
saw the home team defeat Dr. Foss’
Portland team 14 to 11. Rodney Skin
ner of Rockland, who played second
rush for Gardiner is credited by the
Kennebec Journal with having been
the star of the game.

Mrs. James Feyler of 85 Pleasant
street, fell on the kitchen floor of her
home Monday and badly bruised her
face. Mrs. Feyler is a remarkable
smart lady of 81 years; makes braided
rugs and quilts to sell, does her own
housework and chores and can dance
as well us the younger set.
William S. Healey of Santa Barbara,
Calif., has our thanks for the annual
midwinter number of the Los Angeles
Times—a massive array of literature
pertaining to all phrases of that city's
life. It contains 284 pages. We have
read only 280 of them so far. but begin
to get the impression that Ix>s Angeles
is quite some burg.

‘•You'll run that ‘5-cent’ ad. tomor
row, of course,” said The Courier- Ga
zette advertising solicitor as he
stepped into Willis Ayer’s store yes
terday. "I should say not,” said that
harrassed merchant. “The only ftiult
I find with your ads is that they bring
too much business. They cleaned that
special lot up this noon and Bill here
is worn thin as a frazzle.”

Mrs. C. M. Whittier sends ua copies
of Chicago papers which indicate that
the Middle Western metropolis had a
sort of paradoxical Sabbath. One
headline told of a temperature of 17
degrees below zero, and 10 deaths from
exposure, while another heading noted
the fact that there were 314 tires dur
lng the day—setting a new world rec
ord. Thus did extremes meet.*

Schooner Helvetia is bound from
North Sullivan for New Bedford, with
paving and curbing, and after dis
charging this cargo will proceed South
to load lumber for a Sound port.—
Schooner Wawenock is “laying on her
oars” in New York, awaiting a charter
—‘Schooner William Bisbee was at
Tarpaulin Cove the 9th, bound for
New York with random stone from St
Helena, Stonington.
“We built this because so many peo,ple asked who fell through or what
was the big idea,” said an ironical
knight of the hammer and saw in re
ply to the legitimate query of The
Courier-Gazette regarding the 15-foot
wall being erected In front of the
Wualworth Co. store. Tne windows
lr. this store are to 4>e modernized to
compare with those adjoining in the
H. IL Crle & Co. establishment.

Noting in recent despatches that the
battleship Louisiana had been sent to
the scrap heap, the writer could not
help recalling that it was only a few
years ago, when this proud craft
steamed Into Rockland harbor for her
builders' acceptance trials being at the
moment the finest American warship
afloat. Among those on board was
a brother of the late Rev. E. H. Chapin
then pastor of the Unlversalist church
who was assigned to the Louisiana as
executive officer. Although the winter
had scarcely come on the Louisiana
had run into a snowstorm off the Vlr
glnla capes, and when the reporter
clumbered aboard he found the decks
covered with Ice and snow.
The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, is now having a
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats,
dresses and a few fur coats—adv.

Bear in mind the Chapman Concert
at the Baptist church Jan. 16.—adv

la
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Every-OtEer-Day

a Casa of Ifeente

PICTURE SERVICES

The officers of Ivanhoe Commandery,
O. G. C., will be Installed next
Wednesday night. All members are
invited. Lunch served after the in
stallation.

BETWEEN SEASON REDUCTION ON
SEASONABLE MERCHANDISE
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

,

ORDER BY MAIL

Listed so that those who have not been able and it has
not been convenient for them to visit our shop, we will
try to have our shop visit them.

No matter where you live if you are interested in any
of the below listed garments, just make your selection
and mail to us and to any reliable person we will send
same as near as possible to your selection by Parcel Post
or Express paid.
You will find the prices as near right as it is possibly
consistent to make with the quality we carry, which is
always the best.

Warm weather in October and November is respon
sible for the prices; we always have a tremendous stock
to select from; take advantage of it and order by mail.
Tan Velette Silk Dress, size 16
1 lot Ladies’ Percale House Drosses, mostly small sizes, each..
Black Velveteen Dress, size 19
Bronze Kasha Cloth Dress, size 16
1 lot Nurses' White Uniforms, nearly all sizes, each
Navy Poplin and Canton Crepe Dress, size 38 (new fall model) ....
Navy Jersey Dress, size 42 ................. ................................. ..............
3 Taffeta Dresses, misses' sizes .........................................................
Brown Canton and Tricosham, size 18 ...............................................
Black Velvet Dresses, size 38 (new fall model) .................................
Brown Velvot Dress, size 18 (new fall model) ............. .....................
Black Canton Crepe, size 16, (new fall model) ...............................
Black Velvet Dress, size 36 (new fall model) .................................
1 small lot Japanese Crepe Kimonos, each .................................... .
1 Black Canton Crepe, size 46 ...............................................................
Black Velvet Dress, size 18 (new fall model) ..........................,.....
Flash Sequin Evening Dress, size 16 ...................................................
1 lot Short Figured Crepe Kimonos, each ................ .........................
1 Black Velveteen, size 17 (new fall model) ......................................
1 Brown Velveteen, size 18, (new fall model) ...................................
1 Brown Velveteen, size 14, (new fall model) ...................................
Maline and Sequin Evening Dress, size 16 ............................... .......
8 Colored Tweed Skirts (all wool), each ..........................................
5 Baronet Satin Skirts, each .............................................................
1 small lot Slip-over and Jacquette Sweaters, each ......................
1 Blue Overplaid Coat, coon collar, size 18, now.................................
1 Brown Overplaid Ccat, coon collar, size 16; now ......................
Hy-Lo Cloth Coats, shades of gray and brown, also black, priced
at $55, $60, $65; now reduced ............................................ ...........
All our Plaid Coats reduced $5.00 to $15.00 from regular price.
All of our Fall Suits, Navy, Black, Brown, Poiret Twill and Tweed
Mixtures reduced $10.00 to $20.00 from regular price.
1 Light Gray Krimmer Jacquette, size 18 .........................................
1 Taupe Krimmer Jacquette, size 38 .................................................
1 Gray Krimmer Jacquette, size 18.......................................................
1 Light Gray Krimmer Jacquette, size 18 ..........................................
2 Short Hudson Seal Plush Coats, sizes 18 and 36 .........................
1 40 in. Hudson Seal Plur.h Coot, size 36 ..........................................
Stripe Genuine Camel’s H «r Coat, misses' size ...............................
Navy Marvalla Coat, beav >r coi'ar. Brown Marvells Ccat, beaver
collar, jur.icr sizes
.........
1 Navy Diagonal Bolivia Coat, viatka squirrel collar, junior size
1 Navy Bolivia Coat, black fur collar and cuffs, size 38 ................
1 Navy Bolivia Coat, kit fox collar and cuffs ....... _...........................
1 Brown Bolivia Coat, brown fur collar, size 36, $5500; now..........
1 Black Camel’s Hair Coat, black fur collar, size 18 ........................
1 Gray Overplaid Coat, gray collar, size 18 ......................................
Children’s Coats, sizes 2 to 6 years—Chinchilla; color, red, light
blue, navy blue, reindeer. Some with fur collars, priced at
................................................................................................ 5.00 and

Winter Series
SUNDAY EVENING

The officers of Aurora Lodge, F. &
M. will be Installed Wednesday
night by District Deputy F. G. Rowe of
Warren. Marion Marsh’s Orchestra
rill furnish music.

UNIVERSALIST
CHURCH
7:30 P. M.

“A CERTAIN
RICH MAN”

The Past Noble Grands Association
rill meet in Odd Fellows ball In the
The cihimney fire this morning, was
afternoon and unite with the Past at 10 Pleasant street, the home of "Mrs.
Grands and have a supper at the Meth
Addle F. Strout.
odist church at 6.5b.

CHAPMAN CONCERT
FIRST

BAPTIST CHURCH,

WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 16
THREE

SUPER

NEW

YORK

15.00
35.00
40.00
37.50
45.00
35.00
45.00
45.00
45.00
35.00
3500

7.50

GARMENTS ON SECOND FLOOR

Brown Marvella Coat, viatka squirrel collar and cuffs .................. $85.00
95.00
Taupe Marvella Coat, brown squirrel collar nd cuffs ......... ....
60.00
Black Velour Coat, caracul collar and cuffs....................................
35.00
Green Velour Wrap, Hudson seal collar ........................................
3500
Black Velour Coat, Hudson seal collar and cuffs .........................
35.00
Black Velour Wrap, near seal collar ............................ ................
The following coats are our finest quality hand tailored coats
1 Gray Oursine Coat, American opossum collar, size 38 .................. $80.00
1 Tan Oursine Coat, cable stitched trimming, American opossum
92.50
military collar ..................................................................................
7500
1 Tan Oursine Coat, American opossum collar, size 16 .................
1 Tan Imported Figured Velour Coat, badger collar, cuffs and
14600
border, size 38...................................... -...... ...........-.......................
6000
1 Lavender and Brown Check Coat, American opossum collar----7500
1 Brown Oursine Coat, badger collar ............... . ................—..........
1 Black Oriona Coat, black fox collar, size 40 . ................................. 125.00
65.00
1 Plain Henna Oursine Ccat, size 36 ...........................................-.......
5000
1 Gray Velour Suit, viatka squirrel collar, cuffs and pockets .....
60.00
1 Gray Velour Suit, Australian opossum collar ........................ ....
65.00
1 Blue Velour Suit, kit fox collar, size 18 ..........................................
36.00
1 Brown Velour Suit, beaver collar, size 18 ................................ ....
40.00
1 Taupe Velour Suit, moleskin collar, size 36 .................................
46.00
1 Brown Velour Suit, kolinsky collar, size 38 ................................
35.00
1 Black Velour Suit, caracul collar, size 40 ......................................
4600
1 Blue Velour Suit, moleskin collar, sice 38 ............................ ......
1 Gray Squirrel Wrap, 50 inches long ..... . ....................................— 66000
1 Hudson Seal Coat, skunk collar and cuffs, 40 inches long ...... 276.00
1 Hudson Seal Coat, skunk collar, cuffs and panel, 48 inches long,
size 38 ...................................................................... . ....... ................ 360.00
1 Hudson Seal Wrap with krimmer collar............................. ........... 32600
1 Black Caracul Goat, black fox collar and cuffs, 48 inches long.... 32600
1 Civet Cat Coat, 48 inches long .......................................................... 166.00
1 Natural Muskrat Coat, 48 inches long .............................. . ........... 166.00
1 Natural Muskrat Coat, 48 inches long ........................................... 15600
1 Black Rat Coat, 45 inches long ....................... ................................ 246.00
1 American Opossum Coat, 40 inches long ........................................ 160.00
1 Large Size Raccoon Coat, 50 inches long—a wonderful coat.... 37500
1 Ladies' Raccoon Coat, 4 stripe border, square collar, 45 inches
265.00
long ............ ..—................................... ——.................................... —•
24500
1 Ladies’ Raccoon Coat, worked without border, 45 inches long
20000
1 Ladies’ Raccoon Coat, worked without border, 40 inches long
305
Pongee Tailored Shirts .........................................................................
7.75
Blue Crepe de Chine Overblouses .......... -............................................
8.75
2 Blue Jacquettes, sizes 38-40 .............................................................
9.75
1 NdVy Blue with Red Embroidery Jacquette, size 40.....................
3.50
One lot Challies ........................................................................................
1.95
Dimity Overblouscs .....................................-...........................................

1
1
1
1
1
1

BASEMENT DEPARTMENT
Wool Mixed Blankets, fancy plaids, ribbon binding, full size.
Extra value at ....................................4................................................ $
White Wool Mixed Blankets, 70x80 ribbon bound, blue and pink
borders, $7.50 value. Specially priced .............................. -........
Satin Bed Spread, hemmed, size 88x98. Special at .........................
Satin Bed Spread, hemmed, size 80x90. Special at ...... —............
(These are extra values and you should never miss seeing them)
All Wool Plaid Blankets, size 66x89, all colors, ribbon bound,
$10.50 value. Specially priced at ..... ...........................................
Curtain Marquisette, fancy borders, white and ecru, regularly
priced 50c. For this sale only, per yard ......................................
Lockwood A needs no introduction, per yard ...................................
Unbleached Linen Damask, all linen, per yard ...................................
A full line of beautiful Bath Mats, something very appropriate for
gifts, etc. Specially priced for this sale .................. 1.00, 200,
We alto havoi a few Indian Blankets, Bath Robe Blankets and
Couch Throws, which are being sacrificed at 3.50, 4.25, 4.75,

6.50

600
5.26
4.25
925
.30
.18
125
2.50
6.50

BARGAIN BASEMENT DEPARTMENT
Fur Collared Coats, navy and brown, all sizes .................................$
Plaid Coats, misses' and women's sizes ........................... 12.50 and
2 Short Jacquettes ..................................................................................
1 Short Plush Coat with opossum shawl collar, size 38 .................
1 Short Plush Coat, self collar, size 18 ....................._ ....................

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

12.50
1500
1000
20.00
15.00

ARTISTS

MISS DEVORA NADWORNEY, Contralto
San Carlo Opera Company

MR. BENNO RABINOWITCH, Marvelous VioUnbt
Winner of the World’s Sauer Scholarship

WILLIAM R. CHAPMAN at the Piano

TICKETS
$1.00
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A flock of blue birds partakes of the
John H. Brubaker, former secretary (inter menu on Camden street. The
of Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences birds either came curly or never went
ve an address on “Bird Life” before
home.
the Cumberland County Audulxm So
ciety at the Portland Ai t Museum
Limeroclf Valley Pomona meets with
esterday.
Pleasant Vulley Grange, Rockland,
Saturday, Jan. 19. There will be no
Sergeant Instructor Devery, U. S. A., program as election of officers takes
ho has teen stationed at the Coast
place.
Defences in Portland; now becomes
YOU CAN GET
drill master of the four Knox County
At the Tuesday evening meeting of
batteries, succeeding Sergeant In tlie First Baptist Church, Rev. M. G.
structor Lappin, who, at his own re Perry of North Haven will give a storquest has been transferred to the 24th opticon lecture on the Baptist ConCo., C. A. C., Fort Preble. Sergeant erence in Stockholm.
Lappin is a veteran in the service and
ihis may be his last assignment be
The funniest comedy ever shown in
fore retirement.
Rockland is what many critics are say
“AT THE BROOK’’
ing about Harold Lloyd in “Wlhy
John T. Young of Matinicus has re Worry.” The final showings are at
WE PUT UP BOXES TO CARRY HOME
6
cently completed a period of 51 days’ Strand Theatre today.
treatment at Knox Hospital and re
ports his Injured leg greatly' improved,
The Owl Club has its annual ban
irlth the promise of permanent re quet in Temple hall Tuesday night.
WITH THE CHURCHES
IN SUPREME COURT
covery. Mr. Young is very apprecia Jail. 22. The principal speaker will
tive of the care given by the staff of he Bradford C. Redon net, the William
Salvation Army meetings In order Numerous Criminal Cases Are
physicians and lady superintendents
Lryan o' Lin •<» n County.
are: Tonight, Major Halpin at 8.00;
and is emphatic as to the lidelity
Sunday, Holiness meeting at 10.30 a.
Being Tried, With Convic
shown by the pupil nurses not only in
iKing Solomon Temple
Chapter in.; Comistny meeting at 2.00 p. nt.;
the discharge of their regular duties
orked the Mark Master degree on Y. P. L. at 6.15, and Salvation meet
tion In Each Case Thus Far.
but in special cheering courtesies that Karl O’Brien and Maynard Linscott
add so much to the comfort and well Thursday night. King ILrum Council ing at 8.00 o'clock.
....
When tills issue of The Courier-Ga
being of the patients In their care.
ill have a meeting for work the first
First Church of Christ, Scientist, zette went to press Justice Dunn was
Mr. Young thinks the people of Knox Friday in March.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday charging the jury In the case of Mike
County should make a determined ef
J morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject Suteia. who was indicted on the charge
fort to equip Knox Hospital to such
Brewster buttons have made their. of
]eason sermon,
germon ‘'Sacrament,” Sua- of driving an automobile while under
of lesson
condition that it will be one of the appearance in Rockland, and are he-Jj
ay geimiil a, 12. The reading room in the influence of intoxicating liquor. A
most efficient homes for the treatment lng worn by those who presumably
located in the new Bicknell block and verdict of guilty hod previously4 been
of those ill or Injured in Maine.
111 support the candidacy of Senator is open every week day from 2 to 5 rendered in the case of Herman Hall,
Ralph O. Brewster for the Republican
who was tried under an indictment al
m.
A prominent Rockland man, who gubernatorial nomination.
leging a similar offense.
claims to have been the original ap....
At the Congregational church tomor
endicitis patient, tells of the consuntThe Rockland City Ciun held its an row morning the Rev. Charles Harliutt
State vs John IL Breen. Respondent
g thirst he had while a patient In
the hospital—not a Rockland hospi nual meeting at the Thorndike Hotel f Portland, Secretary of the Maine wus found guilty on the charge of
ongregutlonal Conference, will prtach. liquor nuisance. The sheriff's force
tal, by the way. He offered a very last night, choosing these officers:
beral bribe to the attendant, and the President, Dr. Walter M. Spear; vice The sacrament of the Lord's Hupper told of making three raids and seizing
ill lie administered at the close of small quantities of liquor. On two oc
sight of the money almost won the president, M. E. Wotton; secretary and
day. But the attendant thought of treasurer, Alan L. Bird. The after din the service. Church school at noon, casions. they suid, the respondent's
he Fellowship League will meet in wife was seen dumping the contents
the dire punishment which would be ner discussion related almost wholly
of the bottles, and p« rsons were seen
isited uiion him in case he got caught to the Kennebec Bridge pioposition, the vestry at 6 o’clock.
• • • •
leuving the premises in wobbly con
hich, it is needless to say, will again
nd to the patient's dismay and dis
gust flatly refused.
The Rockland have the powerful support of this or
“Authority in Religion” w-ill be the dition. No defense was offered and
man’s thirst increased and it finally ganization.
subject of the sermon at the Uni- the jury was less than half an hour
became so aggravated that it brought
ersalist church Sunday morning. The In arriving at its verdict.
State vs Frank C. Power, indicted on
On one of the recent cold mornings music by the Church of Immanuel choir
brilliant idea. “What a fool I am,”
said he, “to be burning up with thirst Patrolman Kenney received word that
ill include the anthems "Thanks Be charge of common nuisance. Sheriff
man named Lane was at the head To God,” llyatt, and "O Lord How Ex- Thurston und Deputy Sheriff Rokes
when there’s water right here in the
bed,” and he forthwith fished out a of Limerock street overcome by cold. ellent," Scott. Chester Wyllle will told of several visits to the place, of
hot water bottle, the contents of which Accompanied by Patrolman Berry, he sing a tenor solo. The church school seizures made und conditions observed.
rent to the scene, and the victim was meets nt noon and the Y. P. C. U. will No defense was offered, not even a
had cooled.
The draught had an
electric effect upon the patient, who brought to the station In Charles ave a social hour at 3.30 p. m. with Jury urgument. Verdict, guilty.
iMrs. R. L. Bean vs Camden Lumber
Improved so rapidly that the attend Emery’s team. After a drink of hot
devotional meeting at 6 p. m. with
ing physician marvelled, “I can't un coffee he soon revived, and a pair of Ix*onard Campbell as leader. The win & Fuel Co. und Mark W. Ingraham,
dici stand it,” he said; “by good rights frozen ears was the sum total of his ter scries of Sunday Evening Picture trustee. Assumpsit on note for J5000.
He would undoubtedly Services will begin with the presenta Non-suited because the corporation of
man in the condition you were ought casualties.
to be dead. And you probably would have frozen to death but for prompt tion of "A Certuin Rich Man.’’ The ficers did not have authority to make
promissory notes. Emery and Tirreil;
ave been had 1 let you drink water.” measures, however.
regular circle suiier will be served
Montgomery.
The patient held his peace, but nowWednesday evening at 6.30.
Lillian M. Lincoln vs Fred T. Heal
days—many years later—tells the
see*
Major William Halpin, prison secre
and Bertie Heal. Assumpsit on note.
story as a good joke.
tary for the Salvation A«-my, in the
Tomorrow morning Rev. B. P Non-suited because the u$te was
The promised Educational Club lec Eastern territory, who speaks at the Browne, pastor of the First Baptist under a seal which constitutes a con
ture for Jan. 18 by Harold M. Sewall Salvation Army Citadel tonight, at the •lurch, will preach at 1,1.30. The choir tract, while action declared was as
of Bath is unusually timely, on ac Thomaston prison Sunday morning will sing "The Heavens Are Tilling." sumpsit. Smalley; Montgomery.
nd at the First Baptist Church Sun- Hayden. Communion service at the
....
count of the Bok Peace Plan prize
award of 350,000, for Mr. Sewall has ay evening, is a Christian warrior close followed by the Sunday school.
Court will extend into next week,
hosen as his subject "Some Stations who cornea equipped with a message Children’s Happy Hour at 4 p. m. thanks to a prollflc criminal docket.
hristian Endeavor at 6 p. m. The topic County Attorney Dwinal has 10 more
on the Road bo World Peace and Ob built out of his knowledge of God and
stacles Ahead," and was himself fallen men. Throughout the New- is “How Jesus Prayed.” All young peo trials in prospect, although it is by no
resent in Washington, as an advisor England territory he is a man whom ple arc urged to be present. At 7.15 means certain that all of the cases
when the famous Disarmament Con- the prisoners welcome. Major Halpin there will ibe a song service after will be heard this term.
• • • ♦
nce was held, and speaks with special is accompanied by Brigadier Thomas which Major Halpin of the fSalvutlon
nowledge from the inside of the Hughes, divisional officer of the North Army of Boston will speak. The choir
Tlie court room was Invaded yester
World Court and League of Nations ern New England division, of which will sing “Jubilate Deo,’’ Laer. Mrs. day by Mrs. Lena K. Sargent's Senior
plan. Frank B. Nichols, editor of Bath Rockland is a part. A notable feature B. P. Browne anil Mrs. Francis Bick- Shorthand class, the members of which
Times and State President of the of Brigadier Hughes’ visit Is his fare mure will sing a duet. Prayer meeting paid strict attention to business ortd
made a good Impression.
Hockland
Maine Press Association writes that well address to the Rockland corps. on Tuesday evening at 7.30.
business men will soon be drafting
Mr. Sewall is a wonderful speaker Several years of splendid leadership
At the I’ratt Memorial M. E. church from these ranks.
Mr. Sewall was educated 1n the Bath has qualified the Northern New Eng
ublic schools; graduated from Har land commander for a h‘gher place. Sunday morning the pastor will speak
Sore throats are very contagious,
vard in 1882, from Harvard Law School His successor has not yet been an on “A Timi ly Request.” In the even
nounced. The public is cordially in ing another of the series on Militant
lespecially among children. Do
n 1887; and recently received an hon
Christianity will he given, ’The Unfin
pot send your child to school
oiary degree from Cowdoin college in vited to attend all meetings.
Ished Task.” Music at both services
a sore throat.
recognition of his work throughout the
Hockland Red Cross.
World War as chairman of Maine's
That warmed over vituals are not will be furnished by the chorus choir
Public Safety Committee. In 1887 he always spoiled was abundantly proved (inducted by Mrs. B^anor Cote How
was appointed vice consul at Liver Thursday afternoon by the postponed ard. Sunday school at 12 with classes
1866
pool; was promoted to be Consul-Gen installation of Edwin Libby Post G. A. for all ages. Epworth League at 6.15
eral at Samoa and was there when R., Which was a" success from begin will lie in charge of Class No. 3 of the
^Monuments^
Germany first broke faith with the ning to tnd. The installing officer was Sunday School, and the subject will be
What does Jesus teach about Wor
United States and the two nations
J. Woodsum, of Norridgewock, 1
E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
were brought to the verge of war. It Civil War naval veteran, who is spend ship?” Week night prayer meeting
was due to Mr. Sewall’s representa ing the winter with his daughter, Mrs. Tuesday at 7.30. Tuesday, Jan. 22, Rev
WALDOBORO, ME.
tions at Washington that Germany A. B. Allen. He did the work in fine Leonard G .March will be present and
was forced to make amends, the status style and was ably assisted by Thomas will conduct the fourth Quarterly Con
puo was restored and war was averted H. Benner ns officer of the day. The ference of the year. Reports of work
BORN
He had become acquainted with the elective officers’ names have already In every department are desired.
£
•
•
•
•
appeared.
The
officers
appointed
Hume,
Jan.
12,
to
Mr. and Mrs. Harr bon
questions of the Pacific and was an
MacAlman.
a
daughter.
ardent advocate of the annexation of Thursday are F. S. Philbrlck adjutant
At Littlefield Memorial church Sun
McDonald Rockport, Jan. 9. to Mr. and Mrs,
Hawaii. President McKinley appointed E. A. Ruth rMcrgeant major, F. J. IBick day morning at 10.30 the usual service Marry McDonald, a daughter.
Mr. Sewall first minister plenipoten nell quartermaster sergeant. The ex of worship. Mr. Stuart's subject will
tlary to Hawaii, and it was under the cellent program of entertainment in he 'The Power of The Iloly Church."
MARRIED
Smith-Morse -(Rockland, Jan. 4. by Rev. J.
latter's direction that the American cluded readings by Mrs. Clara Curtis Church school at noon with classes for
M.
Ratcliff.
Harry
II. Smith of South
flag was hoisted there and It became and Mas. J.' F. Cooper, remarks by all ages. Christian Endeavor service Thomaston and Miss L.Marlon
Morse of Owl'a
American territory. President Hard Comrades Blunt, Butler and Woodsum at 6.15 with the Ladies' Group leading. Head.
ing appointed him a member of the and musk- by Adjutant Philbrlck (vio At the Gospel service beginning at 7.15
DIED
Advisory committee of the Ccnferenv lin) and his niece. Miss Ruth Conant tho ladies’ choir will sing, and Miss
Woster—Camden, Jan. 10, Ella. S., wlf e of
lor Limitation of Armaments. Upon (piano). A collation was served to the Doris Daggett will render a solo. The
Henry
E.
Woster,
aged
70 years, 5 months, 23
the resignation of Guy P. Gannett, Mr veterans and their guests by the Relief sermon topic will be "The Course of duys. A native of North Haven.
Meservey—Teuant’s Harbor, Jan. 8, Capt.
Sewall was elected last July as th Corps. Later there was the regular This World." The orchestra will play
Maine National Committeenmi of the Relief Corps supper, at which 23 mem at this service both a special selection John Meservey.
Republican party which position he bers of the Painters’ Union were and during the song service. The cot
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Whereas the Divine Master in his infinite
now holds. The same evening Herbert among the patrons.
tage prayer meetings on Friday even
wisdom
has
seeu fit to remove from our Fra
Prescott, Junior, and Havenor K. Cas
ing will be held at the homes of Mr.
The directors of the Chamber of and Mrs. Churles Ames, 33 Glen street, ternal bund our esteemed and respected sister,
sens, Senior of Rockland High School
Commerce last night elected Edward Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ulmer, 16 Jef Mary J. Robinson, be it resolved.
will debate. Mrs. Mary Adams
That In the death of Sister Robinson Saint
chairman of refreshments, and the D. Spear of the Hockland Savings ferson street, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles George Grange, No. 421 has lost a faithful
usual lessons, reports of Critic, Mrs, Bank, Louis W. FIckett of the Maine Carter, Birch street place. The morn und worthy member, her family have lost a
Frank C. Flint and of quarter hour Music Co. and Putnam Perley Bicknell ing service, Jan. 20, will be especially devoted wife and loving sister; be It resolved.
That we, as a grange, extend to the bereaved
of the Livingston Manufacturing Co for children.
solid reading will he presented. Ho
family our deepest sympathy;
many will have 100 percent for study as vice presidents and llomer E. Bob
That our charter be draped In mourning for
and attendance for the year? Read inson of the .Rockland National Bank
a period of thirty days and a copy of these
Tho
matter
of
tractor
service
In
resolutions be spread ujxm our records; a copy
carefully the Bok Peace Prize Plan as treasurer. Tlie election of president
handling the snow situation this win sent to the bereaved family and one to The
and prepare to discuss it and forward was deferred to next Monday night.
ter will he tuken up at Monday night's Courler-Gazxjtte for publication.
your ballot.
James A. Gllchrest,
Public supper at St. Peter’s Episco special meeting of the municipal of
Emma Gllchrest,
A public supptr will be given Satur pal church, Tuesday at 6 o'clock. Tick ficers. Those who have received let
James Riley,
day, Jan. 12, at the Unlversalist vis- ets 35 cents.
ters from the Chamber of Commerce
6-7
Committee on Resolutions.
try from 5 to 7 o’clock. Tickets 50c.
on this subject are requested to have
St. George, Jan. 9.
7*8
the replies in before Monday noon.
, DEMPSEY-GIBBONS AGAIN
SEVERAL
Jack Dempsey, world's heavyweight
Smalley’s Belfast accommodation
SECOND HAND
Tohave your films promptly 1 champion, and Tom Gibbons, of St. turned turtle just south of Lincoln
Paul, Minn., will fight a return title ville Beach this morning, witih 12 pas
( match in New York, probably early i senger* aboard. A telephone message
developed and printed
I June, promoter Tex Rickard announce! to The Courier-Gazette a few moments
Thursday after a conference with Ed later said that nobody was seriously
send or bring them to
die Kane, Gibbons’ manager. Gibbons injured. It was Mr. Smalley’s flrat
Different Sizee
has been seeking a return light with accident of consequence in his long
And One
Dempsey ever since he stayed the limit career as a driver of public cars.
of 15 rounds with the champion in
their buttle in the Montana boom town
CARD OF THANKS
of Shelby last July 4. Dempsey was
We wish through the columns of The Cour
ier
Gazette
to
tbahk our friends and neigh
awarded the verdict on points but it
for their many kindnesses and thoughtful
. was the first time since he became title bors
acts during our recent bereavement.
' holder that any one had stayed the full
Mrs. Emma Burton and family.
4-7
Thomaston, Jan. 11.
•
route with him.

ANY DAY
MRS.

EVERY DAY

THURLOW’S

ICES

BROS.

CHISHOLM

10.00

ROCKLAND

ORIENTAL
RUGS

RUNNER
V. F. STUDLEY

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

I

4
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: This Week:
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AMONG THE SCHOOLS

REASON
tells us that rubs and lotions and
outside remedies are not what we
want when troubled with a Grippy
Cold, Bronchial Cold, Chills, Sore
Throat, Cramps, etc.

J TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO J
A review from the columns of this
paper of some of the events which
interested Rockland and vicinity for
three weeks ending Jan. 10, 1899.

The formal opening of the John Bird
Co.’s new block on Sea street took
place. The oflicers of the corporation
at that time were: S. St. Bird, presi
dent; William H. Bird, vice president;
E. SI. Stubbs, treasurer; S. Si. Bird.
W. H. Bird, Elmer S. Bird. E. Si.
Stubbs and SI. S. Bird, directors. The
business was founded by John Bird,
Sr., who opened a small store at Blackington’s Corner in 1832.
The Rockland Fish Co. received 901
fares of fish in 1898.
Jere Murphy took the contract for
carrying the mails and “box” to the
Vinalhaven steamer. George E. Cross
had performed this duty 19 years.
Bertrand A. Bass went to Worcester,
Mass., as linotype operator.
dee a foot thick was being harvested
by Thorndike & Hix.
(Dr. SI. P. Judkins entered upon his
duties as coroner of Knox county.
James E. Rhodes, 2d resigned as
submaster of Rockland High School
and began the study of law in C. E.
Littlefield's office.
T. J. St. Clair was elected thrice il
lustrious master of King Hiram Coun
cil. The Council membership was 143.
Olive Gregory, widow of Slayor
George Gregory, and daughter of
Isaac Achorn, who was one of the
earliest settlers at Blackington’s Cor
ner, died.
George A. Flint was elected com
mander of Gen. Berry Lodge. K. of P.
Bert A. Abbey, who had been em
ployed as bookkeeper by F. W. Col
lins, returned to his home in Ohio.
W. H. Havener, who died at the
home of his son C. E. Havener, was a
lineal descendant of the Havener who
helped form the settlement at Broad
Bay, Waldoboro. The original family
name was “Helpbner."
Maxine Elliot's new play, “Nathan
Hale,” was presented at the Knick
erbocker theatre in New York. Dra
matic critics said that “no sledge ham
mer blows were struck, nevertheless a
brilliant hit was scored."
E. W. Berry was elected worshipful
master of Rockland Lodge, F. & A. SI.
Livingston A. Gray was installed as
noble grand of Knox Lodge. I. O. O. F.
W. O. Fuller, Jr., was elected presi
dent of Wight Philharmonic Society.
J. H. Kai loch of South Thomaston was
vice president, E. A. Burpee was treas
urer and W. A. Pressey was secretary.
The Society had 208 members of which
188 were active.
C. C. Cross was elected worshipful
master of Aurora Lodge, F. & A. SI.
The membership was 290.
Dr. Fuller G. Cook died suddenly at
his home on Staple street aged 85. He
kept a drug store in Pillsbury block for
a number of years.
The year's sales of the Rockland liq
uor agency amounted to $1685.
Leon H. Jones, formerly ot Rockland,
died in Roslindale, Slass.
'Eggs were 32 cents a dozen—about
as high as they ever go, The CourierGazette said.
Ralph L. Wiggin entered upon his
duties as assistant and submaster of
Rockland High School.
Sabine Lord, lather of Slajo? II. SI.
Lord, (Bed in Lawrence, Slass.
John Sheehan, John O'Brien, John C.
Rodgers and Duncan D. SIcLean of
New York sold the Clark Island gran
ite plant to the Clark Island Granite
Works. The indicated value of the
property was $50,000.
Major Herbert SI. Lord, additional
paymaster in the U. S. Army, arrived
home from Slanila where he had wit
nessed many exciting scenes attend
ant upon the capitulation of the me
tropolis of the Philippine Islands.
Charles W. Brown pitched headlong
from the cliff of the McLoon & Stover
Lime Co., where he was prying rock,
but instead of being killed received a
gash on the head and some internal in
juries from which he recovered.
While Co. H was at Chickamauga
Walter E. Weeks astonished the other
members by eating 15 biscuits and 12
eggs at a Southern farmhouse. But
he W’as the astonished one when the
woman charged him only 25 cents.
Capt. Clarence A. Foster of the
schooner Ella Francis died in a Vine
yard Haven hospital.
Capt. Elijah H. Hall died at his home
on M.schanic street, aged 76.
• • • •
These births were recorded:
Rockland, Dec. 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey F. Additon, a daughter.
Vinalhaven, Dec. 27, to Mr. 'and Mrs.
Bryon Wilson, a son.
. Wiarren, Dec. 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
Newman, a son.
Charlestown, Mass., Dec. 27 to Mr.
and Mrs. Alton G. Martin, formerly of
Appleton, a daughter.
Deer Isle, Dec. 16, to William and
Fossie Evelyn (Small) Young, a
daughter.
Stonington, Dec. 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
Billings P. McDonald, a son.
(Sunset, Dec. 23, to Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam M. Powers, a daughter.
Friendship, Jan. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Stinson, a daughter.
South Thomaston, Jan. 6, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Snowdeal, a son.
Friendship, Jan. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Simmons, a daughter.
Waldoboro, Dec. 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
Gardiner H. Jameson, a daughter.
Rockport, Jan. —, to Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Upham, Jr., a daughter.
• » • •
The marriages for the the three
weeks were:
Rockland, Dec. 24, Thomas T. Mc
Kinney and Addie M. Huntley.
Rockland, Dec. 8, Edward G. Russell
and Mrs. Mary S. Simmons.
Rockland, Dec. 28, Charles G. Kiff
and Elizabeth A. Lord.
Rockport, Dec. 24,
William H.
Barker, Jr. and Josephine Mills, both
of Camden.
(St. George. Dec. 21, Leroy M. Sartell
and Hattie M. Collett.
Camden, Dec. 17, Arthur O. Torrey
and Laura E. Wotton.
Stonington, Dec. 8, Charles W. Rob
bins and Lizzie A. Marsh.
Rockland. Dec. 26. Leroy Everett

In Feeble Old Ape
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Johnson’s
Anodyne

Liniment

rf

ff

DEAR J

reader

—aged internally for more than a
century—goes directly to where it
ia needed and its toothing and
healing action is immediate. Doc
tors appreciate this famous old
anodyne because it is a

Doctor’s Prescription
Internal and External Use
Over 100 Yoars of Success
Externally for Cuts, Bums, Strains
etc. it has no equal. All dealers.
26 and 60c.

Cole of Natick, Mass., and Miss Luda
Church Blethen.
Rockland. Dec. 28, George M. Con
don and Martha M. Livingston.
Waldoboro, Dec. 27, William V.
Fhilbrook of Waldoboro and Marian
S. Bosworth of Boston.
Soutii Thomaston. Dec. 27, Asbra O.
Rackliff and Bessie M. Burton.
Vinalhaven. Dec. 26. Warren J.
Billings and Eva M. Healey.
Deer Isle, Doc. 24. William Fifield
and Margaret Greenlaw, both of Ston
ington.
South Thomaston, Dec. 31, Fred B.
Robbins of Rockland and Jessie L.
Crockett of South Thomaston.
Vinalhaven. Dec.
21, Alexander
Moore and Mary Raymond.
Friendship, JaJn. 3, Dell R. Ride
out of Castle Hill, and Carrie Bradford
of Friendship.
Vinalhaven, Jan. 9, Charles B. Ray
mond and Mrs. Harriet Geary.
Washington, Jan. 8. John C. Sim
mons of Union and Stella Pardoe of
Washington.
Thomaston. Jan. 5. Nathan B. Cope
land and Florence Jones, both of War
ren.
Camden. Jan. 4, Ephraim G. Wiley
end Harriet Q. Dunham.
Pearl River, N. Y.. Jan. 2. Edward
A. Skinner and Adelaide B. Shibles.
Deer Isle, Jan. 2. Capt. Charles E.
Barbour of Deer Isle, and Mrs. Alice
M. Hamaker of Lockford, Calif.
Waldoboro, Dec. 31, La Forest Davis
and Annie B. Feyler.
• • * •
The five masted schooner John B.
Prescott, built for Capt. J. G.Crowley of
Taunton, Mass., was launched from
Bean's yard in Camden. With a gross
tonnage of 2500. a length of 410 feet
and spreading 10,000 square yards of
canvas she was said to be the largest
schooner ever constructed. John P.
Wardwell was master builder.
A new paper called "Humanity" was
being published In Thomaston by N.
W. Lermond, secretary
of the In
dustrial Brotherhood.
“Nan, the Mascotte” and “Clover
Farm,” plays by Gilbert Patten of
Camden had been published and were
cn the market.
C. Fred Knight of Rockport bought
John E. Leach's interest in the Rock
port Collar Co.
F. S. Carver was installed as com
mander of Lafayette Carver Post, G.
A R. of Vinalhaven.
M. E. Webber leased the store in
Watts block, Thomaston which had
been used as a restaurant.
Dr. Henry Coombs Levensaler. who
served as a brigade and division sur
geon during the war, and who was long
in practice in Thomaston, died at the
age of 68.
C. F. Collins was elected foreman of
the G. F. Burgess Engine Co. in Rock
port.
Mrs. G. L. Burgess died in Rockport
May F. Robbins was installed as
noble grand of Bethel Rebekah Lodg<\
Union.
It was 24 degrees bc'.ow zero in War
ren Jan. 2.
J. C. Fuller was elected noble grand
of Appleton Lodge I. O. O. F.
Mrs. E. W. Arey was installed as
worthy matron of Marguerite Chapter,
O. E. 8. in Vinalhaven.
G. W. Brown was elected noble
grand of Warren Lodge. I. O. O. F.
Mrs. Mary Moody was elected noble
grand of Mystic Rebekah Lodge, War
ren.
Alonzo Butler of Union was elected
a trustee of the Maine Pomologieal
Society.
Mrs. Flora Athearn was elected noble
grand of Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge
of Vinalhaven.
Vinalhaven men who left for Manila
on the U. S. S. Mohawk were Clifton
Coombs, Archie Miller, Benjamin
Arey, Albert Lane, William Lane,
Samuel Jones. Eugene Saunders. A. S.
Lane, C. P. Green, J. F. Green, William
Barton, James Webster, Albert Web
ster, George Williams, E. E. Smith^
Ernest Talbot, William Lincoln, Harry
McIntosh, Bert Shields, E. B. Smith,
Rufus Coombs, Walter Roberts, Alex
Murray, L. W. Vinal, Nelson Wooster,
Oscar Larkin, Herbert Robbins and
Ernest Smith.

Be Better Looking—Take
Olive Tablets
If your skin is yellow—complexion
pallid—tongue coated—appetite poor—
you have a bad taste in your mouth—
a lazy, no-good feeling—you should
take Olive Tablets.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets—a sub
stitute for calomel—were prepared by
Dr. Edwards after 17 years of study.
Dr. Edwards 'Ol iveTable ts are a purely
vegetablecompound mixed witholiveoil.
You will know them by their olive color.
Tohaveaclear, pink skin, brighteyes,
no pimples, a feeling of buoyancy like
childhood days you must get at the cause.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets act on
the liver and bowels like calomel—yet
have no dangerous after effects.
They start the bile and overcome con
stipation. Take one or two nightly and
note the pleasing results. Millions of
boxes are sold annually at 15c and 30c.

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazetts
ads.

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Week days—9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays—2 p. m. to 5 p m.

Even in thfse days of open stacks
and absolute freedom in a library com
paratively feu books are lost in the
course of a year. There are times,
however, when even the most flippant
“Upstart-of-a-librarian” agrees with
all her heart with that librarian of 1773
ho records in his “Almanack” that,
though to the person who comes to
the library the custodian must be
courteous, he must use the utmost vig
ilance for the thief of books is his
etc. nal foe.
“There he sneeking
unutterable Villains,” he says "who
ill enter a library, and in their fur
tive and Detestable fashion carry from
lt one of its Treasures !”
'
To be sure, the book of today has not
the actual value that it had in those
days, but it does happen that the least
costly book, the current magazine, be
comes in a very short time not only
ery expensive but also practically im
possible to obtain. So it Is toward
that indescribable person, who feels
so generous toward himself that he is
at absolute liberty to calmly roll a
current magazine into his pocket and
make himself a present of the same,
that the librarian has the utmost pity.
He has so much to learn 1
Lot him regard this warning dis
played in the library of the monastery
t San Pedro, Barcelona, which the
worthy librarian of 1773 considers a
just condemnation of the wretch who
purloins a hook.'
“For him that stealeth a Book from
this Library, let it change to a Ser
pent in his hand and rend him. Let
aim be struck with the Palsy, and all
his Members blasted. Let him lan
guish in Pain crying aloud for mercy,
anil let there be no surcease to his
Agony till he sink to Dissolution. Let
Bookworms gnaw his entrails in token
of the Worm that dieth not. and when
at last he goeth to his final Punish
ment. let the Flames of Hell consume
him forever and aye.”
• * • •
This week marks the beginning of
tae Friday Evening Story Hour for
older boys and girls. The stories are
scheduled for 6.45 o’clock and arc
planned to be of interest to boys and
girls of from 11 to 16 years of age.
Thi3 week readings from Thomas
Bailey Aldrich's “Story of A Bad
Boy" will be given. This book has re
cently been purchased for the' library
in the new edition of Children's
Classics published this fall by Hough
ton Mifflin. It is of particularly good
makeup, much attention having been
given to the size, type and illustra
tions.
This story hour is. planned not only
to give enjoyment to the listeners but
also to acquaint them with the his
tory of the book, its author, and to
stimulate further interest in worth
while reading.
The story hour for the younger
children occurs as usual each Saturday
morning at 10 o'clock. A new contest
has been started, which will be con
tinued until Easter, the boy or girl
bringing the largest number of new
children to the story hour during this
time will be announced as winner and
given the privilege of choosing a fine
book for his prize.
• * * •
Three interesting debates are sched
uled for the near future. The first of
these took place yesterday afternoon,
when the members of Grade 7A de
bated on “Resolved: That it would
have been better for the world had to
bacco never been discovered.” There
has been keen competition in the hunt
for material, and both sides are mak
ing a thorough search for substantial
proof for their arguments.
A Freshman debate on “Prohibition
and the debate of Rockland High vs
Thomaston High upon the Volstead
act are both sheduled for next week
Material for the debates has been
put on reserve at the library, where
it is accessible to both sides. Work of
this type is hiartily recommended and
endorsed hy the library, both for its
value in self expression and for its
value in acquainting the student with
the resources of the library and its
use.

News if the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Knox County.
McLain School
Mrs. Eva D. Snow, special teacher at
the McLain Building, was the most
surprised person in Rockland last Fri
day morning. The occasion was Mrs.
Snow's birthday. She was called out
of the room at the recess period, and
returned to find the room filled with
her fellow teachers, and found upon
her table a birthday cake, with sixteen
candles, a basket of fruit and a box of
candy. Supt. Hull offered hls con
gratulation and complimented her on
the long years of faithful service, 42
in number. She succeeded in Mowing
the entire sixteen candles out in one
breath, so she feels certain of her
future good luck.
Last Friday morning in-door assem
bly was held under the leadership of
Earl Freeman. After the opening ex
ercises each school marched around a
table which had been placed in the
hall, singing their health songs and
deposited the milk bottles brought by
them.
The mothers of the first and second
grade pupils together with teachers
and principals held a meeting last
Monday afternoon at the close of
school. Supt. Hull talked to the moth
ers about the health of the children
and the milk lunch. Miss Sawyer,
health nurse, made interesling and in
structive remarks and illustrated her
remarks by colored posters.
The en
tire milk lunch project will be headed
up by Miss Ellen Cochran, principal
cf McLain Building.
Mr. Jasper is back on duty after an
absence of one week due to sickness.
His place was filled by Mrs. Ruth Bird.
Miss Lenore Thompson of 7C is con
fined to her home in Belfast with the
mumps. Mrs. Anna Swimm is substi
tuting for her.
Mary Bird of Grade SA is carrying
on a correspondence with Ethel Mar
tin, an Sth Grade scholar in Olympia.
Wash. Much information is acquired
from these litters which are read to
the class.
A socialized Geography lesson on
South America IS planned for the com
ing week in 8A. For home work all
the pupils arc working on production
maps. Last Thursday this grade took
a journey to somt city in South Amor
ica' ar.d wrote a letter to their home
friends describing their journey, and
the country visited.
Henry Marsh has succeeded Giorge
Wood. Jr., as bell boy.
The attendance in 8C has been es
pecially goed during the first week,
which is an excellent way to begin the
New Year.
In the contest the Blue beat the Gold
by two .points. t
There was a <Mbatr in Grade 7A Fri
day, the subject bling: Resolved: That
the world would be better off if the to
bacco plant had never been discovered.
Robert Johnson and William Stearns
were the two captains.
This grade started a contest for the
month of January in health chores
There are eleven chores for each day
and at the end of four weeks the boy
and girl who hav« jierformed the most
health chores will be awarded a prize.
Purchase Street School
Grade 6 welcomes Edna Cuthbertson
back after her long illness.
Several of the class are out with the
mumps.
School in Grade 5 began the winter’s
term work with five pupils out with
the mumps. There has been an elec
tion of captains for the A and B divis
ions in spelling. Bernard Freeman
was chosen captain of the A's and
Norman Barbour of the B's. All of
the pupils are starting on a trip to
California. They leave Rockland Mon
day, and go as far as they can each
day. This contest is started for better
attendance. Every day that a pupil
is not tardy and is present he covers
ten miles of his trip. Every neat paper
passed in, covers fifty miles. Each
have their owr favorite automobile
Who will reach the coast first?
Eulaha Stanley, Dorothy Dimiclc.
Thelma Day, Charles Havener. Charles
Perry, Dorothy Harvey, James Breen
Lillian Rubenstein, Charles Wooster
Edward Griffin and Carrol Howard
have begun the New Year right with
their names on Honor Roll for arithme
tic.
In a recent spelling contest Charles
Havener was best speller and Eugene
Dow second best.

If you have got tee Asthma, Cancer
or Rheumatism, see Prof. Libby at 25
Park street
182-tf

*

Since delivering their
first car, early in De
cember, 1914, Dodge
Brothers have manu
factured and sold one
million motor vehicles.

Over 90% of all these
cars are still in active
service.
This striking fact stands
alone—a unique and
overwhelming tribute to
the principles and meth
ods responsible for a
product of such enduring
worth.
DYER’S

GARAGE,

INC.

46 Park Street,..............Rockland, Maine

-------------

Professional &Businiss Cards

VINALHAVEN
Mins Ruth Smith, who has been the
guest of friends in town, left Monday
for hir home in Portland.
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger of Camden ar
rived Thursday for a few days’ stayin town.
Mrs. Aura Roberts and Mrs. L. A.
Coombs entertained the Apron Club at
upper Wednesday at the home of the
former.
Sir Galahad Corps of Girl Reserves
recently donated a large lot of books
and magazines to the hospital for con
sumptives at FairfiGd.
Mrs. Angus Hennigar entertained the
members of the Star Club at her home
Friday evening. The next meeting will
be at the home of Mrs. Jessie Green
law.
K Mrs. Hester Freathey of Swan's Is
land is the over Sunday guest of Mrs.
Langtry Smith.
Union Church Circle held its usual
supper Thursday at the vestry.
The
attendance was exceptionally large and
the housekeepers were: Mrs. Charles
Roman, Mrs. Charles Webster, Miss
Muriel Chilles and Mrs. Fernald Ames.
Alfred Orcutt arrived Wednesday
from New York and is the guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Orcutt.
John McNorton, U. S. A., arrived
Tuesday from the Middle West, after
an absence of 15 years.
Mrs. Nelson Bunker entertained Mrs.
C. S. Roberts, Mrs. Ralph Claytor and
Mrs. William Lawry at 500 Tuesday
afternoon. Refreshments of ice cream
and cake were served.
“Jack" Ross left Tuesday for Mon
treal.
Moses Webster Lodge. F. & A. M..
conferred the Master Mason degree on
Philip and Foy Brown of North Haven.
A banquet was served at the close of
the ceremonies. Others from North
Haven were Herman Crockett, John
Crockett, Henry Duncan, J. O. Brown
and Almond Cooper.
The ladies of the G. A R. will hold
its annual installation of oflicers Fri
day. January 18.
Principal Hopkins of Vinalhaven
High 'School gave a lecture Tuesday
morning to his pupils. From his own
past experience, he advised the boys
not to be too familiar with the girls at
recess or loiter in the corridors with
them and also advised the girls that lt

was improper ta pull tho boys' neck
ties.
Rev. and Mrs. E. W. Stebbins ar
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
rived Tuesday and are now at home at
Union church parsonage.
Offlee beers: 4 to 2 A. M.
Postmaster F. L. Roberts has re
I to 4 aid 7 to I P. M. M<
ceived a letter of congratulation from
by ap,elntmeel
Director Ayres of the U. 8. Savings
«00 Mala St. ROCKLAND, MAINC
Organization, on the success achieved
Teleekeet 110
44 M
by hls office in December In connection
with the issue of Treasury savings ; Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
certificates. During that month there
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
were sold for cash and issued in ex
change for the 1919 War Saving
Telephone 323.
Stamps which matured January 1.
38 Sum mar Strait.
Rock lane
$3,055 worth of Treasury savings cer
U-tf
tificates. Mr. Ayres states that this
is a record to be proud of and gives to
our community a per capita average E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
which compares favorably with any in
Offlee: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
New England. Postmaster Roberts de
Offlee Heura: I tu 3 114 7 to I P. M
clares that the new issue of certificates
which went on safe December 1, is Residence aatil t A. M. aad by Aueletaeef
proving very popular as an investment.
Teleekoaea: Retldeaae. 41-4: Offlee 140
He learns from Director Ayres that in
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
complete returns for December indi
cate an investment of nearly $$1,000,- C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. G
000 for New England and upwards of
Chiropractor
$26,000,000 for the entire country. He
wishes to remind his patrons to look 400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
Graduate Palmer School ef Chlrearaette

up their 1918 and 1919 issues of War
Offlee Heura:
Savings Stamps and bring them to him Meadayt. Wedneadaye, Fridays. 10-11. 1-3, 7-1
Tuesdays.
Tkuradaye. 10-12, 2-3
for cash redemption or exchange to
Saturdays It-12
Tel. MO
Treasury Savings Certificates without
delay. The further accumulation of
DR. T. L McBEATH
interest ceased when these issues niaOsteopathic Physician
turid on January 1. 1923 and January
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
1, 1924, respectively, but there arc
Teltyheas 134
still many stamps of both issues still
34 UNION 8TREET, ROCKLAND, MAINC
outstanding. Any money involved in
Graduate of American School of
these securities is now idle and should
Oeteoopathy
he reinvested in Treasury Savings
Certificates at once so that it w-iil con
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
tinue to produce an income for the
Diseases of the Eye;
owner and be safe from every possi
bility of loss.
Refractions, Etc.

E. Howard Crockett
PLUMBING
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES,
HOT WATER AND STEAM
HEATING

20 Franklin Street, ■ > Rockland
Telephone 424-1
137-tf

407 MAIN STREET
Hinra. 4 te 12 A. M.; I ft I P. M.
RteMiaee. 21 Fultoa Street Tel. 441-1
OMee Telepheee 443-W
W. A.

JOHNSTON. RES. PHU.

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLEE
DRUG
ANO
SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS,
DE
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO
EN
LARGING.

370 Main St., Rockland, Me.

l.

w. McCartney

8ANITARY ENGINEER

Plumbing and Heating
Telephone M4-W
ROCKLAND, ME.

"Tie Iasi imp Is as good as the finl."

The delicious fragrance of

Baker’s
Breakfast
Cocoa

Made only by

Walter Baker & Co.Ltd.
Established 1780

,
(

Mills at Dorchester, Mass.
and Montreal, Canada

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

BANK

*

BOOKLET OF CHOICE RERPttfcfeNT FREE

B-tf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

ROCKLAND, • - - MAINE

PLUMBING

HEATING

Office Hours—9 to 3

TEL. 244-W.

Saturdays 9 to 12

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine A Ce.

llT-tf

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

Its unquestioned
purity, uniformity
(end palatabilit^
make constant
users of all who
try it; it is thi
cocoa of high
quality?.

MONHEGAN
Ccpt. and Mrs. Edward Brackett
have returned to New Harbor.
Mrs. Maurice Weaver and daughter
Barbara are spending a few weeks in
South Portland.
The Standard Oil boat made her last
trip here for the winter Friday.
Lorimer Brackett has returned to
the Mt. Hermon School for boys, after
spending the Ch tmas holidays at
home.
Mrs. Josephine Shuman and Dick
Shuman of Pleasant Point are visit
ing Capt. and Mrs. Otis Thompson.

Over 90% of One Million
Still in Service

417 MAIN ST. • . ROCKLAND. MB

FRANKKINGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav

FLOWERS SOCK FADE
SPECIALTY! PROBATE PRACTICE
the only memorial that endures Is s
431 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
oarefully built
Teteohonee—Office 468.
Hauee 60S-W
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
L. R. CAMPBELL
of granite or marble that retains Ils
beauty and withstands time and the
Attorney at Law
elements.
Special
Attention
te Prebate Matters
We give careful attention to distlnot,
legible lettering.
378 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. MB.
See our designs and note our reason
able estimates.
EDWARD K. GOULD

FRED S. MARCH "2SM£L
Tbs New Menamtatol Wartreeaie

Nr* W, Cor. Brfok

Attorney at Law

Bockland Me COR, TILUBCN RV*. Mif HAIJI

-i *1

PLANNING MEETINGS
Knox and Lincoln Communi
ties Evidently Preparing For
Busy Season.
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Every-Other-Day

TENANTS HARBOR DAYS

QlieGood

How After Many Days a Schoolmaster
Encountered Hit Former Pupil.

MAXWELL

THIS WOMAN
RELIEVED FROM
SOFFERING

Five

' MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD’’,
,
Eastern Standard Time
*
1
Trains Leavi Rockland

for

’

**

Aucuita. A|7.00 a. m , 17.30 a. m.. tl.10 p. aa.1
Hanzm. A|7.00a.m.,17.30a m.. jl.lOp. m. J
Boston. Aj'.OO a. in., 17.30 a. m., tl. 10 p. m. ,
Brunswick,A|7.00a.m.,17.30 a. m., jl.lOp. m., j

A little story of my school teaching
days. In the fall of 1884 and winter of
Lewiston, A57.00 a. m., 17.30 a. m., J 1.10 p. m..
’85 I taught school ln that part of St.
New York. jl.lOp. m.
I
>
_
Portland,
A|7.00 a. rn„ t7.30 a. m., 11.10 p. m,.
George then called Gabhlctown, now
According to the Farm Bureau News
1
’
wifcrTiile.
A|7.00a.m.,t7.30a.m.,
tl.IOp.
m.
|
going by the name of Wallston.
planning meetings have been held In
Woolwich, A57.00 am.. J7.3O a.m..tl.lO p. m.
Among the pupils was one auburn
quite a number of communities in
15.30 p. m.
I
haired five-year-old boy, ln Scotch
Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
Knox and Linooln Counties.
plaid kilt and Scotch cap with follow- By Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable A
wich
t
Daily
.except
Sunday.
J
The women as well as the men have
D C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.• 1
me-lads on It, who used to recite his Compound. A Remarkable Story
shown a keen Interest in the poultry
9 24-23 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gcn'l Passenger Agt.
b c's at my knee. 1 left my native
project. Miss Mabel Perry in Dres
town in 1885 and returntd thereafter
den took four roosters to the hall; and
>
only as a visitor.
Dover. Del.—“I wish every woman Eastern Steamship Line*, Inc.
R. C. Wentworth pointed out the good
Let us pass over a period of 20 years, would take your wonderful medicine as it
and bad features so that the best
hasdonesomuchgood
BANGOR LINE
was senior clerk in a men's furnish
roosters could be saved lor breeding
to me. 1 had cramps
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
ing'store in Boston, when one day an
purposes. Mrs. Earl Jackson in Jef
and faint spells and
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thuradaya at
uhurn haired youth came in. looking
very bad pains. One 6.00 P. M. for Boston.
ferson signed up for a selection of
for a position as junior clerk. I did not
—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
day 1 wa3 over to my at Return
breeders’ demonstration and for a capeak to him. but afttr he had gone
5.00 P. M. Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
neighbor's
house
and
ponixlng demonstration.
Mrs. Iva
Saturdays
at 5.00 A. M.; Camden 5.45 A. M.j
out I said to the proprietor:
she told me 1 ought Belfast 7.13 A. M.; Bucksport 9.00 A. M.;
Jewett, in Aina, told her son, who wns
"That young man's name is Wall, Is
to take LydiaE-Pink- due Winterport 9.30 A. M.
present at the planning meeting, that
not?"
Return —Leave Winterport Mondays
and
ham’s Vegetable Thursdays
at 10.00 A. M. for Boston and way
he must take one of the poultry ac
"Yes," was the reply. "How did you
Compound.
So
I
went
landings,
due
the
following
morning
about
count books.
knew?"
The reason why the new Maxwell Club Sedan
00 A. M.
to the store on my
The women have seen the value of
“Because tweniy years ago I was his
—During the close of navigation at
way borne and got a BaiNOTE:
so far excels all other enclosed cars in its field is
gor steamer will run to and from Winterport.
the forestry project, too. Mrs. H. A.
schoolmaster, and he looks now just
bottle, and took the Frioght from and to Bangor will be handled
Moody in Dresden signed up for a
the same as then.”
firstdose before supia Bucksport.
because of its striking appearance, the outdemonstration to have an acre of
Well he got the position. After per. I have been taking it ever since,
MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
wa«te land planted with white pine
standing high quality of its design and con
working awhile- he was living in Wal- am) you can hardly believe how different
BAR HARBOR LINE
and spruce seedlings. It is clear to
tham—he got done
ae and I lost trace of j
j had just wanted to lie in bed
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
struction, its exceptional riding comfort, and the
most people that expending a little
North
Haven,
Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
him.
all the time, and when I started to brush
money to plant waste arears, will
We will now pass over another up I would give out in about ten min Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
large
measure
of
useful
service
it
delivers
—
all
bor 11 A. M.
bring big returns inter.
period of 23 years. One day ln June of utes. So you know how badly I felt I
Return -Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8.00
When the home demonstration work
ast year I received a letter from my used to go to bed at eight and get up at A. M. for Rockland and way landings.
at a very low price.
was discussed, In almost everj' case
BLUE HILL LINE
long-lost pupil, dated at Athol, Mass. seven, still tired. Now I can work all
the schedule of meetings which the
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M. for
Enclosed was a notice of Athol Lodge. day and stay up until eleven, and feel
•Try
it
out
for
yourself.
You
’
ll
find
that
at
$
1045
Dark
Harbor,
South Brooksville, Kargentvllle,
committee had drawn up was accepted.
& A. M., Andrew J. Wall, Worship all right all the time. My housework i9 Deer Isle, Brnoklln,
South Bluehlll, due BluaIt was easy at the fall commltce meet
this car of two-door friendliness with four-door
ful Master. I replied to it but did not all I do in summer, but in winter I work hill 11.00 A. M.
ings, for the chairman, secretary, and
Return Leave Bluehlll Mondays at 8.00 A.
accept the accompanying invitation to in a factory. I have told a good many
facility can not be matched for all-round values.
Rockland and way landings.
three project leaders to consider care
pay him a visit. The succedlng August of my friends, and I have had three M.AtforBoston
connection Is made via the Metfully the subjects which they wanted
received another letter and notieg of come to me and tell me they wouldn’t rrpolltan Line exnress freight steamers for
to take up in 1924, and the work they
annual visitation on Sept. 10. “Could do without the Vegetablecompound.” New York and points South and West.
did then greatly facilitated matters at
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
ou come up as my guest?" I replied - Mrs. Samuel Mukpuy, 219 Cecil St,
Dover, Delaware.
the planning meeting. That the people
Portland-New York Freight Sorvleo
that we old fellows hated like time to
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
appreciate these oflicers’ work is
leave home, but that I would he a sport
Estate of Sarah Dempster
New York is resumed from the New State Pier,
shown by the tendency to re-elect the
and come.
STATE OF MAINE
ortland, Me. Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays
old committees. The committee elected
and Saturdays each way.
So at 4 p. m. of Sept. 10 I left the KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held aM Rockland In
Through rates and direct track connections
for 1924 are:
North Station for Athol, 82 miles— and for said County of Kjiox, on the IStli day with
Maino Central and Grand Trunk Rail*
Friendship—Chairman, Mrs. Owen
some distance to go to attend lodge, of December A. D. 1923.
roads.
Albert I). Davis having presented hls petition
Simmons; secretary, Mrs. Dalton Wot
F 8. SHERMAN, Supt., Rockland. Maine.
especially as within a radius of three
that the actual market value of so much of
It S. SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine.
ton; clothing. Mrs. E. A. Wineapaw:
Club Sedan
miles of Boston there are 50 Blue the estate of Sanalli ’Dempster, late of Kt.
food, Mrs, Albion Wotton; household
Lodges. I arrived at 6.45 nnd they did George, In said County of Knox, as Is subject
Vinalhaven and Rockland
management, Mrs. Owen Simmons.
me the honor of awaiting supper half to the payment of the State Inheritance Tax,
the persons Interested In the succession thereto,
Steamboat Co.
Simonton—Chairman,
Mrs.
John
an
hour
for
my
arrival.
I
was
intro

and the amount of the tax thereon may he
/. o. b. Detroit
Buzzell; secretary, Mrs. It. L. Simon
duced to the R. W. D. G. M. and other determined by the Judge of Probate;
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
The direct route between
ton; food, Mrs. Chester plelvin; house
distinguished guests and escorted to
the State Assessors and all persons interested
hold management, Mrs. Henry Carver.
io banquet hall, where the orchestra in the succession to said property. hy causing ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND
Washington—Chairman, Mrs. Alvin
was discoursing sweet music. After a copy of this Order to lx: published once i
Mank: secretary. Mrs. L. H. Stevens;
supper we adjourned for the meeting. week, three weeks successively in The Coil
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
rler-Gazutte, a newspaper published at Rock
clothing, Mrs. Ida Hatch; food, Mrs.
was introduced by the W. M. as his land. In said County.* that they may appear
(Subject to change without notice)
H. B. Cunningham; household man
first schoolmaster and a Past Master
a Probate Court to be held at Rockland. In IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY, JAN. 3.
agement, Mrs. George li. Creamer.
if Joseph Warren Lodge of Boston, and for said County, on the fifpenth day of
1921
January, A. D. 1924, at nine o’clock In the
who had done him the honor to come forenoon and be heard In reference to the
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sunfaya
at
5.39
A.
M.
for
Stonington,
North Haven.
from Boston for the occasion as a com determination of said tax or any question
TENANT’S HARBOR
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
that may arise in reference thereto.
pliment to him.
Returning
leaves
Rockland
at.
1.30
P. M. for
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge of Probate.
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington, and
After the meeting I went home with A true
Copy, A West :
The Mesonlc annual meeting was
Swan’s Island.
mi' host and next morning met his
156 S 6
HENRY II PAYSON Rcgt.uer.
held last Thursday evening and the
W. S WHITE.
good wife and son. After breakfast he
General Manager.
Estate of Lucy J. Ovenock
1923 oflicers were re-elected. The
Rockland, Maine, Jan. 3. 1924.
took
me
to
the
factory
of
the
L.
S.
STATE
OF
MAINE
elective oflicers of the Eastern Star for
KNOX. SS.
Starrett
Co.,
makers
of
fine
tools,
the ensuing year are: Worthy Matron
a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
Estate of Sarah Dempster
where he is employed as foreman, and forAtsaid
County of Knox, on the 13th day of
Mrs. Fannie Morris; Worthy Patron
STATE OF MAINE
turned me over to the Senior Warden of December, in the year of our Lord, one thou KNOX SS.
Charles Kalloch; Associate Matron
sand,
l
ine
hundred
and
twenty*three,
At
a
Probate
Court held at Rockland In and
Athol Ledge who took me through the
Mrs. Mary Trask; Secretary, Mrs
A petition asking for the appointment of for said County of Knox, ou the eighteenth
factory. At 10.30 a. m. I took the train Willard
E. Overlock as administrator on tin day of December Ln the year of our Lord,
Alice Wheeler; Treasurer, Mrs. Blanche
for the Hub, amply repaid for my long estate of Lucy J. Overlock, late of Washing one thousand, nine hundred and twenty-three.
Simmona; Conductress, .Mrs. Daisy
Wlierean a pellMou has been duly filed
journey in meeting again my auburn ton. In said County, having been presented.
Torrey; Associate Conductress, Mrs
That notice thereof he given to praying that the balance remaining In tho
haired pupil of 1884, and seeing how a’lOrdered,
persons Interested, by causing a copy of hands of Albert I). Davis, Administrator
Harriet Wheeler. The ten remaining
well he has done in life. Nice family this Order to he published three weeks sue of the estate of Sarah Dempster, lato of St.
officers will be appointed by the
and home, good position, highly es cessively in Tlie < ton rien-Ga zette a newu George, deceased, on settlement of hls first
’ing logs nnd getting up their supply
Worthy Matron
THE
APPLE
MARKET
published at Rockland in said County and final account, made at a Proba-te Court,
NORTH APPLETON
teemed by his brethren and the people paper
j of wood.
that they may appear ut a Probate Court ti he’d at Rockland, within and for raid County,
Mrs. Edwin Hart and two children
of
Athol.
he
held
at Rockland in and for said County on the third Tuesday of December. A. D. 1923,
----I
Miss
Nornta
Young
has
returned
are visiting relatives In Massachu
Perks Up a Little, But It Takes Verily the life of a school teacher on the 15th day of January, A. D. 1921, a may he ordered to he distributed among tfio
C. II. Plummer Is in ltoekland where | flom a (wu w,,eks. vlslt ln Boston
setts.
nine
o
’
clock
in the forenoon, and show cause heira of said <kceased, and the share of each
sometimes has its compensations.
Norman Jones of Lynn, Mass., is the Goods To Get the Prices.
Capt. John Meservey died very sud he is serving on tne jury.
if any they have, why tlie prayer of the pe determined.
Boze.
Elbridge
N.
Davis
of
West
Appleton
tltloner should not be granted.
passing the winter in town.
Ordered, Tha/t notice thereof he given to all
denly Monday night at the Charles
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge of Probate.
persons Interested, hy causing a copy of this
Somerville, Mass.
Russell Head is at South Portland
Grover house which he and his son recently visited his Hlece, Mrs. Gladys
A toie Copy, Attest :
Boston, Jan. 9, 1924.
Order theron to lie puh.'ishvd once a week,
Cunningham.
where he has employment.
156-S 0
HENRY H. PAYSON Register.
Charles and family are occupying this
threo weeks successively. In Thu Courler-()aL. J. Johnson and O. T. Keene arc
Supt. Albert Barnes of Appleton was Dear Sir:
zotte a newspaper published at Rockland in
winter.
Estate of Solomon N. Mank
working
in
the
woods
with
their
teams
There
is
a
little
more
life
to
the
said County, that tiny mav appear at a Proin town the first of the week attending
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Sophie Wood of Long Cove
hnte Court, to be held at Rockland, In and for
KNOX SS.
apple trade for the pajst few days but
spent Tuesday with her sister, Mrs. hauling to the mill for J A. Itobblns, his routine of school duties.
said Countv, on the fifteenth day of January,
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rock'and
In
an
Searsmont.
Mrs.
Madeline
Allen
and
son
Edgar
Harriet Wheeler.
prices are no higher except ,on some
for wald County of Knox, In vacation, on the A. D. 1924, at nine o’clock In the forenoon,
Crosby Johnson, Harry Campbell Francis of Camden are guests of Mr.
twenty-first day of Deiemlwr, in the year of and show cause, if any they have, why the
Norman Hooper and family of
Ths Reliable and Satisfactory
extra
nice
quality
fruit.
Poor
to
me

and Warren Wentworth are ch ipping and Mrs. L. S. Russ.
our Lord one thousand, nine hundred and prayer of the petitioner .should not he granted.
Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ADELBERT L. MILKS. Judge of Probate.
twenty-three.
for Charles Plummer. Frank Meservey
dium grades are still dragging at low
Charles Taylor.
A petition asking for the appointment of A true Copy, Attest:
and sen Alonzo are chopping for James
16 S 6
HENRY II. PAYSON Rcgl-tcr.
prices.
• • • •
Melvin L. Philbrook as administrator on the
•HEAD - NOSE - THROAT—EARS
estate of Solomon N. M.111I.. late of Union, in
Baldwin,. No. 1, hbls................ $2.75 to $3.50
Mrs. Joseph T. Simmons is the re Robbins.
Estate
of Abbie L. O’Brien
Can
Be
Consulted
Daily
KONDON
’
S
for
Headache.
Deafness.
Cold
said County, having been preaenfed.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease of Hope
Baldwin,, unclassified, bids. ...
2.25 to 2.75
STATE OF MAINE
cipient of the following letter from
in Head, Dry Nose, Catarrh. Colda of
Ordered. That notice thoreof be given to al
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
S.
Meservey
Baldwins.
.
boxes
..........
,.
.............
.50
to
1.50
From
10i00
A.
M.
to
>:00
P.
M.
KNOX
88.
all
kinds.
Doctors,
Dentists,
Nurses
persons Interested, hy caushig a copy of till
her mother, who is wintering In St.
Kings, bbls...................................
2 00 to 3.50
At a Probate Court held at ltoekland In and
recommend KONDON’S. .10 years doieg
order to he published three weeks successively
Petersburg, Fla., which will interest the latter part of the week.
Macintosh, hand picked, hbls. .
2.50 to 6.00
1 t at 1 t
rood. Aak for sample free.
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published for said County of Knox, on the 19th dav of
Ed. Richards is staying for the pres
December. In tlie year of our Lord, one thou
her many friends and neighbors:
Macintosh, hand picked, bxs .
1.25 to 2.50
at
Rockland,
in
said
County,
that
they
may
sand nine hundred Itnd twenty-three.
^ginneapoHs-j
Greenings, Fall Pippins,etc. hbls. 2.00 to 3.00
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
’’We left Portland Dec. 8 for Boston. ent at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
25 Park St., Rockland
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
1.50 to
Sweet Apples, bids.....................
land in and for said County, on the fifteenth
When about half-way there we saw a Hall in Hope.
Sides, bills....................................
1.50 to
Appointments by Phono
day of January, A. D. 1921. at nine o’clock last V.'lll and Testament of Abbie L. O’Brien,
C. A. Towle was at the home of A.
late
of Thomaston, In said Courvty, having
cottage off by itself, on the porch of
1.50
to
Starks, bids.................................
In the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
M. Titus in East Union oa busin ss re
2.0 to
have, why tho prayer of the petitioner aiiouid been presented for probate and a petition
which stood an aged man waving the
Ben Davis & Russelts. tibia. ..
FULL
LINE
OF
asking
for the ap|Miintment of Horace O’Brien
not he granted.
2.00 to
Odd Varieties, bbls.....................
American flag to the passing train. cently.
as administrator with the will annexed having
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge of Probate.
With us the thermometer lias regis
Odd Varieties, bxs......................
.50 to
Estate of Celinda A. Steeper
COLUMBIA
RECORDS
been
presented.
The conductor informed us that the
A true Copy, Attist :
tered 22 degrees below, but cards re
STATE OF MAINE
Ordered, That notice thereof l>e given to
Yours very truly,
156 S ♦»
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old man never missed a day saluting
KNOX COUNTY.—-In Court of Probate held
all persons Interested, by causing a copy of
ceived from Daytona. Fla., and Grange,
STONINGTON
Kingman
&
Hearty.
Inc.
the train.
tstaie of Maurice A. Donnison
at
Rock'and
on
the
18th
(Fay
of
December
A.
this
Order to he published three weeks suc
Calif., would indicate that these States
STATE OF MAINE
“The House Built on the Apple." D 1923.
cessively In The Courier-Gazette, a newspa:$er
Arriving in Boston we paddled about
FURNITURE CO.
have not even a speaking acquaintance
Henry Harding Stickney, Executor on the KNOX SS.
published
at Rockland, In rtaid County, that
In a rain-storm for a few days, then
At a Probate Court held at Rock'and In and they may appear at a l’robato Court to be
estate of Celinda A. Sleeper, late of Union,
with mercury when it hovers around
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
MRS. HICHBORN’S LEGACY
continued our Journey to Springfield,
for said County of Knox, on the IStli day of he’d at Rockland in and for paid County, on
ln
said
County
deceased,
having
presented
hls
ROCKLAND. MAINE
first and Anal account of administration of December, In tlie year of our Lord, one thou ill' flficinth day of January, A. I>. 1921, at
where we stopped for a brief visit. the zero mark.
Farm Bureau meeting wns held at
sand, nine hundred ami twenty-three.
nine o’clock in th? forenoon, and show cause.
Augista Woman Inherits $30,000 From said estate for allowance:
Arriving at New York we put up at
Ordered. That notice thereof be given
A petition asking for the appointment of If any they have, why the prayer of tho
the Grange hail, Appleton Mills, Jan.
Esta.te of Eliza Stanley, Late of three weeks successively, In The Courler-Ga Frank A. Richardson as ndmlnisLrn'tor on the petitioner
the Pennsylvania, the world’s largest
should not be granted.
9 with O. M. Wilbur of Orono and
Winthrop.
A RELIABLE
zette published in Rockland, In said County estate of Maurice A. Dennison, late of Rock
ADELBERT L. MILKS, Judge of Probate.
hotel, for a day. taking in New York County Agent Wentworth present.
that
all
person
Interested
may
attend
at
a
land,
In
said
County,
having
bt»en
presented.
A true Copy, Attewt:
sights. At Washington, while waiting
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to
Probate Court to be he’d at Rockland, on the
156-S 6
HENRY H PAYSON lb-gister
The day was given over to poultry,
Mrs. Audrey B. Hlchborn, wife of fifteenth
at the station, we witnessed a movingday of January next, and show cause a'I persons interested, by causing a copy of
many topics being brought up for dis
Charles S. Hichliorn of Augusta, wie If any they have, why the said account should this order to he published three weeks sucCOMMISSION HOUSE
Estate of Sarah Dempster
picture photographer taking a train
cussion. The two principal subjocts
STATE OF MAINE
cewslvely in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
inherit about $30,000 from the estate not be allowed.
robbery and came near being one of
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge.
published nt Rockiand, in said County, that
for the afternoon were breeding and
of htr distant cousin. Miss Eliza Stall A true Copy, Attest
the actors. We stayed at the New Wil
they may apiXNU* at a Probate Court to be at Rockland on the 18th day of December. A.
:
DRESSED CALVES
incubation.
There were no ladies
ley of Winthrop, recently deceased
156-S 6
HENRY H. PAYSON Register.
held at Rockland In and for said County, on I>. 1923.
lard Hotel, of Interest because it was presmt, but a good dinner was served
A. I>. Davis, Administrator on the estate of
tlie
fifteenth «lay <»f Januarv, A. D. 1324, «t
The
money
comes
as
a
recognition
of
Estate
ef
John
OJafa
the home of President Coolidge while
nine o’clock In the forenoon, ami allow catme, Sarah Dempster, late of St. George, In said
hy the men at the noon hour.
Mrs. Hlchborn’s ‘‘great kindness
STATE OF MAINE
LIVE AND DRESSED
serving as Vice President. Next morn
County
deceased, (raving presented hls first
if
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
the
peKNOX COUNTY —In Court of Probate held
helping and protecting me when un
and final account of administration of said
should not he granted.
ing we took a bus-ride all over the
at Rockland on the eighteenth day of Decern Motioner
estate for allowance:
ADELBERT
L.
MILKS,
Judge
of
Progate.
cared
for
and
fighting
for
my
own
LINCOLNVILLE
city, visiting Lincoln’s new memorial,
her. A. D. 1923.
Ordered. That notice thereof t>e given, three
true Copy, Attest:
$
POULTRY
rights against my enemies, with hr
William J. Caddy, Administrator on the A 156-S
Several cases of whooping cough are
and other points of interest. Washing
weeks auceenalvely lu The Cou tier-Gazette,
6
HENRY II PAYSON Register.
estate of John Ojata. late of St. George, in
own
funds
without
promise
or
sugges
published
in Riw-kland, in said County, that
ton Is a beautiful city and the nation reported throughout tho town.
County deceased, having presented hls
Estate of George L. Crockett
all persons hitcresfted may attend at a Pro
tion of reward." Mrs. Hlchborn as said
George Estcy has. returned from
flmt
and
final
account
of
administration
of
should be proud of it.
STATE
OF
MAINE
bate Court to h” he'd at Rockland, on tho
EGGS, APPLES, ETC
sisted Miss Stanley and her sister at said estate for allowance:
KNOX COUNTY —
"Next we went to Fayetteville. There Massachusetts General Hospital where
fifteenth day of January next, and show came.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given three
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on If anv they have, why the said account ehould
a time when Hollis Shaw won their
we saw an old brick building standing he has been having treatment.
successively, in The Courier-Gazette the 28th day of December, 1923.
not be allowed.
confidence and irf alleged to havi weeks
Herbert Thomas li s installed in his
in the center of the square. The lower
a newspaper published In Rockland, in said
Dora E. Crockett, Executrix of the last will
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge.
fleeced them of considerable money.
County, that all persons interested mny attend nnd testament of George L. Crockett, late of A true Copy, Attest:
part was arches where the farmers home a $200 radio.
PROMPT RETURNS
at a Probate Court to he held at Rockland, Rockland, in said County, deceased, having
A third ofl the property goes
156 S 6
HENRY II. PAYSON Register.
Farmers are very busy at present
used to sell vegetables. The building
on the fifteenth day of January next, and pre-sonted her final account of administration
heirs of another cousin, George
over the arches was the old court house improving the good sledding in hanlshow cause, If any they have, why the said of the estate of said deceased for allowance:
Estate
of Edgar F. Montgomery
Stanley, late of Augusta, and the res account should not he allowed.
Ordered. That notice there of he given, once
with a platform across the front where
NOTICE
A ELBERT L. MILKS. Judge.
to heirs of Samuel Stanley, late of San
week for three weeks successively, in The
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
slaves were once sold. From Fayette
A true Copy, Attest:
Courier-Gazette published in Rockland, In said December 18, 1923, he was duly appointed
Francisco.
Charles S. Hlchborn
FOR INDIGESTION
ville we proceeded to Jacksonville,
156S 6
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County, that all persons interested may attend admlnhtrator c. t. a. of the estate of Edgar
T. H. WHEELER CO. made sole executor.
at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on F. Mntitgnmcry, late of Warren, in the County
with it? negro huts with wooden shut
Estate ef Nellie 8. Clifford
The
Ilichborns
formerly
resided
TAKE
A
FEW
DROPS
OF
the tlftcj'Tiih day of January next, and show of Knox, deceased, and on this date was
STATE
OF
MAINE
ters, cotton fields and stacks of cotton
cause, If any they have, why the said account ipia'ified to fill s-aid trust by giving bond aa
Knox county and are well known in KNOX COUNTY.
bales. At Dillion we saw prisoners
93-101 Clinton Street
should not he allowed.
the law directs.
In
Court
of
Probate
held
<at
Rockland
on
the
this
city.
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge.
working on the road, also the tents
All persons having demands against the
eighteenth day of December, A. D. 1923.
A
true
Copy,
Atteat
:
IN
A
LITTLE
COLD
WATER
estate arc desired to present the same for
Ambrose Mills, Trustee under the last will
where they sleep nights. The rivers
156 S 6
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THIS
REQUIRED
NERVE
settlement,
avid all Indebted thereto are re
and
testament
of
Nellie
S.
(
’
Ufford,
late
of
BOSTON
and ponds were muddy, the earth red,1
AFTER EACH MEAL
quired to make payment immediately to
Rockiand, 1n said County deceased, having
Estate of Celcs.e B. Wuod
and the Cyprus trees growing In the
N. B EASTMAN.
presented
hls
final
account
of
administration
NOTICE
Damariscotta Man, With Cheek Bone of the estate of said deceased for allowance :
NORWAY MEDICINE CO.
Warren. Maine.
ponds had large butts with tapering
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Crushed,
Cling?
To
Bridge
High
Over
Dec.
18.
1923.
Dec.29 Jan5 12
Ordered,
That
notice
thereof
lie
given
Qnce
December
IK,
1923,
he
was
duiy
appointed
tops which made them look odd. In
a week three weeks sueectwively, In The Cou administrator of the estate of Celeste B. Wood,
Water.
Estate of John M. Witherspoon
Jacksonville everything was beautiful
rier-Gazette, printed In Roc Wand, in said late of Rockland, in the County ot Knox, de
NOTH E
with roses and other flowers in bloom.
County, that all persons Interested may attend ceased, without bond as the law directs, and
The Rulmcrlbcr hereby gives notice that on
William Hiscock of Damariscotta at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on this date was qualified to fill said trust.
Fruitland Park came next with beau
December 18. 1923, he was duly appointed
or. the fifteenth day of January next, and
a
member
of
the
Maine
Central
bridge
All
persons
having
demands
against
the
tiful scenery all the way. Mcst re
cause, If any they have, why the said estate are desired to present the same for executor of the last will and testament of
crew that is erecting a new bridge show
M. Witherspoon, late of North Haven, in
markable were the groves of pine
account should not be allowed.
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re John
the County of Knox, deceased, and on Dec.
across
tlie
Kennebec
at
Topsham
suf
ADELBERT L. MILKS, Judge.
quired to make payment Immediately to
trees, 40 or 50 feet in height, with no
22, 1925, vwas qualified to fill said trust by
A true Copy, Attest:
EDWARD
J.
MOREY,
fered
an
accident
Tuesday
which
limbs except at the tops, the whole
bond as the law directs.
156-S 6
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Rockland, Maine giving
Peaches
proved his iron nerve. A threa-ton
All persons having demands against the
carpeted with green grass. We could
Dee. 18, 1923.
Dec29-Jan5-12
Estate
of
Charles
P.
Redman
estate
are desired to present the same for
piece of steel work hit a bar in such
look for miles through them. There
NOTICE
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
Estate of Carl W. Thurston
a way as to give him a fearful blow on
was a perfect riot of wild flowers,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
quired
to make payment Immediately to
NOTICE
the side cf the head. The cheek bone December 18, 1923, he was duly appointed
SANDS II WITHERSPOON.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
along with oleanders, pond lilies, mis
North Haven, Maine.
administrator of the estate of Charles I’. December J8, 1923, he was duly appointed
on the right side was sma tiled.
tletoe and holly. While at Fruitland
Dec.
22.
1923.
____
_________Dee.29-Jan5-12
Redman,
late
of
Thotnaaton,
in
the
County
of
administrator
of
the
estate
of
Carl
W.
Tliurs
Mr. Hiscock clung to the side of the Knox, deceased, and on Dee. 19, 1923, was ton, late of Union, in the County of Knox,
Park we visited Dr. Alden, the Whit
Estate of John William Anderson
bridge with a 60 foot drop to the river duly qualified to fill said trust by giving bond deccasetl, anti on this date was qualified to fill
neys, and my old schoolmate, Mrs.
NOTICE
as
the
law
directs.
said
trust
by
giving
bond
as
the
law
directs.
below
him.
Soon
he
walked
unassisted
The
subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Bertha Raymond of Vinalhaven. We
All persons having demands against the
All persons having demands against the December 18, 1923, he was duly appointed
400
feet
to
the
shore
over
a
foot
wide
passed New Years In St. Petersburg,
estate, are desired to present the same for estate are desired to present the same for
plank. Then he walked to Brunswick settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re settlement, and all indebted thereto are re administrator of the estate of John William
our Anal destination. One would think
Anderson, late of South Thomaston, in the
quired to make payment Immediately to
quired to make pa> ment immediately to
two
miles,
back
to
Topsham,
and
4o
County of Knox, deceased, and on this date
it was the Fourth of July by the noise,
FRED REDMAN.
II. L. GRINNELL.
was qualified to fill eald trust by giving bond
Brunswick
again.
He
arrived
here
at
firing of guns and other celebrations.
TJ'homa.»ton, Maine.
Union. Maine. as the law directs.
8
o'clock
and
walked
another
mile
December 19, 1923.
Dec.23-Jan5-12
Dec. 18. 1923.
Dec2»-Jsn5-i:
Today has been like a hot summer
All persons having demands against the
home. An X-ray was taken of the
estate are desired to present the same for
day at home. I can’t realize it is win
Estate ef W. A. Rackliff
Estate of William J. Crawford
settlement,
and all indebted thereto are re
fracture
Wednesday.
NOTICE
NOTICE
ter. I can describe St. Petersburg
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on quired to make payment immediately to
only by saying it is a land of sunshine
WILLIAM ANDERSON,
December 18, 1923, he was duly appointed December 18, 1923, she was duly appointed
South Thomaston, Maine.
and flowers. If there Is a day the
executor of the last will and testament of executrix of the last will and testament of
delicious
Dec.
18.
1923.
Dec29-J«n5-12
W. A. RackUff, late of Washington, In the William J. Crawford, late of Union, ln the
«un doesn’t shine on some part of it
Rich Creamlike
County of Knox, deceased, without bond as County of Knox, deceased, without bond as
the publishers give everyone a daily
Delightful to take
the will directs, and on this date was quail- the wfil directs, and on this date was quali
\7neT'J/ITCH ELL-CHAM PUN <2
paper.”
Mrs. Rinna Andrews.
fled to fill said trust.
fied to fill said trust.
PORTLAND
BOSTON
Know the tremendous pull
All p. reons having demands against the
All persons having demands against the
St. Petersburg, Fla., Jan. 7.

Club Sedan

A Combination of Value

That Can’t be Matched

EDWARD T. PAYSON
FI.YE’S GARAGE, Rockland

*1045

PROF. LIBBY

Psychic and Medium

BROWN’S RELIEF

Ifyou enjoy
you'll certainly

Hatchet
Peaches
tkey

‘bdLw'&.ys

SCOTTS

These smali ads in The CourierOazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effpetbe,

EMULSION
Makes Children Sturdy

estate are desired to present the same for estate are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Immediately to
quired to make payment immediately to
WILLARD K. OVERLOCK.
CAROLINE M. CRAWFORD.
Washington, Maine.
Union. Maine.
Dec. 18, J933,
p?c?9 J»n5-12
pec. 18? 1923, ..
i Pec29-Jan3-U

ing power of Courier-Gazette

........ . .... ................ .

Every-Other-Day
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PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN

THOMASTON

Just One Testimonial!

In Everybody’s Col

JOIN THE
Miss Doris Brazier has returned
AdvozilsemeiMS lo (his column not to exceed
from Portland where she has been
A WXHY <iOW£ —JZ
three Mnee Inserted once for 25 cents, S times
fur 50 cents Additional lines 5 cents each
spending a few days.
UsTrcRHezos mte. =,
for one time. IS cents 8 times. 8lx words make
®«i»
A
Making more B. G. M.'s now
Mrs. Ruth Rafter, who has been
a line
TUP5, BUT TAKE
spending the past two weeks in town,
\
than
at
any
time
in
our
career.
SouA ■nua Sost.-----returned to Farmington, Conn., today.
Lost and Found
Mr. and Mrs. Earle F. Wilson and
NO HUMlWt
LOST
—
Black
sailor handkerchief tie In I’ark
They
’
re
made
to
meet
a
detwo children of Camden have been
Theatre Tuesday night. Leave at COURIERAT THE
guests of relatives for a few days.
KUz-X mand, not a price.
GAZETTE.
6*lt
The Women's Defnocratic Club held
LOST—Ladies gold wrist wat**h. Reward if
their annual meeting Thursday even
returned to COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE.
6-8
ing at the home of Mrs. Lavinia El
THOMASTON, MAINE
liot.
The following officers were
2-6
LOST—Fur robe in Thomaston about Dec 28
between Farmers Union and 12 Wadsworth
elected: Chairman, Mrs, Ravinia El
Rt. Finder notify A. H. ROBINSON, 12 Wads
liot; vice chairman, Miss Hortense
worth St.
5 7
Wilson: secretary, Mrs. Blanche Wil
LOST—Sunday, black and white bound, an
son: treasurer, Mrs. Ella Dunn. /
swers to name of *\^klbo.” RAYMOND RACKFAVORS BRIDGE AT BATH
ROCKPORT
LIFFE, Spruce Head, Me.
5*7
.Miss Elizabeth Washburn entertains
the Sewing Club this afternoon at
LOST—White woolen mitten between Pleas
A Rockland woman who read Sena
ant street and Christian Science church. MRS.
Mrs. Gertrude Havener and Mrs. W. tor Brewster's letter in The Couriersupper.
J. W. STEVENS. 260 Main street.
4-6
The annual business meeting of O. York have returned from Boston Gazette relative to the Kennebec
LOST—Oecember 25, male fox hound. Dark
Wesley Forum will be held in the and are occupying their heme on Spear Bridge wrote for further information,
tan. no name on collar. Answers to name of
106 Pleasant Street
Methodist vestry Monday evening. street. They were accompanied by especially desiring to know if he meant
Khaki. Finder will he rewarded. EDWARD
Supper at 6 o’clock. Rev. H. E. White Mrs. Havener’s granddaughter, Miss a bridge at Bath. His answer follows:
LEONARD. Warren. R. F. I). 1, Box 27.
Gertrude Havener.
will be the speaker of the evening.
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Luster.he. You
“I have your letter and I am sorry
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Newbert, who if my previous letter did not make my
Richard Elliot was called to New
can have h deliivered in 5-gal. lots to your
home anywhere In Rockland free. For service
York Thursday in regard to the have been guests at the home of his record clear In this matter. The pro
call MOODY’S. 455 M.
1-tf
GfMUS
Schooner Edna Hoyt which, in colli brother, Jacob Newbert, returned position for which I voted last winter
sion on Sunday with Barge Bristol, Thursday to Vinalhaven.
Telephone 244-W.
was a bridge at Bath. This question
Wanted
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton entertained
had jibboom carried away and was
was agitated a good deal last winter
Hooray! Hooray ! Here comes the
the Knitsumsosum Club Monday even and from all the arguments presented
e-o-d-tf-117
WANTED—Position for general housework
towed into New York for repairs.
by middle aged woman or care of invalid. Ad
When we're Busier
Capt. John Brown left Thursday ing at the home of Mrs. Walter Carroll. at that time I see no reason to think Printer’s Pal!
dress BOX 67. Tenant's llarhor. Me.
6*lt
night for Miami, Fla. Enroute he will Refreshments were served and the the logical place for this bridge is not thnn a One-Armed Snare Drummer,
WANTED
—
Positloi.
lor
a
young
man
of
good
evening
was
much
enjoyed.
spend a few days in New York with his
he never Adds to our Woes and he
at Bath.”
address and habits. References furnished. Ad
Mr. and Mrs. H. I.. Withee were
son, Capt, Earl T. Brown.
dress BOX 347, Rockland. Maine.
5-7
Always, Always brings his Ad in
The Knox County Ministerial Asso ailed to Blanchard Wednesday by the
WANTED
Early. And he ever hollers that his
WANTED - Good permanent position for girl
STRAND THEATRE
ciation meets at the Baptist Church serious illness of Mr. Withee's mother,
experienced In general office work and use of
Home
Town
Paper
is
tlte
best
in
the
typewriter. Stenography not essential. Address
Don’t let "Why Worry” get out of town
Monday.
Dinner will be served at Mrs. William Worster.
J. B. C., care Courier-Gazette.
5-tf
Mrs. Josephine Bohndell. Miss Hor- without seeing It, for it is the biggest thing Land and Pays Up without being
BOOKKEEPER—Man capable of taking full
r.oon.
that Harold has ever appeared in—almost as
WANTED—Safe, good size with combination
Mrs. Jennie Harvey Percival of Bath tense Bohndell, John Bohndell and Mrs. big as the Norwegian giant In the east. Six Asked.
charge of accounts of a corporation, preferably one
lock. BRADBURY'S Cut Price Shoe Store, opp.
wishes to announce that the dancing Frederick H. Sylvester of Quincy, reels of pure farce at its cleverest and fun
Hotel Rockland.
5-7
—that’s “Why Worry!” It is all about
familiar
with
Voucher
System.
Apply
to
—
class begins Wednesday at Watts hall. Mass., were guests of Mr. and Mrs. niest
one of those revolutions that explode every
WARREN
WANTED At once, waitress. BEE HIVE
Beginners meet at 4 o'ciock and the Edgar P. Shibles Thursday.
«rce-in-awhile In South America, and that
CAFE. Llmerock street.
4-6
The regular meeting of Harbor Light means that there Is a full measure of romance
MR. STEVENS, DEEP SEA FISHERIES
advance pupils at 5 o'clock.
Mrs. Guy Boynton of Brownfield ar
WANT'-D—<rocheter», experienced on Boot
adventure, of thrills and suspense. Richard
Rev. Milton G. Perry of North Ha Chapter, O. E. S., will he held next and
3-6
ees, Infants* Sacques, Infants* Silk Hoods,
Harding Davis used to glory in writing such
ven who with his wife had the oppor Tuesday evening. Picnic supper will tales as this, so did O. Henry. It tells a story rived Wednesday night and will spend
Ladies’ Dressing Sacques and Ladies' Shawls.
Steady homework, good pay. We pay parcelhe
served
at
G.30.
Degrees
will
be
of
Harold
Van
Pelham,
a
rich,
young
idler
who
tunity to attend the Baptist World’s
the winter with Mr. and Mrs. Addison
ppst charges both ways. Semi us pieces show
kept'himself
and
a
corps
of
doctors
and
nurses
conferred
upon
four
candidates.
Alliance that convened lest July at
ing stitches. SIMON ARCHER & CO.. 134th St.
busy taking care of his health, which was Oliver while Mr. Boynton is at work
Mrs. Albert Adams entertained the perfect,
Stockholm; Sweden, lectured on this
Ac 3rd Ave., New York City.
3-14
but. having nothing to do but think in the Maine woods.
PARK
THEATRE
subject and illustrated <it by stereopti- Sewing Club very pleasantly Thursday about himself, he imagined he had everything
WANTED - 7.200 salespeople now make big
except
smallpox.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
J.
Andrews
left
con views Thursday evening at the evening. Refreshments were served.
money selling Wat kin’s nationally advertised
Another feature is also being shown today Thursday noon for Boston where they
Today will he the last showing of “The Man
Monday night at 1.30 there will be a under
household products. You can too. Branches
Baptist vestry, it was through the
the guessy title of "Tracks”.
Life Passed By.” with an all star cast which
all over I’. 8. and Canada. Rare chance just
will
spend
the
remainder
of
the
win

One of tha best HOMES in the
"The Destroying Angel” heads the bill for
efforts of Rev. Roy Hilton Short that school of instruction at Masonic hall
include; Hobart Bosworth, Cullen Landis, Eva
now for (Tty Sales dealers, men or women,
Novak ami Jam* Novak. If JOU have not al
the people had the pleasure of hearing for all members of St. Paul's Lodge. next Monday and Tuesday. Leah Baird Is ter.
city.
Seven
rooms
and
bath
—
best
full or part time In the city of Rockland and
to have brought to the screen not only a
Mrs. Frank Peaboidy, who has been ready seen this excellent picture you want to
Light refreshments will be served. The said
Write today for our practical, sure
the talk by Mr. Perry.
fascinating cabaret dancer who was kidnapped
residential section. Every modern elsewhere.
be sure and see it today. On the same pro
money-making plan. J. It. WATKINS COM
The Beta Alpha meets with Miss presence of a large class is earnestly In her ravishing bathing costume before th ill for several days, resumed work gram you will lln«l a two reel comedy and the
PANY,
Dept.
J»6. Boston. Mass.
3-6
improvement
and
all
furnished.
It
desired. A social hour will follow the eyes of a multitude, but one of the flghtlngcst Thursday at the Warren Dry Goods Htarland Review.
Harriet Burgess Monday night.
heroes and two of the meanets villains ever Store.
WANTED—Roomers for furnished rooms.
A story of New York and Arizona, of west
is the chanc eof a lifetime. The
Miss Anr.ie Dunbar is spending the work.
played by Noah Beery and Mitchell Lewis.
TELEPHONE T61-M.
ranch life and eastern socletv, is the Par
152-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rowell of North ern
• • • •
best of references will be required.
Aside from the thrills and laughs contributed
weekend with Miss 11:11b Orne at
amount picture,” The Call of the Canyon,”
WANTED—You to know that It will pay you
Union
were
overnight
guests
of
Mr.
by
the
star
herself,
in
what
she
declares
Is
screen
version
of
Zane
Grey
’
s
latest
novel,
Pleasant Point.
See—
to store your Battery with us this winter.
the best role of her screen career, she added and Mrs. Lewis Gordon on Tuesday.
directed by Victor Fleming and, featuring
Rockport High School
HOUSE-SHERMAN INC., Kxide Service Sta
There will be a meeting of Fales
another comedy star to the cast in Ford Ster
Richard Dix, Lois Wilson and Estelle Taylor,
James
McManus
of
South
Warren
tion. Tel. 650 W. Next to Ford agency, Rock
The
names
on
the
Honor
Roll
for
ling who may be depended on to keep any
Circle Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. at Sara
which will be shown at the I’ark Theatre on
EDWARD GONIA
land.
1 tf
road
has
lately
purchased
two
large
motion
picture
audience
roaring
once
he
starts
the
last
half
of
the
fall
term
are:
next
Monday
and
Tuesday.
"Tne
('all
of
the
Eramhall’s home with election of offlof his characteristic comedy scenes. John hen houses of Maurice Cunningham of Canyon” has a double appeal for those who
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
Catherine Kaler, Marion Vpbam. Susie one
ters.
The New Bicknell. Tel. 710-W.
Bowers is the hero of this Louis Joseph Vance
like
society
dramas,
ball-room
scenes
and
for
and female. Highest prices phld. JOILN S.
"The Way Everlasting” will be the Buckminster, Langdon Crockett. Eliz story, and he Is just now coming to he one of Pleasantville.
those who enjoy virile western dramas. There
RANLKTT. Rockville, Me. Tel. 352 14.
1-tf
C. E. Overlook recently bought “Joe” are many comedy touches throughout the
sermon subject at the Baptist church abeth Lane and Helen Clancy—First the screen's most popular fighting love makers.
He
figures
in
the
secret,
marriage,
faces
death
ourxe
of
the
production.
with
Impressive
shots
the
bay
horse
used
on
the
delivery
Sunday morning. The church school division; Josephine Brown, Doris Bal in the wild motorboat chase after the villains
hor Sale
i)f the Arizona cattle country. Us mountains
will meet at 11.50 a. m. The evening lard, Helen Crockett. Wesley Morton. on Long Island Sound, and then falls to rec wagon at E. A. Pelley’s store.
and canyons. The love Interest is furnished
FOR SALE The household furnishings of
Miss Mina Williams was the guest hy the featured players as Glenn Kilbourne,
the mysteriously mbs lug bride when
worship will begin with a service of Irene Lunuen. Ross Spear, Bessie Wall ognize
the lale Julia L. Hills, will be disposed of at
he finds her.—adv.
of Mrs. Levere Jones for several days an easterner, ordered west for bis health, a
song by the congregation led by the —Second division: Margaret Upham
Private Sale, at her late residence No. 18
Owing to the extra length of ti c program to
successful hog raiser; Carley Burch, in love
Having entered other business I
this
week.
and
Austin
Whitney
—
Third
Division.
North Main Street. Rock'and, on Wednesday,
night
’
s
first
performance
will
begin
at
6.30,
church choir; pastor's subject, “The
with Glenn, but too greatly attached to the
wish
to
dispose
of
my
January 16th, 1924, at 9 o’clock A. M. and
Warren Locals played tne Thomas mad society whirl of New York to sacrifice
The recent donation to the school and there will be two full shows. There will
Door of Faith.” Choir rehearsal Tues
continue
until sold. See advertisement in this
b a special 10-cent matinee for the children
empty pleasures for the clean vyliolesonie
GENERAL STORE
day evening at 7 o’clock. Regular ser hy Capt. E. O. Patterson of a new li this afternoon, and the evening price for chil ton Army at basketball or. Thursday her
paper.
6-7
life offered her as Kilbourne's wife; and Fio
i.ight.
brary
map
of
the
world
was
much
ap

dren will be 25 cents.
vice of prayer and praise Thursday
Building and Stock, in
Hutter, daughter of a sheep rancher who gave
FOR SALE—Herald B. Range cheap. HOW
Donald
Gregory
of
Connecticut
is
preciated.
Glenn
his
start
in
the
west,
ihe
girl
having
evening at 7 o’clock. The World Wide
ARD CROCKETT, 20 Franklin St. Tel. 424-1.
WARREN, ME.
the guest of his mother, Mrs. Ira Perry nursed Kilbourne back to health when It
6 8
The Chemistry Class are studying
Guild will meet on Friday evening. ,
seemed that only a miracle would pull him
at
South
Pond.
Business
of
50
years
’
standing.
the
halogen
family.
FOR SALE—Driving horse. MILTON •lllLThe Congregational Circle will meet
through. The climax, following a series of
BROOK. Head of-the-Bav. Tel. 58 6.
Electric lights have recently been thrilling incidents, is a happv one for all
Can be bought right. Address—
Rockport High
will
play
her
in the church parlor on Thursday, Jan.
installed in the home of Mrs. Martha concerned.—adv:
FOR SALE—Gentleman’s fur Hind coat, mar
17, Instead of Tuesday as was an first league game YVednesday night
mot fur. large size. MRS. G. C. PAYSON. Id
P. O. Box 225, Warren
Spear.
nounced. with supper at 5 o’clock to at the Rockport Y. M. C. A. The gymMain St., Thomaston.
5*7
Mrs.
Kathryn
J.
Overlook
spent
Or call at premises.
which the men are cordially invited. nasium will be warm and a Large
EMPIRE THEATRE
FOR SALE—Double horse sled, single horso
Thursday in Rockland.
E. A. PELLEY
The members are requested to take 1 cr2.wd
expected
sled, sleigh. Ayrslilre Bull. Will sell at rea
Progressive Interesting
Mrs. L. E. McRae of Rockland was
3-8
Francis Dow went to Damariscotta
their dishes and silver and plan to re
Viola Dana In “The Social Code” will be
sonable price. A. BLOCK, Tel. 169-13, Thomas
the guest of her jiarents, Mr .and Mrs the feature picture for the last time today
ton.
5*7
train to the Bible class in the evening. Thursday to attend a meeting of the
Method.
Correct Bowing Benjamin Wattft Thursday.
On
the
same
program
is
the
first
chapter
of
Knox-Lincoln Basketball League at
FOR SALE One sleigh in good condition.
“
The
Steel
Trail
”
featuring
William
Duncau
Boston Symphony References
CHARLES S. SMALL, 420 Old County Road.
Mrs. William. Grant and daughters and Edith Johnson. "The Steel Trail,” an ex
All hats to he sold regardless of Lincoln Academy.
Tel. 321-3.
5-7
Gladys and (lAtV otj Rockland were citing story of life In a construction camp, is
Austin Whitney and Melville Welt
cost. Mrs. G. C. Payson, 143 Main St.,
FOR SALE—-Nice brass-mounted Iron crib,
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs a thrilling account of the dilficuldes of road
returned to school first of the week
Thomaston.
7.3
nearly new, cost $22, for sale cheap. A. S.
building and coping with plots of financiers
Charles Hysler.
after an absence caused by illness.
LEONARD, 28 Front street.
4-6
at the same time. Duncan plays the part of
Mrs. A. C. White of Tyngsboro Bruce Boyd, engineer in charge, and Miss
STOREHOUSE
at
raar
of
Mazonic
Mr. Carter and Milford Payson, who
Welt's Violin Shop
FOR SALE—One cheap Driving or Delivery
CAMDEN
Mass., is the guest of her daughter, Johnson, as Judith, daughter of the railroad’s
is a student at Hebron Academy, were
Block, Rockland. Two floors 100 ft
Horse. FRED BUZZELL, Camden, Simonton
owner, shares many thrills with him. The
ROCKLAND, ME.
145-2
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth.
Corner Road. Tel. 151-6.
4-7
recent visitors.
escape from the dynamite-shack, a thrilling
long, 35 ft. wido. Would profor to
The same officers and directors were
forest fire, a landslide, a perilous leap from
Many interesting themo subjects
FOR
SALE
—
Hard
Wood
fitted
or
junks.
lot tho whole building to one party.
elected at the annual meeting of the were developed in a pleasing manner
a cl I IT in an automobile and other exciting
Telephone 172-6, Warren, Me., or write JOHN
Incidents cram the action.
WALDOBORO
Camden National Bank held this week. by the three upper English classes on
COGAN, Thomaston R. F. D.
154*9
Ti»e
feature
attraction
at
this
theatre
for
TELEPHONE 467
Charles C. Wood is president; T. Jen- Friday.
FOR SALE—Bargains In used Pianos, tuned
Monday and Tuesday will he Herbert RawThe annual meeting of the Waldo linson In "The Mystery Girl.” The story is
ess French, cashier; John W. Tewks
and regulated by factory expert. $106, $125,
•4-tf
Last Friday the Junior Latin Class
Ufc *ii\t tobeiit
$150. Easy terms. MAINE MUSIC CO.
boro Public Library Association will about a young man who is a "business bug”
bury assistant cashier and G. A. Babb. started on Cicero’s famoi/s "Third
C3
and
not
inclined
to
stop
work
for
the
"trivial
4-6
be held at the library Monday evening pleasures" of life. This results In his becom
Charles C. Wood, G. A. Mixer, C. O. Oration.”
FOR SALE—Two barns of nice hay, handv
at 7.30. Election of officers for the en ing the object of a lot of worried plans on
Montgomery, R. W. Carleton and T.
Rev. Andrew Y'oung of the Baptist
to get, $12 a ton in the barn. TEL. 289-W,
To Let
suing year will be in order. All who the part of his friends. They crave to re
Jeness French directors. The reports
are i«\r\e€d of
186 Camden St., Rockland.
2-tf
church is deserving of much praise
him and make him human. With the
are interested in the library are urged form
showed the institution to be in a very
TO
LET
—
Light
housekeeping
rooms
all
fur

motto. "Be yourself,” they start something
for his interesting lecture delivered to
FOR SALE—Buit pocketa—orders taken for
satisfactory condition.
to at/end this important meeting. The moving which moves a lot faster than they nished. all modern. Apply at 12 Elm St. 5-7
any size % to % In. mesh. 7 cents each. C. O.
the Modern History Class Thursday
TO LET—Cosy tenement of six rooms, w'th D., parcel post, ship anywhere. E. G. SIM
library has become an essential factor expected. There arc many fights in the story,
The Parent-Teacher Association held afternoon. His subject was “Martin
they aren't melodramatic, rough-and-tum electric lights at 126 Park Street. TEL. 438 J MONS, 149 Pieasant St., Rockland, Tel. 424-5.
a lively meeting in the Y. M. C. A.
in the life of the town and only by co hut
ble fights. They have to be “faked” so that
Luther and The Reformation.”
2*10
Tuesday with 125 in attendance.
operation and effort on the part of the they can look funny. But Rawiinson, not
NEW AND SECOND HAND FURNITURE.
TO LET—Tenement on Grace Street. S. B
There was an attractive program fol
citizens can it he the success it should used to "pulling his punches” and farcing Haskell,
tTHE COURIER-GAZETTE
bought
and
sold
at
Braggs,
Rankin
Block.
Tel.
289
-W,
186
Camden
fit..
Rock

fights, got hit about live times by a would-be land.
during the coming years.
lowed by short talks by Rev. R. H.
5.Shoes, Clothing, Crockery, Household Goods at
heavy weight, tripped and had a bad fall once
ROCKLAND
Braggs.
j»-<f
Hayden and Supt. Charles E. Lord.
The Paragon Dutton Corporation ami altogether got "plenty” in the way of
TO LET—Six room tenement with Ilzht7~and
The refreshments were in charge of
Band announces a complimentary con punishment. He swore off "fake fights.”—adv. Carden. $10 to right party. P. <1. CLEVELAND.
FOR SALE— Few tons of nice hay. W. A.
MAINE
Make Your Product a Standard
33 Pacific St.
5*7
RIPLEY. Tel. 594-W. Rockland.
155-tf
Mesdames H. C. Richards, G. E. Boyn
cert to be given in the Star Theatre
In This Community. We
TO LET—Modern apartment; fine location.
FOR SALE—Small place on Primrose Hill In
ton. O. H. Emery, Findlay Calder, R.
next Thursday night. The public is
Furnished nr unfurnished. Apply to HENRY West Rockport. Imiulre of C. E. FERNALD.
H. Conley, E. C. Prince, George Bow
PICTURE FRAMING—Furniture repaired, cordially invited to attend. The fol
Will Carry Your Message
11. BIRD, Rockland. Tel. 924 or 101-M.
153*11
saws sharpened, all kinds of shop carpenter lowing program will he rendered:
den, E. L. Bracey, Benjamin Burkett
155-tf
Into Every Home
FOR
SALE—Lobster fisherman traps on
work promptly and carefully done. EDWIN H.
and Emily Jagels.
March,
Grandioso,
Seitz;
overture,
TO
LET
—
Four
room
tenement,
corner
Front
hand and made to order. FIELD & KEEP, 19
MAXCY. over Payson's store, at the Brook.
and Arhorn Streets. Apply to H. DAVIS, eor McLoud St., near HaskelPd Store. Southend.
Rev. H. I. Holt will preach on “The
Poet and Peasant, Von Supre; waltz.
Main and Elm Streets.
149-tf
Tel. 758-3.
151-tf
Three Rs of the New Life" at the Con
Delilah. Dulbey; serenade duet for
255 Tremont Street, Boston
TO LET—Two small tenements. ERNEST C.
FOR SALE—New General Electric Motors
gregational church tomorrow morning.
COfnet and Piute, titles played by
Next to the Shubert Theetre—within three
DAVIS,
Puller-Cobb-Davls.
149-tf
3-5-10 H. 1’. with starters and switches; 60
His evening subject will be "The High
Messrs, Heed and Foelker; intermis
minutes' walk of all the theatres
220 watts. 3 phase. Apply D. SHAFTER,
TO LET—Small, cosy room, suitable for man. cycle,
Cost of Forgetting.”
sion, selections. Gems from Steven
151 -tf
Short distance from business. TELEPHONE 15 Rockland St., Rockland, Me.
Negro Light was inspected this week
THE PLACE TO DINE
Foster; overture. Bridal Rose; polka.
569-M.
138-*f
FOR SALE—New electric Singer Sewing
by Capt. C. E. Sherman.
Blonde and Brunette, Dulbey, played by
147-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, Machine. CHISHOLM BROS.
WHEN IN BOSTON
The big Fordson tractor snow plow
Messrs. Kuhn and Reed; march. New
and musical instruments or_anything that re
FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
quires
a
dry,
clean
room.
Terms
reasonable.
was busy after the last snow-storm and
Colonial, Hall. H. A. Foelker. conduc
in Rockland for sixty years. Large bottle 60c;
CHICKEN DINNER, $1.25
J. It. FLYE, 221 Main St.. Rockland.
1-tf
small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
put many of the roads in billiard-top
tor.
PANY.
1-tf
order.
DANCING AND CABARET UNTIL
An interesting service was held at
FOR SALE-4 Stultz & Co. Upright llano
Miss Nerita Willey has returned
the Baptist church Sunday evening.
12:30
MucellaneouF
1 Columbia Cabinet Machine, 2 Second-hand
from Manchester. N. H.
The subject v.as Japanese Missions,
OPEN SUNDAYS
NOTICE—Genevieve M. Pearson, having Music Cabinets. 2 Second-hand Accordions.
Carl Hopkins’ truck got off the beat
beautifully illustrated by colored slides.
STUDLEY
’S MUSIC STORE, Rockland. Tel.
left my lied and board I will not he respon
1-tf
en track near Oakland the other day
The views of the great Baptist Taber
is sold only by the following named drug stores in Rockland
sible for any bills contracted by her after 713.
L. E. BOVA,
this date. A. B. PKAJkSON.
and turned a complete somersault.
nacle in Y'okohama were particularly
.TOR SALE—9 -room house; hot water heat,
Jan.
3,
1924.
'
6-8
Formerly of the famous Cafe Bova
and Camden:
cement cellar; all modern improvements; large
There were no casualties.
appreciated by those in the church
One of the J. A. Brown trucks and a
TREES REMOVAL—I will cut down, safely garden spot. New grocery business well stocked.
who had long contributed to the cause.
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M. G. GURNEY, 3 Park St.. Camden, Me. Tel.
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BOYNTON'S PHARMACY.
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resulted.
remainder of the service was conducted
Eggs and Chicks
110 ACRES WITH SEASON’S CROPS
A linen shower was given Miss Ruth
by Rev. Guy C. McQuaidee, the pastor.
COWS. HORSES. TOOLS; ONLY S2.50O-A
money maker from start; comfortable winter,
Montgomery at the Country Club
The slides illustrating the well-known
These druggists are authorized agents and are
bright future for whole family; convenient R.
Rockland, Thursday afternoon by Mrs.
song, “I Gave My Life For Thee,"
R. town, high school, creamery, tannery, etc.;
supplied direet from our laboratories. They
C. A. Whitney and Mrs. Philip Jones
were beautiful in coloring and pose.
splendid markets; productive dark loam til
lage,
brook-watered pasture, estimated 500
of Rockland. The afternoon was given
will not attempt to substitute nor to foist
Mrs. Bessie Sumner of Rockland has
cds wood, 100,000 ft. timber, 100 apple trees,
over to auction and at the close of
been the guest of her mother, Mrs.
something else "just as good" on you.
plums, grapes; good 7-room house, substan
the play Miss Montgomery was pre
Albert Feyler.
tlal barn, stable, poultry bouse. Low price
If you are convinced that you need this won
$2,500, -horses, 5 cows, poultry, full implements,
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Mrs. Ada Wellman is earing for Mrs.
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immediately. Less than half cash. Details
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
page 11 Illus. Catalog Bargains—Many States
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. James
Nettie J. Winslow, who has been ill for
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
Copy
free. STROL’T FARM AGENCY, 284DG
BABY CHIX—Wyilies Single Comb Reds
Smith, Chestnut street. Members are
several months.
The Established Price it 60c
Water 8t., Augusta,' Me.
6-It
bred for eggs, type and color. Order early 22c
requested to -make a special effort to
A. E. Boggs was In Portland last
each
postpaid. F. H. WYLLIE, Thomaston. R.
$4*50 per 1000 Sheets
LADIEfr—Kellable stock of hair goods at
3*12
be present as there is business of im
week.
•
the Rockland Hair Store. 336 Main St. Mall F. D. Itione■' 171-42.
For
Pound
size
1 1 ■■ ■
■
1
1
portance to be transacted.
Mrs. Perley Damon of Rockland is
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
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NOT SOLD TO JOBBERS
Postage 15 cents addltloMl
The recital for the benefit of the
at C. B. Stahl’s this week.
Used Cars
RADIO SPECIAL—2,200 ohm standard head
District Nursing Association will be
Sets $5.75. HOUSE-SHERMAN INC., 585 Main
Willis Winslow has returned to
FOR SALE—Dort 3-passenger roupe, fuUy
St., Rockland. Open evenings.
1-tf
given at the Methodist church Tues
North Carolina.
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
equipped, ltim only 4.300 miles. K. 0. l’HILday evening at 8.15. .Miss Ruth E.
GAS FITTING—Tel. 749-R. J. B. MO U LA I HltOOK & SON. 632-934 Main St.. Uis'kland.
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Postage
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SON,
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Broadway.
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154-159
Thomas lias charge of the very at
A carload of Fords arrived at the
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
tractive program. Miss Thomas, Miss
1923 FORD TOURING—About 3 ninntlis old.
Waldoboro Garage last week.
LYNN, MASS.
Had best of rare ami In prime condition. A.
ered at same time, add to the prloe
Gladys Jones and Miss Luce will be
The O. E. S. Sewing Circle has been
C. JONES, phone 57C-R or. FIREPROOF GA
of Oral 1000, $4.00 and 16 oenta poetthe artists. Miss Thomas will use her
holding a series of pleasant meetings.
RAGE. phone 8fW.
153-tf
Big Bargains in 35 sets of Harness, all
fte for each 1000.
own piano for the recital, a Steinway
Mrs. Millard Wade entertained last
1921 OVERLAND TOURING, good condition
kinds,
single
express
harnesses,
$10
to
$15
a
baby grand.
week the Circle will meet at Mrs. W.
throughout. Low priced for quick sale. A.
set; heavy double work harnesses, $25 a set; C. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave., phone 576-R or
Ella S., wife of Henry E. Woster,
held with Mrs. Harold Clark, and next
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
single
driving
harnesses,
$6
to
$9
a
set
;
FIREPROOF GARAGE, phone 889.
149-tf
passed away at her home on Pearl
week the Circle will meet at rMs. W.
For Half Pound else
double driving harnesses, $13 a set; and sin
street Thursday morning after a long
G. Labe’s. The members are requesPottage IO cents additional
gle tip cart harnesses, $10 a set. Also a
illness. She was born at North Haven,
ed to bring their own sewing.
gent’s nfec English riding saddle antfrbrldle
but for the past 17 years has made her
After Grippe
price $10. All these harnesses are complete
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
home in Camden. Her age was 70
and are In very good condition. Will ship
Postage 10 oenta additional
SCOTTS
years. Funeral services were held
promptly on receipt of check or money order.
WM. F. MeAULIFFE & CO., 355 East Klglith
from her late residence, 6 Pearl street,
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
St., South Boston, Mass.
5*6
EMULSION
this Saturday morning, Rev. E. M. HoVered at same time, add to the prlot
man officiating. Interment will he at
of first 1000. $3.50 and 10 oenta post
should be taken
EAST UNION, MAINE
Mattapan, Mass.
age for each 100S.
every day tor a month
Owner of Lincolnville Gray Granite Quarries
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THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK

B.C.M,cig>«r

H. M. DE ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING

HEATING

TO

LET

A GOOD BARGAIN

VIOLIN
INSTRUCTION

TO LET

JAMES CLAFFEY

^ddjng Stahonehv*

Mr. Merchant-

THE LORRAINE

The Genuine

Allen’s Lung Healer

PRINTED BUTTER

PAPER PRICES

H. J. ALLEN CO.

Look!

Look!

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

Monumental

indication of Rain.
A deep yellow glnre at sunset Indi
cates that rain Is near. Water vapor
In the air absorbs much red and blue
light, causing the remuindcr of the sun
shine to appeur yellow.

Wor kt

We are equipped with the moat modern machinery and can
finish a monument, to please our customers, from Barra, Quincy, or
any of the leading Granites.

We sell the Vermont Marble Company's high grade marble
memorials in both the polished work and M. A M. finish.

■TNE

Solve the Servant
Problem

ADVERTISE W OUR
HELP WAMT COLUMN.

THE
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Rockland Maine

You Know What You Are Doing

Other People May Net

Know the tremendous pull
TeD Them Through an Advertiaeing power of Courier-Gazette
ment la Thia Papet
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Every-OtEer-Day

InSocialCircles
In addition to peraocal notes recording de
parture! and arrivals. (be department especially
dealrea Information of social happening, par
ties musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
rELEPHONE ............................................... 77*
At the Country Club Thursday after
noon Mrs. Clarence A. Whitney and
Mrs. Philip A. Jones gave a bridge
and linen shower for 'Miss Ituth Montgomiry, who recently announced her
engagement to Standish Perry of this
city. Among those present were Mrs.
Ruth Rafter of Farrington. Conn., Mrs.
Charles Berry, 2d, Mrs. Lloyd Law
rence, Mrs. William -Rhodes, Mrs.
Charles Rose, Mrs. Fogg, Mrs. Har
rison W. Sanborn, Miss Priscilla
Brewster, Miss Nerita Willey, Miss
Doris Black, Miss Lucy Fuller, Miss
Frances Flanagan, Mrs. Adelbert Miles,
Mrs. Clarence A. Whitney. Mrs. Philip
A. Jones and the guest of honor. Miss
Ruth Montgomtry. Bridge prizes were
won as follows: First, Mrs. Adelbert
Miles; second, Mrs, Lloyd Lawrence
and consolation Mrs. Charles Berry, 2d.
Miss Montgomery was the recipient of
many beautiful pieces of linen secreted
in a huge box of appropriate heart
shape. Luncheon was served.

The Woman’s Eereign Missionary
Society was pleasantly entertained at
the home of Mrs. Wallace Miles, Ocean
street, Thursday afternoon with 16
present. Mrs. Minnie Rogers was the
leader, Mrs. Albert Gay spoke on "Wo
men's Colleges In Japan," and Mrs.
Frank C. Flint, Mrs. L. N. Llttlehale
and Mrs. Abbie Connors on "Fields
Where Japunese Women Have •Suc
ceeded.” Mrs. Connors also read an
interesting letter from a friend in
Japan descriptive of the earthquake.
There was singing by Mrs. Thelma
Hanley and refreshments were served.

Bird Branch, Sunshine Society, will
meet Monday afternoon with Mrs. E. J
Southard, Ocean street.
O. O. B. Crockett is wintering in
Nassau, Bahama Islands, where he is
employed as watchman at the New Co
lonial Hotel. For several seasons Mr.
Crockett served in a similar capacity
at the Samoset.

Frank O. Farrington, Augusta, for
mer speaker of the House and Presi
dent of the Senate during the recent
Session of the Maine legislature, has
been engaged to give the March ad
dress before the Educational Club
members. lie is a candidate for Gov
ernor in the June primaries. His sub
ject will be announced.
The Progressive Literary Club will
hold its regular meeting Tuesday at
2.30 with Mrs. A. I. Mather.

Mjs. C. M. Blake is in Boston on a
business trip of several days duration..
The Methebcsec Club met with Mrs.
Mary Cooper Llmerock street, Friday
afternoon. Although the weather con
ditions were most unfavorable a goodly
number were present. There were two
papers for the afternoon, the first was
road by Miss Mabel Holbrook, on
•'Modern Music” and the second by
Mrs. Bernice Havener.
on
"Folk
Dances.” Both papers were ably pre
pared and very Interesting. A very
enjoyable musical program followed
Miss Winola Richan sang two num
bers, accompanied by Miss Marion
Marsh who rendered three piano solols.
The next meeting will be held with Mrs.
Kuclla Sheldon, Masonic street, Jan. 25.
Masonic street, Jan. 25.

Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood has been at
tending the midwinter session of the
Federation of Wbmen's Clubs in Lew
iston this week. She is State chairman
of the Industrial and Soeinl Condi
tions committee, another member of
which is Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, who is
at present in Florida.
Louis Bosse has been making
Portland visit for several days.

.IM.WsUl

a

Mrs. E. M. O’Neil has been spend
ing the week in Boston.

Mrs. J. C. Melvin of Simonton is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford. C. Mel
vin. Granite street, during the illness
of her daughter, Mrs. Milton T. French
who has been receiving surgical treat
ment at Silsby Hospital.
“We had a corking good time," said
Miss Frances Flanagan, in speaking
of the Wednesday night jamboree of
the Fuller-CoM>-Davis crowd. Toe,
event was held on the second floor
end consisted of dancing, bridge, mah
jong, conversation and refreshments of
lively punch and cake. This "Nine
Cent Day Piirty” has become an
ancient and honorable tradition and
helps the weary clerks stand the tre
mendous drive of the big annual sale.
Each year the crowd gathers for an
evening’s relaxation and Jollification.
Special guests were Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
Spear and Mr. aqd Mrs. M. E. Wotton.
Mrs. Florence Dyer and daughter of
Owl's Head are guests this week of Mr.
and MPs. George Kenney.

Mrs. Jennie Bird is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Donald I’. George in
Boston for a few days before going to
Trenton. N. J., to visit her daughter,
Miss Madeline Bird.

John J. Perry leaves next Monday
for New York, whence he sails the
19th on the new steamship Belgenland,
for a cruise de lujie of the Mediter
ranean. The Itinerary calls for the
ship’s arrival at Alexandria, Egypt Feb.
16 and this incident of the tour will
not be without its special interest to
Mr. Perry, who recalls with somewhat
mixed feelings his year’s service with
the American consulate there, and his
serious illness which prefaced it. An
enjoyable feature of the cruise will be
the 16 days’ sojourn in Egypt at the
very height of the brilliant winter sea
son, and the opportunity to visit the
Holy Land and Luxor, scene of the
amazing treasures unearthed since the
discovery of the toftib of the Pharaoh
Tut-Ankh-Amen.
Occasionally the
tourists are granted the privilege of
being admitted to the tomb, but many
of the objects taken therefrom are on
exhibition In the museum at Cairo.
The membership of the cruise is llm
ited to 500. The first glimpse of land
will be obtained at Maderia as the ship
approaches Funchal, the port of call.
From Funchal the Belgenland sails
for the coast of Spain, dropping an
chor two days later in the bay of
Cadiz. From Cadiz the tourists go by
rail to Seville, where they will 3fe the
Spain of "Carmen.” An additional
trip may be made to Granada, capital
of the old Moorish kingdom. From
Cadiz the Belgenland proceeds to Gib
raltar. passing between the legendary
pillars of Hercules The next port of
call will be Algiers, thence along the
African coast to Tunis.
Turning
northward the ship recrosses the Medterranean to Naples, returning there
later In the cruise for a stay of three
days, where there will be a chance to
visit the ruins of Pompeii and climb to
the summit of
Vesuvius
Other
places of note which will be vis
ited on this Cook's tour Includes
Athens, Constantinople, Alexandria,
Cairo, the Nile valley. Palestine. Mo
naco and Nice, Gibraltar and London
It will be Mr. Perry’s fourth crossing,
and with the bemjt of experience
gained on other tours he has every
reason to expect a delightful comple
tion of the winter season. He returns
early in April.

•t *

SMITH-MORSE
Harry L. B. Smith of South Thomas
ton and Miss Marion Morse of Owl's
Head were married at the Universalist
parsonage in Rockland Jan. 14, Rev.
John M. Ratcliff officiating. The ap
proaching event had heen kept secret
by the couple, and to many friends
this notice will serve, as an announce
ment, The bridegroom is a son of L.
B. Smith of Wessaweskeag Inn. The
bride was a student In Rockland High
Schoo!, and formerly resided in Rock
port. The couple willTnake their home
at Wessaweskeag Inn.
HOME FOR AGED WOMEN
The following Christmas gifts to the
Home for Aged Women are most
gratefully acknowledged by the hoard
of managers: $100 from C. E. Bicknell,
$50 from Hugh A. Bain. Riverside.
Calif.. $10 from M. E. Wotton, $5 from
Mrs. Georgia Berry. $5 from a friend,
$1 from Arthur Crockett, a ton of coal
from F. R. Spear, barrel of flour from
Elmer S. Bird, supply of fish from Ira
W. Feeney, oranges and grapefruit
from Perry's Market, basket of apples
from Mrs. Henry Chatto, box of fruit
and candy, from Mrs. Ella Grimes,
six pounds of candy from Mrs. Ira
Feeney, a fine Christmas dinner from
H. Nelson McDougall, basket of fruit,
from a friend, box of oranges and
grapefruit from Mrs. Haley, vegetables
from Mr. Brewster, lee cream from
Mrs. E. W. Thurlow.
A New Year’s dinner w"'S given by
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham
and
the
Southend grocers Messrs. Flint, Dun
can and Haskell. Records have been
received from several friends, and $87
came from the estate of Mrs. Evle
Kelley.
An interested friend generously of
fered to bestow $500 upon the Home
on condition that four other friends
might be induced to equal that amount.
Three of those friends have been found
and "Diogenes with his lantern” is
earnestly seeking for the fourth man.

Mrs. Charles E. Burch left for NewYork yesterday on a business trip.
Mrs. Cora Austin of Rockport is the
guest of Mrs. Lena Johnson, Dexter
street.
Mrs. Sarah Singleton of Damariscot
ta is the guest of Mrs. Charles Dyer,
Warren street.

Louis Bosse has returned from Port
land where he has been for treatment
with Dr. Abbott. While in Portland
he was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Hervey Allen. He was accompanied
home by Joseph Soffayer.
Mr. and Mrs. William Chetwynd of
Vinalhaven, who are spending the
winter with their daughter, Mrs. Job
Cunningham at 52 Summer street, are
today quietly observing their 63d wed
ding anniversary. Both are natives
of Barrington, N. S., hut V inalhaven
has been their home the past 22 years.
Mr. Chetwynd, who is 83 was a fisher
man until 20 years ago, and for the
next 10 years was employed on the
llsh wharf at Vinalhaven. Since that
time he has not been engaged in ac
tive work. Mrs. Chetwynd is 79, but
still so active that one would scarcely
suspect that she Is on tne fhreshhold
of 80. Dai ing the past year she has
pieced up about 10 quilts in addition
tc attending to the ordinary run of
housework. The couple enjoy good
health and are held in the esteem that
is due good neighbors, and are coming
down to tha sunset of life In peace and
ltnpplness. With them on their anni
versary are Mr. and Mrs. Job Cunning
ham. their grandsons, Ivan and Almon,
and the latters’ wives. The Chetwynds
have two other children, Almon Chet
wynd of Vinalhaven and Mrs. Joseph
Wlckens of Bear Point, N. 8.

THE GIFT OF MELODY

Is Ascribed By Boston Tran
script To the Poetry of
Edna Millay.
In Its department ‘‘Books of the
Day,” the Boston Transcript publishes
the following concerning a Knox
County girl of whom the citizens are
becoming increasingly proud.
s « s •

Of all our lyric poets In America
today there is none who holds quite
the position of Miss Millay. She could
scarcely have begun her writing ca
reer before people began to talk and
write of her. The result of all this is
that she has been before the public
a long time for a person of her years.
There is also about her work a quality
'whldh makes It remembered. This
in Itself is unique, because, while
verse appearing in magazines is
largely read, there is very little of it
which impresses itself on the mem
ory. Edna St. Vincent Millay's verse
has always done this. Moreover, she
has not accomplished it by tricks or
by the use of ultra types of verse or
of thought. In spite of experiments in
other forms, she is first and always
a lyric poet possessing In her work a
melody which Is always apparent and
is frequently haunting. Moreover, in
her case the opposite of the usual pro
cedure has happened. Marty reputa
tions are built up by the talk and at
tentlon
which an author's work
arouses. We feel on tha other hand
that Miss Millay's work would stand
out even more clearly had she not
been one of the most discussed of our
poets. To write about her is almost
to obscure her, so elemental and per
sonal is her message.
Her verse
speaks directly to her reader.
Though she has written largely in
the older verse forms, Miss Millay has
done more than almost any poet In
America today to break away from
the old traditions of thought and fig
urns.
She does not write bookish
pcetry and she does not, one feels,
try to envisage the thoughts and ex
periences of her poetic predecessors.
This in itself is an achievement for a
poet brought up in the early iwen
titth century with its rich 'background
of nineteenth century poetry. Nearly
all our poets have been to some extent
affected by this literary heritage and,
curiously enough, some of those whom
one would least expect have felt the
Influence of the inheritance most
strongly. Miss Millay, however, has
very largely escaped it, gaining there
by immensely In the originality and
appeal of her poems.
"The Harp-Weaver," the title poem
of this volume and the winner of the
1922 Pulitzer prize for poetry. Is
striking example of the originality of
her conceptions, and of the way in
which she achieves the original with
out falling victim to the bizarre. This
is a poim-i of mother-love, simple, di
rect an* tense as a narrative poem
should be. It is in ballad form and the
speaker is the child, who does not
comment but tells his story with stark
directness. It Is vivid and Intensely
moving, yet there are no words lost, as
one realizes In the final scene:
There sat my mother
With she harp against her shoulder,
Looking nineteen
And not a day older.
A smile about her lips
And a light about her head.
And her hands In the harp-strings
frozen dead.

And piled up beside her
And toppling to the skies
Were the clothes of a king's son
Just my size.

The most compelling work of the new
volume in many ways is tne series of
sonnets called “Sonnets ftom an Ungrafted Tree.” It has one of the stark
and picturesque beginnings which Miss
Millay loves:
So she came bark Into bla house again
And watched beside tits bed until he died
Loving him not at all.

So she introduces the tragedy, the ter
ror and grim realism of the woman's
experiences In a house alone with a
dying man, alone In this terrible way
and forced to serve and sometimes to
pity the man whom she does not love.
Throughout the sequence she creates
vivid figures to make real the experi
ence. Thus In speaking of time, she
says:
The last white sawdust on the floor was grown
Gray as the flrst, so long he had been 111.

And the loneliness and terror of the
woman is brought out by her aban
donment In common things.
She filled her arms with wood, and set her chin
forward, to hold the highest stick In place,
No loss afraid than she had always been
Of Bidders up her arms and on her face.

The tragedy grows with our Increas
ing sense of the loneliness of the wo
man, who comes to the time when she
lets them ‘‘leave their jellies at the
door and go away.” She listens un
seen to their talk as they go but we
feel the creeping sense of desolation.
The days are horrible, but the nights
spell a greater horror and she fears
intensely that the man will die at
night, for there is some companionship
even in the sick and dying. Few poets
have achieved so simple and yet mag
nificent a picture of the utter loneli
ness as that found in the line:
She had kept that kettle balling all night long
for company.

DANGER JN COLDS
If Neglected, They Will Often
Develop Serious Illness
Take Father John’s Medicine
There is lurking danger in every cold
because, if neglected, it may attack the
breathing tract. Prompt action should
be taken when a cold develops.
Begin taking Father John's Medicine
right away. This old-fashioned family
medicine, whose
basiR is cod liver
oil scientifically
prepared with
>ther ingredients
soothes and
heals the breath
ing tract and at
the same time
builds
fighting
strength to fight
off
the
cold.
Father John's
Medicine Is
guaranteed free
from
nerve
(^^tdenlng drugs
and stimulants.
68 years In use.

It Is a splendid Imaginative poem
from start to finish. It is not merely
one of the best things Miss Millay has
done, but one of the best things which
has been done In contemporary poetry.
, The earlier series of sonnets is at
variance with these in mood and yet
quite us true to Miss Millay as we
know her work. They possess her
cool cynicism, and her spirit of elfin
mischief along with a curiously keen
and active Intelligence. We can quote
only one from them:
Oh, oh. you will be sorry for that word I
Give book my book and take my klas Instoad,
Was It m.v enemy or my friend I heard,
“What a big book for such a little head I”
f ume, I will allow you now my ataweat hat,
And you may watch me purse my mouth and
prink t
Ob, I shall love you still, and nil of that,
I never again shall tell you what I think,
I shall be aweet and craft, soft and sly;
You will not catrh me reading any more:
I shall be railed a wife to pattern by;
And some day when you knock and push the
door.
Seme sane day, not too bright and not too
stormy,,
I shall be gone and you may whistle for me..

This is the Miss Millay which her
readers are likely to love best of all,
for here more than anywhere else we
catch the wild woodland elflthness of
her, the quality which eludes and
evades us and yet persistently calls
us, making us continuously eager for
more and more of her verse.

The Davis Garment shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, la now having a
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats,
dresses and a few fur coats.—adv.

THE CHAPMAN CONCERT

c/f Surprising

That next Wednesday night's con
cert at the First Baptist church is to
be a musical occasion of untisual char
acter Is Indicated by the program to
be presented as follows:

'TJalue—

(a) Variations on Theme Von Corelli.
Tartini-Krelslei
<b> ■Hebrew Lullaby.
J. Aehron, arr. by Auer
(ci Spinning Song, David Popper arr. by Auer.
Bcnno Rablnowiteh
Bizet
Habanera—Carmen,
Devora Nadworney
Beethoven
(a) Chorus of Dervishes,
Krelsler
(b) Hchon Rosmarln,
(c) The Walnut Tree, Schumann, arr. by Auer.
Paganini
(d, Moto Perpetuo,
Benno Rablnowiteh
Gretehaninoff
fa) My Native Land,
Strauss
(b) Morgan,
Bibella
(c) Girometta,
Devora Nadworney
Edwin Grasse
(a) Waves at Play,
A. Bazzini
(b) The Round of the*<5obllns.
Benno Kabinovvitch
Donizetti
La Favorita,
Devora Nadworney
H. WelnavvskI
Le Carnaval Ruase,
Benno Rablnowiteh
MacDowell
(a) Thy Beaming Eyes,
Fox
(b) Bong of a Shepherd,
Curran
<c) Life,
Devora Nadworney
Mon <oeur s’ouore a la Volx,
Salnt-Saen.;
Devora Nadworney
Violin obligato by Mr. Hablrowlteh
William K. Chapman at the l'lanu

Wound Wox

60c

The concert Is given under the aus
pices of the Wight Philharmonic So
ciety, whose members are highly grati
fied to bring here such artists and to
present them at a low price for tickets.

MICKIE SAYS—

A YEAR-OLD NOVELTY

'TH' KIND OF A OOM WHO
WILL TAKE A METROPOUYAU
OAllN PAPER AH’ NEVER
EAJPPORY HIE HOME 'xtWJLi
BXP6R Vft GEMEftAUH A FELLER)
WHO MOEOCN EVER MISSES
AFTER HE SHOPFLES

opt-

that’s still the newest thing in fine chocolates
IGHT in the candy kitchen of America,
—our own New England—Lowney’s
planned a novel idea in packaged
chocolates. “The High-Priced Chocolates

and specialization cannot he imitated. No
similar priced chocolates can be compared to>
Lowney’s Gold Stripe Package.

in die Low-Priced Box.”
i One year has passed. Wise New England
ers, keen on value, have made Lowney’s
Gold Stripe Package the most popular of all
fine chocolates.
i Now come the imitators. Ye?, the price
can be imitated. But—Lowney’s experience

Standard
Chocolates and Bonbons
Chewy and Brittle

•.

For these are really high-priced chocolate*
with high-priced centers in three assortments:

Ask for a package tonight at the nearest
drug or candy store.

)oyx Efs
Gold Stripe Chocolates
The High-Priced Chocolates
in the. Tow-Priced Box

<2WAPt€$
O/utrHBe'e'

EMPIRE

i i==i »==< i

i i:=i i

Three Shows—2:00, 6:45, 8:30

mouth, and they were not a hit huhgry
for breakfast or luncheon. They de
A Miami Sporting Writer Furnishes clared they didn't nibble a single bite. I
An Exxcellent Alibi For Harry They Invited the fish scribe to call '
Daniels. - - - - later in the week.’
“Which is very true.”
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
Edgar Hay, who edits the anglers’
WALL PAPER
department in the Miami Herald, per
ELECTRIC
LAMPS AND
petrates this one at the expense of our
FOR
SALE
SUPPLIES
Matlnicus summer friend, Harry Dan
THOMA8TON, MAINE
iels.
Tu*8-tf
“The society department and the
KENNETH KNIGHT
Fresh Fish department, it would seem
I ENGRAVED CARDS—Call si Ibis oltl'e anil
ROCKPORT, ML.
I examine styles. If you already have a plate
at first blush, have nothing in common
I bring It in and let us print you cards In latent
in thtir respective duties, unless their
size. THE COURIER GAZETTE.
subjects might both lie catalogued
sometimes us “poor fish."
‘‘However—
“Our attention has heen riveted by
a social note that speaks with great
truth concerning the Fresh Fish de
partment It reads: 'Messrs. N. C. and
A. H. Christensen of London, Eng
land. stopping at the Leamington ho
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager. JAMES J. O’HARA, Organist
tel, on a tour of the world, had as their
guest New Year’s day, H. A. Daniels of
New York, on a fishing trip, on
LAST CHANCE TODAY TO SEE
Clarence Fine’s Fish Hound.’. Edgard
Hay of the Herald staff interviewed
the fish that were not caught. They
The wonderful six-reel comedy that has had all Rockland
included sallflsh bonlto, nmherjack,
laughing the past two days. The story of a South American revolu
tuna, barracuda, dolphin, klngflsh, Arc
tion, in which Harold and a Norwegian giant figure.
tic bonlto, wahoo, mackerel, grouper,
mutton fish, Jewfish, ray, porpoise and
—ALSO—
shark. The fish all had the same story.
They were out celebrating New Year's
Eve the night previous and they all
Two full performances tonight, beginning at 6.30. Special matinee
had headaches, a leathery taste In the
price for children today—10 cents; children 25 cents tonight.

WHY THEY DIDN’T BITE

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

Last Time Today

VIOLA DANA

W. P. STRONG

“THE SOCIAL CODE”
—ALSO—

WILLIAM DUNCAN

HOME and FARMS

and EDITH JOHNSON

“THE STEEL TRAIL”
___________ Chapter One____________

Monday-Tuesday

*LThe Strand

Herbert Rawiinson
“His Mystery Girl”
A rattling romance of love and ad
venture that takes the prize for
novelty of situation and baffling
complications.
Comedy
"ASLEEP AT THE SWITCH”
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
BUCK JONES in
“CUPID’S FIREMEN"

HAROLD LLOYD in “WHY WORRY?”

J. B. McGOWAN in “TRACKS”
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

PARK
LAST TIME

TODAY

MATINEE, 10c, 17c
EVENING 10c, 17c, 22c

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6.45, 8:30

“THE MAN LIFE PASSED BY”
v

—WITH—

Hobart Bosworth, Cullen Landis,
Eva-Jane Novak
—

COMEDY

LEAH

BAIRD

“THE DESTROYING ANGEL”
Romance and wild adventure in high life with intrigues and fight*
ing ....
Strange tale of love and mystery more enthralling than a detective
story ....
Every woman has had her dream of being fought for and won as
tho heroine was in this unusual photoplay.................
COMING—“THE GREEN GODDESS”

REVIEW

MONDAY-TUESDAY
A GUARANTEED THRILLER
WITH

RICHARD DIX
LOIS WILSON
MARJORIE DAW

-

M

WEATHER STRIPS
^UcKL«s,BUaa.Duw,AN Co Mrt>~ Okl>mom> C|tv

JltCI I. LASKY

*

PRESENTS

Zane Greys

xALL OF THE
'“'CANYON*
Ct^ammountpicture

Comedy: “LADIES MAN”

SAVE FUEL
KEEP OUT D3ST AND RAIN

PREVENT
RATTLE

For Sale By

150-S-tf

NEWS

WED.-THURS.—'“RUPERT OF HENTZAU,” ALL STAR CAST

W. H. GLOVER CO.

COMING SOON—“CHAPTER IN HER LIFE”

ROCKLAND,............... MAINE

OLD

Every-Other-Day
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STONE

CUTTING

WITH THE RADIO FANS

DAYS

(By the Radio Editor)

Thomas J. Lyons Tells of Conditions At Vinalhaven and
Hurricane Back In the Seventies.
The December issue of The Granite freighting the stone. The piers and
Cutters’ Journal contains an interest approaches were all granite and I
ing article of a reminiscent nature con don’t think that concrete for filling en
cerning the old granite days at Vinal tered into their construction. At about
haven and Hurricane. It is from the the same time what is known as the
pen of Thomas J. Lyons, former com St. Louis bridge was being constructed
missioner of labor, and The Courier- and this took large quantities of gran
ite. It will be remembered that in 1870
Gazette gladly republishes it.
our population was not more than
• • • •
For several years previous to 1906 45.000.000 and the demand for granite
1 was the corresponding secretary of cutters was not very large to the west
The
Vinalhaven branch, and as such I ward of the Mississippi River.
used to enjoy writing a few lines in monumental business had not been de
connection with my branch re;>ort each veloped and not a large number of
month for publication in the Journal. men found employment at this branch
In 1906 for reasm-s declared to be sat of the industry. The real boom came
isfactory to the 1. E. C„ my communi about 1870. Although we cut stone at
cation was returned, and since that Vinalhaven in 1869 for the basement
time my signature has appeared but a of the New York Post Office, a novel
few times in our official organ, al feature of this job was the fact that
though the desire to write has been each cutter boxed his stone when fin
and is now Just as strong as in the old ished and accepted, and also put in
days. Your Invitation to members, the lewis hole. This was a great op
etc., to write something for publica portunity and for good reasons many
tion leads me to respond, and 1 trust of the stone were covered to an ex
that what I write may be of some in tent not necessary to protect the cor
terest to our members, the great ma ners and edges.
It was about 1870 that active opera
jority of whom I am painfully re
minded are not included among the tions on work for the State War and
Navy building at Washington, D. C.,
associates of my boyhood days.
1 have been a member of our organ started at Vinalhaven. The Bodwell
ization ever
since its
inception Granite Company had the contract for
in 187?.
J
have been cutting the basement and approaches and even
granite almost continuously since 1867 this was some job: The ruperstrucand 1 am still following the trade in an ture of this building was done at Rich
old man's way, though at much less mond, Va. The Post Office for Cincin
than $1.00 per hour. My memory is nati, Ohio, was also done at Vinal
pretty good, so that I feel that I can haven.
About 1S71 work started at Dix
review quite Intelligently conditions
existing in the trade during the forty- Island for the New York Post Office,
seven years of our existence as an as and the Philadelphia Post Office was
sociation and of the 10 years previous. also done there. On these contracts
It is difficult for me to select some par there were about twelve hundred cut
ticular subject as an introduction, be ters employed.
Up to about 1870 Hurricane Island
cause there are so many to choose
from. However, I will go back to the was a huge barren pile of granite, the
beginning of my experience, and per only inhabitants being fish hawks,
haps 1 will be able to te'l afl that I crows and sea gulls. There was hardly
think would be acceptable in a few soil enough to make a baseball dia
mond. I personally worked there be
letters.
The greater part of my life has been fore there was a house built. The
passed at Vinalhaven and other places company that commenced operations
ir the State of Maine, and my fetters was Gen. Davis Tilson of Ilock Island,
should be judged from this standpoint. Maine. Patrick McNamara and Gar
Dlx Island was quite busy during the rett Coughlin. Some work was done
years of the Civil War getting out the for the Brooklyn bridge and New York
granite for the treasury building at City, but about 1873 a contract was
Washington, D. C. Aside from this I received from the Government for the
don't think that there was much ac construction of the St. Louis postof
tivity in the way of construction of fice. Immediately the Island assumed
public buildings.
the activity of a western mining boom
Granite was a pretty .cheap material town. Boarding houses and private
66 years ago and it was used quite residences both permanent and tem
extensively for bridges, dock work, porary sprang up as if by magic on
lighthouses, tunnels, street work for every available location and almost
cities, etc. The Brooklyn bridge, the overnight a town had been created that
Hist to cross the East River from New furnished an abiding place and steady
h ork City, kept the quarries of Maine employment for many granite worker:
going for some time, and made busi up to the time of the collapse of the
ness good for a large fleet of schooners granite business in Maine, and then

Thtrt’t • "TtH-tabT
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1 he household
check-raiser

EAVING cellar lights burning all night after the
last trip to coal the furnace boosts the figures on
the check you send the electric light company—and
there isn’t any reason for it.

L

The up-to-date full-wired house lights the cellar from
the kitchen. It also lights a tell-tale or sounds a buzzer
in the kitchen to show that the cellar lights are burning.

This is just one example of the money- and step-saving
convenience which goes with complete electric wiring
in your home.
Complete wiring makes your house worth more to sell,
rent or live in, and it is surprising how little it costs.
Let us tell you.

A. T. Thurston
ELECTRAGIST

444 MAIN STREET,................ ROCKLAND

Yes, It’s a Kineo
Made at Bangor, Me.
At lower prices than
you have ever had offered
you since before the war.
Do you know you can
buy a Star Kineo 8-20
Range with high shelf, for
$60.80, delivered any
where in Maine? This
range is sold under the
highest guarantee to give
satisfaction.

The Kineo Furnaces
and Heaters are sold un
der this same guarantee.
SOLE AGENT FOR KINEO GOODS

V. F. STUDLEY
283 Main Street - - - Rockland, Maine

Delicious
Fruits and Berries
for Salad or Sherbat

Ask your Grocer

DESSERTS

Well readers, how do you like our
open (7) winter” as far as it has
gone? If this weather keeps up we will
scon have to go out every morning
nd shovel the snow off the antenna
ire so the ‘'slgs” can get to the re
ceiving set without the aid of rubber
boots.
Only 4 below zero this morning, and
yet the Eastern Bay was smoking as
much as it did that memorable day last
winter when the thermometer regis
tered 22 below on the Kcag River
ridge. Some of our southern friends
ill appreciate reading that while we
have had less than a month of actual
winter here there is now 15 inches of
good ice on the lakes and over a foot
snow on the level.
Never mind
though—we are not spending the win
ter in Palm Beach so we ought not to
expect summer weather, and besides,
cold weather bodes of good radio reeption so there is some satisfaction
in that.
• • • •
Latest report: Word from some well
eanittg fan tells me that (he local in
terference that has caused trouble
here for weeks is nothing less than an
X-ray machine in operation some
where in the city. This may be the
case but it seems kind <.f funny we
haven't heard from X-ray machines
l>cfore, for there has been several In
he city for a number of years.
A radio fan in the vicinity of the
Gas Kilns, Northend, is sure that the
trouble is from some leak In 'the elee
trieal devices of the Lime Company's
itant in that section of the city.
Still another report from a fan on
Park street stakes that the disturbance
is more pronounced In his locality than
unywhere else in the city.
Fans can go on guessing indefinitely
but there is only one way to locate the
trouble and that is to go out and hunt
for it with a loop and receiver. It’s a
safe het the Central Maine Power Co.
will be glad to remedy the trouble if
it Is located and pointed out.
Personally 1 haven’t heard a thing
from the interference since that night
I told you about In the last column,
and I think things are actually better
here in the city than they were a week
ago.

the Island was deserted. Today It is
in the keeping of a caretaker, and is
as silent as the proverbial graveyard.
At Clark Island the postoffice for
Hartford, Conn., was under the ham
mer. I cannot remember just when
it started, but it was in active opera
tion along with the other jobs. When
we consider that Vinalhaven, Hurri
cane, Dix Island and Clark Island are
Included in a radius of about twenty
miles and all within a short distance
of the city of Rockland, it will be easy
to understand that during the exist
ence of these contracts times were ex
tremely lively in this particular lo
cality. At this same period a large
force of men were employed at Cape
Ann, Mass., getting out the granite for
the Boston postoffice.
There was no
Barre, Vt., on the active industrial
map fifty years ago. But Quincy, Mass,
Westerly, R. I., Concord, N. H„ Mt
Waldo,
Hallowell,
Spruce
Head
Green’s Landing (Stonington) and
Blue Hill were all busy hives of in
dustry and were factors In the de
mand for granite cutters.
The starting of so many large con
tracts at practically the same time
created a demand for cutters far be
yond the supply, but it was not long
before the vacant bankers began to
fill up with prospectors, almost exclu
sively from the British Isles.
The
Italian and Spanish cutters did not
mingle with the natives until some
years later, but still the demand was
for more cutters.
The apprentice
system was not so highly developed
in those days as it is by our friends
the manufacturers of the present day
and besides the Government did not
recognize on the pay roils a class of
men listed as apprentices, but some
plan was devised to overcome this
objection and as a result men from all
walks of fife residing in or near those
centers of government employment
turned to the trade and in a little while
developed into first-class mechanics.
I have buttied with men who had
served as officers in the army and navy
of the Union during the Civil War,
men who had commanded ships in our
mercantile marine, etc., but a place
on the government pay rolls under the
conditions that we were enduring
seemed preferable to any of those oc
cupatlons.

I have been working on the reverse
feedback circuit brought cut in one of
the recent Sunday editions of the Bos
ton Globe for about a week now. Al
though my material was somewhat
crude I carried cut every specification
to the letter and when put to the test
on Monday night it developed that the
thing as I had constructed it was a
•bear” for low-wave stations and I
readily picked up four or five new sta
tions that I have never heard before,
however on the higher waves it failed
to deliver good service. loiter I wound
another coupler which seemed to get
the high waves but lacked the volume
I desired and was more or less unstable
all over its range. Ixist night I dis
regarded entirely the circuit diagram
and grounded the negative of the A
battery and behold It not only sta
bilized the set but the "Bigs" came in
with unusual volume.
As constructed the set is a threetube affair with one stage of tuned
radio frequency’. The potentiometer
common to tuned radio is left out and
the tickler ball rotating inside the pri
mary and secondary windings is wired
so that there is a reversed feed hack
with which the set may be kept from
oscillation. This means that the feed
back is just opposite to that used in
regenerative sots. It’s control is very
simple and the quality of the music is
fine and I am convinced that this
method of reception when perfected
will have both the advantage of vol
ume and distance, and it will not ra
diate a disturbing whistle. I am not yet
satisfied with my range of distance
with this set but think this may be
due to a local trouble which I hope to
Personally I had served an appren overcome in the near future.
ticeship of six months in 1867 and my
• « • •
experience up to the time of the com
Requests for the Haynes DX hookup
mencement of the govermnent work
had been passed cutting bridge work are stil! coming in and E. W. Ames
street work and other varieties of bury of Portland, Oregon, has Irearchitecture that did not require much quested a circuit diagram. This is the
skill. The pean hammer was the fin record for distant letters which I have
ishing tool; the bush hammer had no received. Pretty soon boys and I will
place in my kit. The first one that be with you.
• • • •
I bought had six cuts in one end and
No local news of any particular in
eight in the other. This answered the
purpose for a while, and as there was terest has come in recently and while
no particular hurry about finishing, the radio column does not de;>end
we boys soon acquired the use of the upon local news entirely It is desirous
hammers of all grades. The men who of having letters from readers in dif
were given the place of honor and the ferent localities regarding reception
best grade of work were those who conditions, interference and other news
were well advanced in years, the sup that would be of interest to fans any
position being that because they had where.
• • • •
been working at the business for some
If you are experiencing trouble with
years they must he finished workmen
The Cousin Jacks who came over in your set that cannot be accounted for
quantity arrayed in the moleskin tell me about it and if I can’t put you
pants and hob-nail shoes were not al! to rights I will lay it before the read
experts with the bush hammer and I ers through tlie column and perhaps
remember an incident where one of their experience with similar troubles
them went into the blacksmith shop will help you out. One radio man Is
to have his hammer sharpened; he did quoted as saying that 90% of ail re
not want to appear green, so he threw ceiving sets in this country are not
the hammer, cuts and all, on the forge giving full efficiency, owing to some
and went out. The sharpener, who minute detail that is hindering the
operation of the set. From some of
had no love for any kind of a foreigne
the sets that I have seen during the
put the tool in the fire and made
pean hammer of it. That was an in past month I have drawn the conclu
cident, and I am pleased to say that sion that this man must be right and
I don’t think that it ever was re Ft’s a wonderful thing that some of
ppated. These Englishmen and Scotch them ever do as well as they do.
One manufacturer says that a onemen came over with the intention of
remaining and making homes for tube set ought to deliver enough vol
their families.
They very readily ume if working properly to be heard
mixed with the natives, became inter three feet from the phones, that a two
ested in our American affairs and tube set ought to deliver distinguish
customs, and speedily developed into able music all over a moderate sized
good mechanics. When tlie necessity room and that a three tube set should
came for organization they were be heard all over the house using nothamong the first to start the agitation Irg but the phones laying on the table.
and were never found wanting in their Cheek up your reception with this re
port and let the column know what
devotion to union principles.
For some reason the Italian and your set will do.
Spanish influx of granite cutters did
not reach Vinalhaven, but at Hurri
Why is it that the reception of dis
cane Island, three miles distant, they tant stations although never by far as
formed a considerable part of the satisfactory as the nearer ones has so
pcpulation.
/
much bearing on the sale rfnd manufac
Now', Mr: Editor/ if t’qfs ramblix’g ture of receiving sets? 1 commence to
spiel is not consign/d to life waste bas believe that the person who really
ket 1 will try and five yop my remem knows the enjoyment of radio is the
brances of our
topiary days during : one who sets down and feels out a
these governme
contracts and of the good progtam of comfortable volume
incidents leadii
up t the organiza- land hears it through without bothering
tion of our unkm.
early struggles his head hunting for distance. I wired
of our Associmion, ir^luding the pine- up a set for a fellow the orher day -who
hour strike ill 1880 apid the lockout of said that all he wanted to get was
1892 will fujmish n/fteria! for another KDKA and WGY. He was a farmer
write-up. The co-operative movement who wanted the set for entertainment
of 1892 ha/ many/interesting features purposes only and I am sure he will
that migh/ be reuyted.
rot find many disappointments if he
Condit/ns in /he trade at the pres sticks to thesq |wo stations.
ent timware, t/ say the least, nothing
to be proud or: at least, this is the
Keystone
Cigar*—Mild, Sumatra
way I .Teel ahput it, and if the oppori tunity presents I will make myself Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.—
. bettq? uode/stood upon this question.
___________

The New ESSEX
A six

Built by Hudson

i

& !

Under Hudson Patents

$I70 Lower in Price
Priced <170 lower, the New Essex Coach
provides a larger, handsomer body, with
even greater passenger comfort than the
former Coach. And its 6-cylinder motor,
built on Hudson patents give smoothness
and performance distinction, heretofore
exclusive to the Super-Six.

Qke

Coach

1975
Touring Model - <850

Qua/iries of Both Hudson and Essex
Its abilities are as exclusive in this field
as Hudson's. Think of what that advan
tage means. And it has in full those
hidden values that keep Hudson and
Essex cars like new, after thousands of
miles and years of service.'

Freight and Tas Extra

Everyone Calls It“Ideal Transportation"

A 30 Minute
Ride Will
Win You

Simple to keep in first class condition.
Requires little attention. Lubrication for
the most part is done with an oil can.
M ileage on fuel, oil a nd ti res is exceptional.
No car we ever announced has met with
such a reception. You must be impressed
as everyone has. You, too, will say: “the
New Essex provides ideal transportation”.

SNOW-HUDSON COMPANY

669

665 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND TEL. 896.

FORGIONE CONVICTED
South Portland Contractor
Who Ran Into Lincolnville
Man, Fined $200.
The ease of Antonio Forgione. of
South Portland, contractor for the new
$200,000 school house now under con
struction in Belfast, who was con
victed in the Belfast Municipal court
of reckless driving and sentenced to
three months in jail and to pay a fine
of $300 was heard in the Supreme
Court on appeal Wednesday.
The case is the result of an acci
dent Dec. 5, on Atlantic highway at
Lincolnville
Beach,
when
George
French of Lincolnville, aged 74, was
severely Injured. Mr. French was
driving along the highway and the first
that witnesses knew of the accident
was when they saw his horse running
wild. They found Mr. French lying
in the road and near him was Mr, For
gione and his Ford coupe. Mr. For
gione said at that time that he came
along and seeing the man lying by the
roadside got out of his car to offer as
sistance. He denied that there had
been a collision or that he had any
thing to do with the affair. It was
found, however, that the front tires of
the coupe were flat and there were
traces of yellow paint on the wheels.
The wagon driven by Mr. French was
painted yellow.
Witnesses for tile state included Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Barton, State Highway
Police Charles D. Wentworth of Rock
land, and others, who testified to ar
riving on the setne of the accident
soon after it happened and that For
gione told them that he had no part
in it, and that it had been caused by
a car that had preceded him. He said
he had not betn in collision with Mr.
French.
Witnesses testified to the tracks of
the wheels of both car and wagon
showing that they had come together
not far from where Mr. French was
found in the ditch. They also testified
to the yellow paint found on the front
tires of the wheels on Forgione's car
and of the condition of the car. The
victim of the accident was unable to
appear in court.
The sensation of the day came when
Attorney Arthur Chapman of Port-

IDOIES’COLDS

K

Children have very deli
cate digestions, easily
disturbed by too much
“dosing.” Treat croup
and all colds “externally”
by applying—

VICKS
w

land in his opening announced that
the respondent would admit that there
was an accident and that he had been
In collision with French, although they
would deny that he was driving reck
lessly. On the stand Forgione stated
that he told the witnesses the story
about not haying a part in the acci
dent because he was “excited.” He
said that he was driving about 15 miles
an hour when he saw French ahead of
him, blew his horn and thought he had
plenty of room to pass. But just as
he was about to pass he thought the
wagon must have swerved, that when
he saw the horse jump he jammed on
his brakes and stopped his car, which
then swung crosswise of the road. He
got out as soon as he stopped and
went back to where Mr. French had
been thrown and did all he could for
him. Then he backed his car out of
the road and at that time others came.
He said he saw that the man was hurt
and bleeding and he was excited and
said he didn’t do it. Forgione is a nat
uralized Italian.
A verdict of guilty was rendered and
Forgior.e was fined $200. The Jury was
out four hours.

APPLETON
The Willing Workers met with
Blanche Davidson Tuesday with 15
present. The following officers were
re-elected for the ensuing year: Ger- 1
trude Moody, president; Little Young,
vice president;
Elizabetli Newbert,
treasurer and Evelyn Pitman, secre
tary.
On Jan. 4 the annual roll call and
business meeting of the Baptist church
was held at the parsonage. The Wil
ling Workers with their husbands were
invited to attend. Several of the mem
bers who could r.ot be present sent
some message, among which were five
original poems by Tobias Wadsworth,
and Bernard Pitman. Officers elected
for the ensuing year were Albert Ful
ler, James Morse and Eugene Butler,
deacons; Agnes Taylor, tieasurer and
Albert Fuller clerk, this being his 22d
year in this position. Various reports
were read, among them that of the
treasurer of the Willing Workers
which gave the total rec-ips for the
year as $438.06; total expenditures,
$449.11 and amount paid toward the
parsonage $258.70. After the business
meeting a social hour was enjoyed and
a fine supper was served by the Wil
ling Workers in charge of Elizabeth
Newbert, Ethel Moody and Lpttie
Wentworth. The waitresses were Ada
Proctor, Evelyn Pitman, Ethel Moody
and Elizabeth Stanley. The verdict
of all was “that supper couldn’t be
beaten." After supper a short address
was given by Dr. G. H. Hamlin of
Lewiston. This is the first gathering
of its kind to be held in the parsonage.
Pastor and Mrs. Emerson were ideal
host and hostess, the entire house
being thrown open for the use and in-

spection of all. Appleton has every
reason to feel proud of its fine parson
age and also consider Itself very fort
unate to have with us Rev. and Mrs.
Emerson.

INCOME TAX IN NUTSHELL.

WHO? Single persons who had
net income of $1,000 or more or
gross income of $5,000 or mot*,
and married couples who had net
Income of $2,000 or more or gross
income of $5,000 or more must file
returns.
WHEN? The filling period is from
January I to March 15, 1924.
WHERE? Collector of Internal
revenue for the district In which
the person lives or has his prin
cipal place of business.

HOW? Instructions
on
Form
1040A and Form 1040; also the
law and regulations.

WHAT? Four per cent normal
tax on the first $4,000 of net In
come In excess of the personal
exemption and credits for de
pendents. Eight per cent normal
tax on balance of net Income.
Surtax from 1 per cent to 50 per
cent on net Incomes over $6,000
for the year 1922.

TIPS FOR TAXPAYERS
No. 5
In 'the making of his 1923 Incometax return the business man. profes
sional man, and farmer may deduct
from gross income all items properly
attributable to business expenses. In
the case of a storekeeper they Include
amounts spent for rent of his place of
business, advertising, premiums for
insurance against fire or other losses,
the cost of water, light and heat used
in his place of business, drayage and
freight bills, the cost of repairs and
maintenance to delivery wagons and
trucks, and a reasonable allowance for
salaries of employees. A professional
man, lawyer, doctor, or dentist may
deduct the cost of supplies used in his
profession, expenses paid In the operatier and repair of an automobile used
in making professional calls, dues to
professional societies, subscriptions to
professional Journals, office rent, cost
of light, heat, and water used In hts
office, and the hire of office assistants.
The farmer may deduct amounts paid
in the production and harvesting of
his crops, cost of seed and fertilizer
used, cost of minor repairs to farm
buildings (other than the dwelling),
and cost of small tools used in the
course of a year or two.

A. C MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUEIQ CO.

VapoRub

O^r 17 Million Jar. IM Y.arfy

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Tit Faneai Sksst Musis yse us aCvtrUm4 la all tks Isadisi maiazlsM. Over
2200 sslsstlsas—Mid for sataleeos.

WANTED
Io exchange new furniture for your old. Wo rnuot keep our oooond
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange now modern
furniture for your old; also rangae and musical inetrumanta.

V.

F.

STUDLEY

•288 MAIN ST., ROCKL/

